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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, two steels; BS1501-224 Grade 490B and A508 Class 3 are studied using single edge 
notch, SEN specimens under mixed mode UII loading conditions. 

The first steel, BS1501 was used to investigate the influence of prior loading on the low temperature 
mixed mode I/II fracture. A prior Mode I proof load at room temperature resulted in an increase in the 
Mode I low temperature fracture toughness and load bearing capacity. This benefit reduced with 
increasing shear (Mode II) until for pure Mode II loading where there was no change in toughness. A 
prior Mode II proof load at room temperature resulted in a decrease in low temperature fracture 
toughness and load bearing capacity. With increasing shear this reduction was not so great. For pure 
Mode II loading there was no change in toughness or load bearing capacity at low temperature. 
Fractographic studies revealed that there was a change in failure mechanism from cleavage to ductile 
tearing with increasing Mode II loading. 

The second steel, A508 was used to assess the role of shear (Mode II) and constraint in mixed mode 
ductile fracture. Constraint was addressed in terms of a variation in specimen thickness (B=10mm, 
20mm and 40mm), width (W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm) and crack depth to specimen width ratio 
(ao/W=0.1,0.5 and 0.7). A new testing fixture was designed and successfully used to apply 
combinations of tension (Mode I) and shear (Mode II) loading through the crack tip of each specimen, 
regardless of specimen size and crack depth. For each combination of B, W and ao/W, a series of 
multiple specimen crack growth resistance curves (R-curves) which provide a measure of the relative 
toughness required to initiate a crack (J;,,; t) and its resistance to further tearing (defined by the slope of 
the R-curve, dJ/da) for the complete range of mixed mode loading. Finite element analysis was used 
to determine specific elastic and plastic parameters used to determine mixed mode 1/11 J-integrals. In 
addition, finite element analyses has been used been used to give a qualitative prediction of the crack 
propagation path during mixed mode loading. 

The A508 results demonstrate that the effect of B on the size and shape of the R-curve is negligible 
regardless of mode of loading. Conversely, the experiments show that W has a significant effect on 
the magnitude of the R-curve, since W=80mm is less than 40mm which is less than 20mm. For mode I 
loading this is consistent with data presented in the open literature. However, contrary to. the 
literature, the effect of increasing Mode II is to reduce the value of J1,, and dJ/da until the limiting 
condition of pure Mode II is reached. Moreover, Mode II loading produced lower bound R-curves for 
each crack depth studied. With the exception of Mode II loading the magnitude of the R-curves is 
dependent on W. The Mode II R-curves are independent of specimen size and can be described by a 
single ̀ Master Curve'. 

The R-curves are dependent on crack depth. Essentially, the deeper the crack, the higher the 
constraint, the lower the R-curve. For Mode I loading, dJ/da for ao/W=0.5 is greater than dJ/da for 
ao/W=0.7. Similarly, for Mode II loading, dJ/da for ao/W=0.1 is greater than for ajW=0.5 which is 
greater than for a, /W=0.7. For Mode I loading, an R-curve for ao/W=0. I could not be generated since 
gross yielding occurred throughout the entire length of the specimen prior to crack initiation. Mixed 
mode studies for a, /W were also unsuccessful due to gross yielding. 

R-curves have also been used to assess the relative contributions from crack opening (Mode I, Jj, �) and 
crack sliding (Mode II, J1, p) for each combination of mixed mode loading. For pure Mode I loading 
Ji, � was greater than J11,. For pure Mode II loading J11, was greater than J1c,,. In between Mode I and 
Mode II loading a change in failure mechanism from dimple rupture (tensile dominant) to shear 
decohesion (shear dominant) occurs and the relationship between Ji, � and Jicp has been shown to 
predict this change well. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In engineering structures crack like flaws or defects are always present. This is in- 

spite of rigorous quality control that is employed to reduce their quantity during 

fabrication of the structure, since inspection techniques in themselves can not always 

resolve flaws of certain orientations and size. 

Fracture mechanics is concerned with the performance of the structural component 

when flaws are present within the material. It is an engineering tool that can be used 
in design, inspection and failure analysis. At the design stage fracture mechanics can 
be used to assess the limiting conditions that would cause a component to fail in 

service when subject to specified loading conditions. Alternatively, fracture 

mechanics can be used to make a remaining life assessment of a component that is 

already in service. Moreover, if a component has failed, fracture mechanics can be 

used to assess the cause of failure. 

The material from which a component is made can fail in either a brittle or ductile 

manner depending on a number of factors which include environmental conditions, 

the applied loads and the general condition of the material. A brittle failure is where 

a crack propagates rapidly through a component and requires little driving force once 
initiated. The deformation of the material prior to fracture is small and the 

relationship between load and displacement is linear. Conversely, the global 
deformation of a material that fails in a ductile manner is significant and the 

relationship between load and displacement is non-linear. Moreover, a ductile 

material is highly resistant to crack growth and requires a much higher driving force 

for the crack to propagate and continue to grow. 

Due to the inhomogenous nature of structural materials a crack can be subject to 

three different types of loading, usually simultaneously, rarely unique. They are 
denoted Modes I, II and III. Mode I loading refers to tensile loading where the crack 
flanks tend to open. Modes II and III are concerned with shear loading where the 

crack faces slide over one another. When one crack face slides over the other in a 
direction which is parallel to the plane of the initial crack the applied loading 
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conditions are termed Mode II. When the crack faces slide over one another, out of 

the plane of the initial crack, the loading conditions are termed Mode III. 

Preferably, the best method of assessing the integrity of a cracked structural 

component is to test the component itself. However the inherent costs of testing a 

full size component invariably precludes such an approach. As a consequence it is 

often more convenient to perform experiments in the laboratory, on smaller, less 

expensive specimens, and then translate the laboratory results to the performance of 

the real component. 

The majority of models and analytical techniques are for Mode I loading situations. 

However, structural components are usually subject to complex loading situations, 

resulting in combinations of Mode I, Mode II and Mode III loading. At present the 

methods of inferring the integrity of the real component from mixed mode loading 

laboratory tests is uncertain. There are additional problems associated with the 

behaviour of laboratory test specimens. For example, when the specimen dimensions 

or geometry are varied, but the length of the crack remains the same, the value of 

fracture toughness is known to vary considerably, particularly for Mode I (Garwood, 

1982; Gibson et al., 1987; Joyce and Link, 1995). 

The general approach to considering the influence of specimen dimensions and 

geometry is to consider the effects as due to varying constraint. There has been 

considerable effort in addressing such problems of constraint, although principally 

for Mode I loading conditions only. A single parameter characterisation of fracture, 

using parameters such as, Stress Intensity (Irwin, 1957), J-Integral (Rice, 1968) or 

Crack Opening Displacement (Wells, 1961), has limited success when there are 

different levels of constraint. Instead two-parameter methodologies such as, K-T 

(Betegön and Hancock, 1991) and J-Q (O'Dowd and Shih, 1991; 1992) have been 

developed, where the second term provides a measure of constraint. Garwood et al., 

(1975) proposed a three-parameter technique to correct J for a growing crack, 

replacing the actual load versus displacement curve by a fictitious non-linear elastic 

loading curve, which can match the load, displacement and crack length to real test 

pieces at any load or displacement point. Ernst et al., (1983) proposed a similar 
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procedure, although based on just two-parameters, where the load can be expressed 

as a function of crack length and displacement. 

Although a number of approaches to the problems of constraint have been proposed, 

no one approach has been shown to be universally applicable and therefore 

theoretical and experimental work in this area is continuing. 

The aim of this research was to obtain a fundamental understanding of the role of 

shear and constraint in ductile fracture for combinations of tension (Mode I) and 

shear (Mode II) loading of a candidate power generation material using experimental 

techniques under controlled laboratory conditions. The effect of constraint has been 

studied in terms of specimen size (combinations of thickness, B where 10: 0540mm 

and width, W where 205W: 580mm) and crack depth (corresponding to a crack depth, 

ao to specimen width ratio, ao/W of 0.1,0.5 and 0.7), and in relation to the 

mechanisms of ductile crack initiation and growth. Finite element analyses have also 
been used throughout to enable the mixed mode fracture toughness of each laboratory 

specimen to be calculated and the mechanism of crack growth to be qualitatively 

modelled. 

One method of improving the fracture performance of a structural component is to 

mechanically overstress it. One such technique, warm prestressing, particularly for 

ferritic steel components, involves loading a component at a temperature within the 

upper regime of the fracture transition curve. The subsequent performance of the 

component at lower in-service operating temperatures, for example, on the lower 

shelf of the fracture transition curve, has been found to improve the load bearing 

capacity and fracture toughness (Brothers and Yukawa, 1963 and Andrews 1970). 

If an overload is applied in a controlled manner, causing localised yielding sufficient 

to blunt any existing crack like defect, residual stresses are created at the blunted 

crack tip. As a result, a higher in-service load at lower temperatures will be required 

to overcome the local residual stress to cause failure by cleavage fracture. The 

greatest benefits reported have been attributed to the controlled overload being 

applied in the same direction the component would be loaded during service. 
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There is however a limit to increased load bearing capacity and fracture toughness 

accrued through warm prestress which Brothers and Yukawa (1969) propose to be 

marginally lower than the stress required for crack initiation although a benefit is still 

obtained from the warm prestress if this optimum level is exceeded (Smith and 

Garwood, 1990a). 

An additional aim of this research was to study the circumstances when precracked 
ferritic steel specimens are subjected to proof loading at room temperature and are 

then subsequently fractured at a lower temperature, close to the Mode I lower shelf 
behaviour of the steel. Experiments have been done to study low temperature mixed 

mode fracture of a pressure vessel steel without proof loading, and then mixed mode 
low temperature fracture after a Mode I or Mode II proof load at room temperature. 

In this thesis, Chapter 1 provides a thorough review of the literature relevant to these 

studies. The mechanisms by which a material can fail are discussed together with 

current techniques, single and two-parameter approaches, used to assess mixed mode 

loading conditions, including an up to date review of the effects of constraint in terms 

of laboratory experiments. A review of the effects of warm prestress and the models 

available to assess these effects are also presented. 

Chapter 2 provides the results of the mixed mode study in which the effects of warm 

prestressing have been addressed. Detail is also given to the experimental methods 

and techniques used throughout this study. 

Chapter 3 details the experimental methods and results from the specimens used to 

assess the influence of shear and constraint in ductile fracture for mixed mode 

loading. 

Chapter 4 describes the finite element techniques used to model the mixed mode 

behaviour of the material and chapter 5 discusses this research in relation to the 

experimental research presented in the open literature. Finally, chapters 6 and 7 give 

the main conclusions drawn from this research and provides recommendations for 

future studies to compliment this work and others. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, the aspects of fracture mechanics methodology relevant to the present 

work are reviewed. This review is divided into five sections and forms the basis for 

discussing the forthcoming chapters. 

In the first section, the failure mechanisms from brittle, through the transition 

temperature regime to fully ductile behaviour are discussed in the context of mixed 

mode I/Il loading. The second section deals with the current methods used to 

describe linear elastic and elastic-plastic mixed mode I/II behaviour. Sections three 

and four describe two parameter methods currently used to quantify the effects of 

constraint. Also described are recent experimental investigations which address 

constraint in terms of material orientation, specimen type and size, and the effect of 

crack or flaw size. Finally, the effects of warm prestressing are reviewed. Warm 

prestressing is a process used to enhance the integrity of a structural component. 

Methods commonly used to assess the warm prestress effect are also reviewed. 

The intention of this review is to address the aspects detailed above in relation to 

mixed mode I/II loading conditions. However, the majority of research conducted in 

these fields has been concerned mainly with Mode I type failure. In comparison, 

research into mixed mode loading is less well developed. Consequently, these 

reviews deal in the main with Mode I loading. However, where ever possible, mixed 

mode related issues are also discussed. 

1.1 Failure Mechanisms in Ferritic Steels 

There are primarily two distinct mechanisms by which failure will occur; brittle or 

ductile, depending on whether or not the micromechanism requires plastic flow for 

material separation or not. Brittle failure requires the separation of atomic planes by 

the attainment of a critical stress. Ductile failure requires plastic flow, sufficient to 

nucleate and grow voids until they coalesce, causing rupture. In this section these 
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failure mechanisms, along with the development of models that are capable of 

providing a qualitative description of the failure process, will be discussed. 

1.1.1 The Micromechanisms of Brittle Fracture 

Cleavage is a term commonly associated with metals that fail in a brittle manner, and 

is most likely to occur when plastic flow (dislocation motion) is restricted. The 

fracture path is transgranular and once nucleated, the crack propagates at such a 

velocity that failure is catastrophic. 

The cleavage fracture of steels follows a critical tensile stress fracture criterion 

(Knott, 1966). For initiation to occur a critical stress must be achieved (greater than 

or equal to the cohesive strength of the material) that is sufficient to break the bonds 

between neighbouring atoms. However, yielding will occur before this stress can be 

achieved, unless there exists a local discontinuity ahead of the crack tip sufficient to 

raise the local stress level beyond the stress required for cleavage fracture. This is 

achieved in metals by inclusions and second phase particles which act as an effective 

barrier to dislocation movement. 

In mild steels, cleavage initiates in grain boundary carbides (McMahon and Cohen, 

1965, Smith, 1966, and Knott, 1977), however, in quenched and tempered alloy 

steels, initiation is due to cracking of spheroidal carbides (Liu and Gurland, 1968, 

and Curry and Knott, 1978). Susceptibility to cleavage can be enhanced by almost 

any factor that increases the yield strength, such as reduced temperature, triaxial 

stress state, high strain rate, strain ageing and heat treatment. 

However, initiation is not the critical event that leads to cleavage fracture. Once a 

microcrack has initiated a propagating crack may arrest at a particle/matrix interface 

(figure 1.1 a), a ferrite grain boundary (figure 1.1b), or, if a steep stress gradient exists 

(usually at low applied stress intensity levels) within a ferrite grain (figure 1.1c), 

unless there is sufficient driving force for the cleavage crack to propagate over one or 

two grain diameters (Rice and Tracey, 1973, and Ritchie et al., 1973). 
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Analytical Models Describing Cleavage Fracture 

In 1920, Griffith developed a fracture theory for a brittle solid based on energy. 
Although limited to the fracture behaviour of glass, this was an important step in 

understanding the cleavage fracture behaviour of steels. Irwin (1948) and Orowan 

(1948) independently modified Griffith's (1920) theory to account for steels, 

materials that are capable of plastic flow. For cleavage fracture of mild steel, 
initiation occurs in grain boundary carbides as a `through-thickness' microcrack, and 
for quenched and tempered steels, initiation occurs in spheroidal carbides as a 
`penny-shaped' microcrack. The modified Griffith's (1920) equations, given by 

Orowan (1948), describing the cleavage fracture strength (ßf) required for initiation 

in steel are given by 

of 
2E(YS+Wp 

1/2 ý 

= 
ßc(1-v 2 )r 

af 
ztE(Ys+Ww) 

1/2 

= 
2(1- v2)r 

through-thickness microcrack (1.1) 

penny-shaped microcrack (1.2) 

where E is Young's modulus, v the Poisson's constant, ys the surface energy of the 

matrix, W, the plastic work necessary for crack propagation, and r the half thickness 

of the cracked carbide particle. Fracture is assumed to occur when the local stress 

ahead of the crack tip exceeds the cleavage fracture stress for a given critical carbide 

size. 

Smith (1966) proposed a further modification to Griffith's theory. For failure to 

occur, the combination of cleavage fracture stress and the contribution from the 

pile-up of dislocations, had to be greater than, or equal to equation (1.1). In the 

absence of dislocation pile-ups the model would reduce to equation (1.2). However, 

dislocation pile-ups across the necessary one or two grain diameters (requirement for 

cleavage fracture to occur once initiation of a microcrack has been achieved) do not 

occur in quenched and tempered steels. 
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In 1973, Ritchie et al. proposed that due to the random nature of inclusions within the 

microstructure, cleavage fracture is a statistical event. They were the first to quantify 

that cleavage fracture initiation was a statistical evenf and concluded that the 

cleavage fracture stress must be achieved over a characteristic distance ahead of the 

crack tip. 

The first true attempt to describe cleavage fracture as a statistical event was 
developed by Curry and Knott (1979). They proposed that the characteristic distance 

described by Ritchie et al. (1973) provided a description of the competition between 

small and large carbide particles initiating penny-shaped microcracks in spheroidal 

carbides. They based their model on the actual carbide size distribution (the 

probability of a carbide particle having a radius sufficient to nucleate cleavage 
fracture) and, combining it with Griffith's cleavage fracture criterion for a penny 

shaped crack and the stress distribution ahead of the crack tip determined numerically 
by Tracey (1973), calculated a probabilistic estimate for cleavage fracture toughness. 

Although Curry and Knott's (1979) model qualitatively explained the temperature 

dependence of fracture toughness, it did not account for the experimentally observed 

size effects, which Landes and Shaffer (1980) demonstrated using a two parameter 

Weibull distribution. 

More recently, `weakest link' statistics have been used to qualitatively describe the 

phenomena of cleavage fracture toughness at the macroscopic level. The weakest 
link is concerned with one critical event that is sufficient to cause macroscopic 
failure. Pineau (1981), of the Beremin Research Group, was one of the first to 

present such an idea. He assumed pure weakest link behaviour for cleavage fracture, 

described the probability of finding a single initiator being critical with a two 

parameter Weibull distribution function, and used the plastic zone size as a measure 

of the cleavage fracture process zone. A number of workers, also associated with the 

Beremin Research Group have since modified this model. 

The statistical nature of these models assumes that the material ahead of the crack tip 

contains a distribution of possible cleavage fracture initiators (a complex function of 
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the initiator size distribution, stress, strain, grain size, temperature and stress and 

strain rate). The shape and origin of the initiator is not detrimental to a component 

containing a sharp crack, but the only necessary assumption is that there is no global 
interaction between fracture initiating particles. 

Wallin et al. (1984) developed a weakest link model (called the WST model) based 

on the actual cleavage fracture micromechanism, describing failure of a CrMoV steel 

with rod shaped chromium rich carbides. They derived a theoretical expression to 

determine the cumulative probability distribution of a single initiator being critical 

and assumed that the primary cleavage initiators comprised of brittle second phase 

particles. Although their model is capable of quantitatively explaining most of the 

experimental findings regarding cleavage fracture initiation, it can only provide a 

crude description of cleavage fracture initiation. 

1.1.2 The Micromechanisms of Ductile Fracture 

Dimple rupture, fibrous fracture and plastic fracture are terms commonly associated 

with metals that fail in a ductile manner. Unlike metals that fail by cleavage, ductile 

fracture usually involves the absorption of large amounts of energy. There are three 

principal stages that combine to cause ductile fracture 

1. nucleation of internal cavities during plastic flow, 

2. growth of the nucleated cavities with continued deformation, and 

3. coalescence to cause fracture. 

The fracture path is predominately intergranular. If the inclusions or second-phase 

particles are well bonded into the matrix, nucleation is often the critical stage in the 

fracture process since fracture occurs soon after. However, if nucleation readily 

occurs, the fracture properties are controlled by the growth and coalescence of the 

nucleated microvoids. A diagrammatic representation of the mechanisms of ductile 

fracture are shown in figure (1.2). 
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Mechanisms of Nucleation and Analytical Models in Ductile Fracture 

Microvoid nucleation is concerned with the formation of a free surface and usually 

occurs at inclusions or second-phase particles by decohesion of the particle/matrix 
interface, particle cracking, or at blocked slip bands when second-phase particles are 

absent. 

Nucleation is highly dependant on stress state and strength level (an increase in 

strength corresponds to a decrease in plastic strain for nucleation), which can vary 

considerably with particle size, shape, orientation and distribution, for different 

microstructures and microconstituents of steels (Cox and Low, 1974, French and 
Weinrich, 1974, Argon and Im, 1975 and Beremin, 1981). 

Gurland (1972) and Beremin (1981) proposed that void nucleation is controlled by 

the attainment of a critical stress due to the creation of internal stresses as a result of 

mismatch in deformation between the inclusions and matrix. For a spheroidised 

steel, French and Weinrich (1974) demonstrated that nucleation is a function of strain 

as well as stress, particularly when large stresses are required for nucleation. Van 

Stone et al. (1985) proposed additional factors, such as inclusion size and local 

deformation mode should also be considered. 

Large particles are more susceptible to cracking and small particles are more likely to 

nucleate voids by decohesion of the particle/matrix interface (McMahon and Cohen, 

1965, Gurland, 1972, and Cox and Low, 1974). Beremin (1981) observed that 

orientation of Mn-S inclusions in a C-Mn steel (one of the most common void 

nucleation sites in low alloy steels) were detrimental to nucleation, since orientation 

dictates whether nucleation is due to cracking or decohesion. Rellick and McMahon 

(1974) demonstrated that a transition between cracking and decohesion can be 

achieved in heat treated steels by applying insufficient cooling time to promote 

non-equilibrium composition differences. Cox (1973) and Cox and Low (1974) 

observed decohesion of the particle/matrix interface and particle cracking in a 

quenched and tempered, and maraging steel, respectively. Although different 

nucleation mechanisms were observed, the influence of stress state on cavity 
formation in both steels was similar. 
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Argon, Im and Needleman (1975), Argon, Im and Safoglu (1975), Argon and Im 

(1975) and Goldenberg et al. (1978) suggested that there was no intrinsic particle size 

effect on void nucleation when a large volume fraction of inclusions was present. 
However, the influence of particle size of low volume fraction is caused by the 

interaction of stress fields (plastic zones) of closely spaced inclusions. 

The majority of nucleation models presented consider Mode I loading only. Most 

models describe nucleation based on interfacial and nominal stress criteria, and are 
limited to specific steel conditions. Recent models present nucleation as a 

combination of stress, strain and energy criteria, and are highly dependent on the 

deformation modes of the particle and matrix, and have been extended to mixed 

mode behaviour. Some models describing nucleation are based on plastic continuum 

theory and others on dislocation-particle interactions. The former refers to particle 

diameters greater than 1µm and assumes critical stress to be independent of particle 

size, the latter are required for particle diameters less than 1 gm. 

Aoki et al. (1987) proposed that nucleation in mixed mode loading was controlled by 

the competition between the blunted (dominated by tensile stress) and sharpened 

(dominated by shear stress) sides of the deformed notch tip as a function of 

equivalent plastic strain, void volume fraction and mixed mode loading ratio. Knott 

(1980) suggested that the plastic strain in slip bands produces dislocation pile-ups at 

carbide particles thus stressing the particle and particle/matrix interface with 

increasing strain until, at a critical strain, either the interface or particle fractures. 

Gurland and Plateau (1963) proposed one of the first continuum models for 

nucleation, and assumed that particle fracture was dependent on the elastic energy in 

the particle exceeding the surface energy of the newly formed void surfaces. Argon, 

Im and Safoglu (1975) demonstrated that the theory proposed by Gurland and Plateau 

(1963) was necessary, but an additional stress on the particle/matrix interface in 

excess of the interfacial strength should also be considered. They proposed that the 

critical stress required for decohesion was a critical combination of hydrostatic stress 

and effective stress, demonstrating a relationship between stress and strain (as the 

nucleation stress increases, the nucleation strain decreases). 
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Beremin (1981) proposed a similar continuum model, but based on a modification of 

elasticity theory that was extended by Berveiller and Zaoui (1979) for a plastically 
deforming matrix. The expression yielded a temperature dependence through a 

plastic equivalent Young's modulus (although he observed this dependence to be 

negligible), and a function, C which accounts for inclusion shape and loading 

direction. The model, given in equation (1.3) is independent of particle radius and, 

although a stress criterion, a critical nucleation strain can be determined through the 

relationship of both hydrostatic stress ((Thyd) and effective stress (aea) to the total 

plastic strain. Beremin (1981) proposed that the critical stress (acrit) required for void 

nucleation can be determined from this simplified model 

ßcrit - ßhyd + C(aeff - (7ys) (1.3) 

For small particle radii (< 1 µm) dislocation models are required to estimate the total 

interface stress on a particle. Brown and Stobbs (1976) developed a model 

describing the local flow stress based on the dislocation density around a particle. 

However, the presence of a particle imposes a local plastic constraint on the matrix, 

resulting in elevation of the local stress on the particle interface. Goods and Brown 

(1979) applied further modifications to account for the concentration of stress and 

derived an expression describing the critical condition for nucleation by decohesion 

of the particle/matrix interface. The model demonstrates that the local stress 

concentration increases with decreasing particle size, inferring that nucleation is 

more difficult with larger particles. 

For mixed mode loading, Bhattacharjee and Knott (1994) proposed the localisation 

of strain at the sharp crack corner which leads to damage accumulation as the 

important feature for nucleation. Using a model developed by Smith and Barnby 

(1967) for nucleation by a series of coplanar dislocation pile-ups, Bhattacharjee and 

Knott (1994) proposed a model capable of predicting the shear strain for decohesion 

of a particle/matrix interface for a given particle diameter. They demonstrated two 

competing mechanisms during ductile failure under mixed mode loading, shear band 

formation and microvoid coalescence. 
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Void Growth and Coalescence in Ductile Fracture 

Microvoid growth and coalescence is concerned with cavity enlargement due to 

localised plastic flow, and subsequent joining of the enlarged cavities when a local 

plastic instability occurs in the necked region between growing voids. 

It can be assumed that under most conditions, the resultant stress free surfaces of the 

nucleated voids are sufficiently spaced so that there is no interaction between their 

local stress and strain fields (Gurland, 1972, and Van Stone et al., 1985). With 

continued plastic flow the growing voids exhibit a volumetric growth and shape 

change, causing eventual interaction between neighbouring voids. The concentration 

of strain between growing voids can provide sufficient plasticity to nucleate voids 
from smaller, closely spaced particles, effectively accelerating the fracture process. 

Growth of cavities at nucleated microvoids depends on the flow properties of the 

matrix material surrounding the nucleated particle. Constraint is a structural feature 

which inhibits plastic flow and promotes stress triaxiality. As the level of constraint 
increases, the level of stress triaxiality also increases. The ratio of hydrostatic stress 

to effective stress provides a measure of stress triaxiality, and Cox and Low (1974) 

have demonstrated that hydrostatic stress has a significant influence on the rate of 

void growth. However, in mixed mode loading, as the degree of shear (Mode II) 

loading is increased, the influence of hydrostatic stress decreases and the effective 

stress becomes the dominant mechanism (Ghosal and Narasimhan, 1994, and Otsuka 

et al., 1987). 

Cottrell (1959) proposed that coalescence of inclusion nucleated voids could be due 

to significant necking of the matrix between the voids. Rogers (1960) and 
Druyvesteyn et at. (1964) suggested that coalescence could occur by the formation of 

secondary voids in the intense shear bands between inclusion nucleated larger voids. 
Rosenfield and Hahn (1966) suggested that failure would occur when the ligament 

between nucleating voids failed when the growing voids achieved a critical size as a 
function of their spacing. 
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Beachem (1963,1964) demonstrated at least three general appearances of void 

coalescence depending on the stress state existing between neighbouring voids using 
fractographic and metallographic techniques. The fracture surfaces shown by 

Beachem could be reconciled as having void coalescence occur by growth until 
impingement of the voids by normal rupture (Mode I loading), shear rupture (Mode II 

loading), or tearing (Mode III loading). Several processes have been identified as 

possible mechanisms of void coalescence based on experimental evidence on steels 

of different heat treatments and compositions. They consist of coalescence by void 
impingement, which can be accompanied by extensive plastic flow (over aged 

maraging steels, Roesch and Henry, 1969) or not (spheroidised carbon steels, King 

and Knott, 1981), and secondary void formation in bands of intense shear localised 

between large inclusions (Rogers, 1960). 

For failure in mixed mode loading with a high shear component, Bhattacharjee and 
Knott (1994) observed that equivalent plastic strain and void volume fraction were 
higher on the sharpened side of the crack, but in the presence of a high tensile 

component they were higher on the blunted side. Results obtained by Aoki et al. 
(1987) collaborated these suggestions. However, results presented by Tohgo et al. 
(1988) revealed the opposite. Results obtained by Ghosal and Narasimhan (1994) 

demonstrated that the maximum void volume fraction always occurs near the blunted 

portion of the deformed notch irrespective of mode mixity, but confirm the 

statements of Aoki et al. (1987) and Bhattacharjee and Knott (1994) concerning the 

equivalent plastic strain being higher on the sharpened side of the notch in the 

presence of a high shear component during mixed mode loading. 

There have been a number of models developed which attempt to describe void 

growth and coalescence. Some are based on continuum theory and others on 
dislocations. The majority of models tend to describe void growth since coalescence 

occurs rapidly and catastrophically, and is the most difficult stage to investigate. 

Rice and Tracey (1969) used continuum theory to model the enlargement of a 

spherical void in a remote uniform stress and strain field in an infinite plastic solid. 
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They proposed a rate equation for void growth that can be determined by the 

following evolution equation 

3a h,, R=0.283sme 2°ý 
R 

(1.4) 

which depends exponentially on the triaxiality ratio; which is the ratio of the 

hydrostatic stress (ahyd) to the effective stress (aeff), wheresm is the accumulated 

plastic strain and R is the void radius. 

Gurson (1977) used equation (1.4) to describe the plastic yielding behaviour of a 

porous medium. , 
However, although the Gurson relationship can qualitatively 

describe the initial stages of void growth, it cannot describe the final stage of 

coalescence since it assumes that the growth of each void is independent of the next. 

Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) introduced an empirical modification of the 

Gurson yield function, and proposed that coalescence occurs when the material 

looses its stress carrying capacity and when a critical void volume fraction is 

achieved. The model also exhibits a dilatational plastic behaviour which is 

consistent with a growing void. 

Rousselier (1986) proposed a yield function to describe the growth of microvoids as 

a function of aefr, Qhyd, the true stress-strain curve and the void volume fraction. The 

yield function is equivalent to the Von Mises yield criterion if the void volume 

fraction is set to zero. Coalescence is also implicitly included in the Rousselier 

model. As the damage increases due to an increase in load, the stresses decrease with 

increasing strains, simulating void coalescence. Seidenfuss (1992) introduced a 

critical void volume fraction into the Rousselier model to enable large amounts of 

crack growth to be modelled numerically. He found that numerical errors occurred 

since the drop in stress was not steep enough. His modification induced the necessary 

steep stress drop by reducing the materials stiffness to zero once the critical void 

volume fraction had been achieved. 
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Thomason (1990) developed a criterion for void coalescence based on the net section 

stress for uniaxial and multiaxial loading situations (shown in figure 1.3). For 

uniaxial loading, coalescence follows as a result of necking when a critical necking 

stress (a�k) has been achieved and takes account of void spacing (2d) and dimension 

(2b). The stress required for coalescence of a specimen loaded in uniaxial tension is 

given by 

a >_ 6nk Idd 
bJ -> coalescence (1.5) 

For multiaxial loading where voids are orientated at some arbitrary angle with respect 

to each other, equation (1.6) gives the stress required for coalescence. In this more 

general case the driving force for coalescence is equal to the effective stress (ßeff) and 
depends on the ligament size (d) achieving some critical fraction of the planar 

spacing (da). 

aeff ý ank 
(ýd 

-+ coalescence (1.6) 
0 

1.1.3 Brittle to Ductile Fracture Transition 

The fracture toughness characteristics of ferritic steels can change considerably with 

a change in temperature. At low temperature, steel is brittle and fails by cleavage as 

discussed previously. At high temperature, steel is ductile and fails due to microvoid 

nucleation, growth and coalescence. The transition from brittle to ductile failure 

occurs over a temperature range specific to the type of steel. Within this regime both 

failure mechanisms can occur. For each steel there exists a specific temperature 

within the brittle to ductile transition temperature range which corresponds to the 

onset of ductile tearing. Prior to achieving this temperature, failure is predominantly 

cleavage, but at temperatures above the initiation temperature for ductile tearing, 

there is an increasing influence of ductile fracture mechanism. Figure (1.4) illustrates 
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the change from cleavage to microvoid coalescence as the fracture temperature 

increases within the brittle to ductile transition temperature region. 

Heerens and Read (1988) investigated the change in fracture mechanism of a 

quenched and tempered steel at several temperatures in the transition region. They 

observed a critical temperature which corresponded to the initiation of ductile 

tearing. For fracture below this temperature failure is due to cleavage since carbide 

particles of sufficient size to initiate cleavage are always available near the crack tip. 

However, above this temperature and the probability of finding a particle of sufficient 

size to initiate cleavage near the crack tip reduces progressively as the fracture 

temperature increases. In this region fracture initiation is effected by large scale 

yielding as well as the effect of ductile tearing prior to cleavage fracture initiation. 

For fracture to occur the crack has to grow until a critical particle, capable of 

initiating cleavage can be sampled. 

Because the fracture toughness behaviour in the transition temperature region is 

governed by statistical sampling effects, data tends to be highly scattered. Wallin 

(1989,1991) incorporated a ductile crack growth correction function into an existing 

weakest link statistical model for cleavage fracture (Wallin et al., 1984) and was able 

to provide a qualitative description of scatter and thickness effects on fracture 

toughness in the transition region. 

1.1.4 Fracture Surface Features 

Cleavage Fracture Surface Features 

Once an appropriate driving force has been obtained a propagating crack will pass 

through each grain along a specific crystallographic plane (for body-centre-cubic 

materials the preferred cleavage planes are those with the lowest packing density 

{1001), continually changing direction, seeking the path that requires the least energy 
for cleavage crack propagation. The nominal orientation of a cleavage crack is 
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perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress, and direction changes are due to the 

random nature of the polycrystal grain structure. 

The change of orientation from grain to grain contributes to a branching of the crack 

along different planes. A grain with the {100} plane orientated normal to the 

maximum tensile stress can be identified as a flat smooth facet. Misorientation of 

neighbouring grains can be identified by `river patterns' that originate at grain 

boundaries. River patterns are due to the presence of screw dislocations threading 

through a cleavage plane, orientated at an angle (other than normal) to the maximum 

tensile stress. 

When a propagating crack encounters a grain boundary, and the ( 100) plane of the 

neighbouring grain is orientated at a finite twist angle from the current {100) plane, 

the crack accounts for the mismatch by forming on several parallel planes within the 

grain. While propagating through the grain the multiple cracks converge to a single 

crack to minimise the energy of fracture, joining like river tributaries in the direction 

of crack growth. The directionality of river patterns can also provide information 

confirming the presence of fracture initiating inclusions and precipitates. These 

features are shown in figure (1.5). 

The height of river patterns provides information regarding the orientation of the 

cleavage plane within a particular grain, relative to the maximum tensile stress. 

Therefore, a grain with little or no river patterns refers to a crack propagating easily 

on a single plane. The density of river patterns corresponds to the density of 

dislocations and to the degree of cold working present within the grain before 

cleavage occurs. 

Ductile Fracture Surface Features 

Microvoids grow under triaxial stress conditions ahead of the crack tip and expand 

until they coalesce to leave behind hemispherical cavities (known as dimples) on the 

fracture surface. The size and shape of the dimples can be related to the size of, and 
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spacing between, initiated particles to the condition of applied stress (Mode I, Mode 

II or Mode III), and to the fracture toughness of the specimen. 

As mentioned previously, dimples have been classified into three groups (Beachem, 

1963,1964); equiaxed dimples (Mode I), shear dimples (Mode II) and tear dimples 

(Mode III). Equiaxed dimples do not always appear equiaxed in scanning electron 
fractographs due to specimen tilting. This is a technique that is often used to provide 

good contrast for other surface features. Therefore the dimples may appear slightly 
distorted. With shear dimples, identification of the site of initiation can be difficult 

because the particle may be hidden below the surface, rubbed or flattened out by the 

shear displacement during fracture. Elongated microvoids that become tear dimples 

usually form in a narrow band just ahead of a well developed crack front. Tear 

dimples are fairly rare since tensile tearing is not a predominant mechanism of 
fracture. 

Tearing is a characteristic of both cleavage and ductile fracture, and is often found at 

a discontinuity in the path of a propagating crack by another fracture mechanism. 
Tearing occurs when small regions, or ligaments, fracture by plastic flow or necking, 

and is usually accompanied by the formation of tear ridges which are typically sharp 

and produce bright contrast when viewed with a scanning electron microscope. 

1.2 Mixed Mode Elastic and Elastic-Plastic Fracture Criteria 

One of the least understood problems of fracture mechanics has been concerned with 

the estimation of applied load at crack instability in combined mode loading 

situations, since a crack can spread in any direction depending on the relative 

orientation of the applied load and crack position. Accomplished fracture theories 

can be roughly classified into three main groups. The first group attempt to extend 

the classical theory of Griffith (1920) to mixed mode loading. The second group 

assumes that fracture is controlled by some component of the crack tip stress / strain 
field, and the third group assumes the strain energy density in the vicinity of the crack 

tip controls cracking behaviour. The applicability of these three groups to predict 
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both the direction for fracture and fracture toughness for combined mode I/Il loading, 

and their subsequent modifications to extend the theories from elastic to elastic- 

plastic material behaviour are discussed below. 

1.2.1 Maximum Energy Release Rate Criterion, G 

Griffith (1920) stated that for a central crack in a large elastic plate, a crack extension 

of Ea corresponds to a decrease in stored elastic energy. He proposed a solution for 

the energy release rate, G as a function of applied stress. For pure Mode I and II 

loading Irwin (1958) demonstrated a relationship between G and Stress Intensity, K, 

and suggested that for combined mode loading 

G=-' 
ý 
(Kj + KIi) (1.7) 

where E' is the modulus of elasticity corresponding to E for plane stress and E/(1-v2) 

for plane strain, where v is Poisson's ratio, and KI and Ku are stress intensity factors 

for Mode I and II, respectively. 

In contrast to either Mode I or Mode II loading, the direction of crack propagation is 

not co-planar, that is, the crack grows at some angle 0 from the plane of the original 

crack. For combined Mode I and II loading, Erdogan and Sih (1963) suggested that 

in order to apply the Griffith energy criterion correctly, G must be a function of 0, 

and crack propagation would be in the direction of maximum energy release rate, 

Gmax, when Gm. exceeded a critical value, G, 

Hussain et al. (1974) presented a numerical method to calculate G for a growing 

crack subject to combined tensile and shear loading. They proposed that if the 

Griffith - Irwin criterion is valid, then the crack would grow in a direction along 

which the elastic energy released per unit crack extension would be a maximum and 

the crack would start to grow when this energy achieved a critical value. The energy 

was calculated by path-independent integrals, using an elastic solution of a deflected 
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crack, having a main branch and a propagating branch. They proposed that the 

direction, as well as the energy release rate could be calculated from 

e 
z 

G(O) = 
4, (1Z11_ e/ý r(1 +3 cost 6) KI 
E3 +cos 0J 1+A/n l (1.8) 

+4 sin2AKIKu + (9 
- 5cos2 6)K,, 

Provided solutions for KI and Ku are known for the cracked geometry of interest, the 

critical direction for fracture, 00 corresponding to G(0) achieving a maximum value, 

Gm. can be found. Hussain et al. (1974) also present failure loci predicted by Gma" 

in KI, KII space normalised with respect to the plane strain Mode I failure stress 
intensity factor, KIc which is a material property. The criterion predicts that Kný=0.63 

KI0. 

1.2.2 Maximum Tangential Stress Criterion, MTS 

Using the singular term of the Williams (1957) series expansion, which defines the 

two-dimensional stress distribution in the vicinity of the crack tip, Erdogan and Sih 

(1963) proposed a criterion for fracture of a brittle solid in the presence of combined 

tensile (Mode I) and transverse shear (Mode II) loading. They called it the Maximum 

Tangential Stress (MTS) criterion. For fracture to occur, they proposed that a crack 

would extend in the direction along which the tangential stress (aeo) achieved a 

maximum and the shear stress a minimum. They based their theory on three main 

assumptions; 

1. crack extension starts at its tip and propagates in a radial direction, 

2. crack extension starts in the plane perpendicular to the direction of greatest 

tension, and 
3. only the tangential components of the stresses can initiate crack growth. 
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In their analysis, Erdogan and Sih (1963) considered the problem of a central crack in 

a wide plate, loaded by a remote uniaxial tensile stress (see figure 1.6). The crack 

was orientated at an angle ß with respect to the loading axis. For this situation the 

stress system can be related to the individual components of stress intensity for 

combined mode loading. 

Erdogan and Sih (1963) proposed that the critical angle for fracture (60) can be 

determined for any value of applied stress intensity, KI and KII by differentiating aee 

with respect to 0 (polar angle about the crack tip), setting the derivative equal to zero, 

and setting 0=00. 

dae0 
= KI(sinO0)+KII(3cosOo -1) =0 (1.9) 

dO 

For any combination of mixed mode I/II loading, 00 can be shown to be a function of 

the equivalent crack angle, ß given by equation (1.10), which varies from 90° for 

Mode Ito 0° for Mode II. The locus of 00 as a function of ß is shown in figure (1.7). 

K1 and Kn can be eliminated by substituting into equation (1.9) their respective 

solutions. This result implies that the initial angle of crack growth is independent of 

the material properties, but dependent on 0 and P. 

ß=tan 1 KI 

KII 
(1.10) 

Having satisfied equation (1.9), 0 can be used to predict the failure loci in KI, Kn 

space from equation (1.11), which is non-dimensionalised with respect to the stress 
intensity factor, KI,. The resultant failure locus for mixed mode I/II loading is shown 

in figure (1.8). 

KI 
cos -2 

KII 
CO(22 

) 
sin0° =1 (1.11) 

KI, li Ic 
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Based on laboratory experiments using centre cracked panels manufactured from 

PMMA, Erdogan and Sih (1963) proposed that the MTS criterion gives a lower 

bound prediction of fracture toughness of a brittle solid subject to combined tensile 

and shear loading. The fracture angles predicted by equation (1.9), compared with 

the fracture angles for PMMA obtained from laboratory experiments (Erdogan and 

Sih, 1963), are conservative in the presence of significant shear loading (ß<40°) and 

non-conservative in the presence of significant tensile loading (ß>40°). 

Cotterell (1966) discussed the inclusion of other terms from the Williams (1957) 

series expansion with reference to crack direction under tensile loading. In particular 
he found that the second, non-singular term (representative of a direct stress in the 

local direction of the crack) significantly improved the prediction of 00. 

Williams and Ewing (1972) demonstrated that the inclusion of the second, non- 

singular term in the MTS criterion could also provide an improved correlation with 

fracture predictions for the angle of fracture and the critical stress intensity factor, for 

combined tensile and shear loading. They proposed that 0o can be determined by 

differentiating aeo with respect to 0. However, the singular term is dictated by a 

radial distance from the crack tip, r which does not appear in the second term. 

Therefore, the differential has to be solved for a given value of r. Williams and 

Ewing (1972) proposed a parameter a which is dependent on a relationship between 

the critical distance, rcr (which they determined from experiments to be a constant 

and have a value of approximately 50µm), and crack length, ao, and proposed an 

expression giving 0o for any value of P. They reported significantly improved 

predictions of fracture toughness, especially for low values of ß (ß<40°) where the 

original MTS criterion (Erdogan and Sih, 1963) gave non-conservative predictions. 

Unfortunately the solution presented by Williams and Ewing (1972) was incorrect 

since they neglected to include the effect of normal stress on the second term. Finnie 

and Saith (1973) corrected the mistake and proposed that 6o for any given value of f 

can be predicted by solving 
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Z 
(1-3cos6o) 

[16asin(-) 

2 ß 
sinA 

tanß 
3tanO 

ý1-tan ß)=0 (1.12) 
00 

Based on equation (1.12), Williams and Ewing (1974) further proposed that the 

conditions for fracture can be given by substituting a (for r=rcr) and Ao into equation 
(1.13). 

K I` = cos 
2° 

sinp(sinpcos2 
2° 

-2 cos 
(1.13) 

+acos2 ßsin2 00 

Shih (1974) proposed that the MTS criterion can also be used to predict the direction 

of crack propagation in the presence of small scale yielding. He extended the pure 

Mode I and II near tip solutions for stress and strain, developed by Hutchinson 

(1968a) and Rice and Rosengren (1968), to combined Mode I and II loading by 

defining near and far field mode mixity parameters, MP and Me, respectively. He 

proposed that the near field mode mixity parameter, MP depends on 0, and that a 

unique relationship exists between the angular variation of stresses and strains for 

combined mode loading and a particular value of MP. The critical angle for fracture, 

0 can be determined from the tangential stress distribution which varies as a 

function of strain hardening exponent, n. The failure locus for combined tensile and 

shear loading in small scale yielding is given by 

2+2(P -(n+l) (_Kl) Kn äeBtAo, M ,n Io M 
(1.14) 

K1c Klo ßee{Oo, MP =1, n} Io{MP =0 

The dimensionless function äe0 {O o, MP, n} depends on its arguments; 90, MP and n. 

The dimensionless function In is a function of MP and is given by Shih (1974). The 

functions on the right hand side can be determined from graphs provided by Shih 

(1974) and Maccagno and Knott (1991). Equation (1.14) is identical to equation 
(1.11) when n=1. 
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1.2.3 Strain Energy Density Criterion, S 

The strain energy density criterion, S, for mixed mode fracture was proposed by Sih 

(1973) based on the local density of the energy field in the crack tip region. Unlike 

conventional fracture theory, S requires no special assumptions regarding the 

direction in which the energy released by the separating crack faces is determined, 

but senses the direction of minimum resistance by achieving a stationary (minimum) 

value with respect to 0. The stationary value, Sm;,, can be used as an intrinsic 

material parameter whose value at the point of crack instability, Sc, is independent of 

crack geometry and loading configuration, whether tensile or compressive. Although 

the criterion provides both a qualitative and quantitative measure of fracture due to 

tensile loading conditions, the theory can only indicate the trend of the failure stress 

variations with crack angle for fracture under compressive loading. 

For an elastic material the strain energy (dW) stored in a volume element (dV) at 

some position near the crack tip, under a general three-dimensional stress system is 

given by 

dW =1 
(aXx 

+a2 +aý)- 
E (cyxxCYyy 

+ariau +aýaxx) 
(1.15) 

Zµ (r2Y 
X+ti +tiyz dV 

where v and µ are Poisson's ratio and shear modulus, respectively. 

By substituting the singular terms of the stress components for combined mode 
loading, given by Sih and Liebowitz (1968), the amplitude of the strain energy 
density field (S) can be calculated 

dV rS+ 
higher order terms (1.16) 

where S and the coefficients, aj are given by 
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S= (alIKI +2a12KIKII +a22KII) (1.17) 

all - 16µ[(K-cose)(1+cose)] 
(1.18) 

a12 sin 0[2 cosO - (K -1)] (1.19) 
16µ 

a22 =1I [(K+1)(1-cosO)+(l+cos0)(3cos0-1)] (1.20) 

where x=(3-4v) for plane strain, and x=(3-v)/(1+v) for plane stress. 

The strain energy density concept is based on two main assumptions; 

1. crack initiation will start in a radial direction along which the strain energy 
density is a minimum, and 

2. the critical intensity, S,, 1 of the energy field governs the onset of crack 

propagation. 

To achieve a stationary value, the derivative of S, from equation (1.17) must be equal 

to zero, thus satisfying hypothesis (1) and equation (1.21). 

as_o, at 0=0 dO (1.21) 

The direction of crack propagation, given by Smin corresponds to the direction of 

maximum potential energy, a position of unstable equilibrium (potential energy is 

equal to the negative of the strain energy). Therefore, Smin is a critical value (Sor) at 

0=00 from which a critical value of stress, acr; t can be determined, sufficient to 

initiate crack growth. However, S ceases to be valid as r becomes indefinitely small, 

hence Sih (1974) proposed a critical distance, rcr, a core region surrounding the tip of 

a stress free crack. Sih (1974) proposed that the value of Sc, (0=0v) at r--r,, is a 
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constant and a material property that varies from material to material, and can be 

used to determine the conditions for fracture. For cracks propagating in a self similar 

fashion S,, can be related to K using the Irwin relationship (1960). 

For combined tensile and shear loading, Sih (1973) studied the problem of a crack of 

length 2a0 inclined at an angle ß with respect to the loading axis (figure 1.6). Sih 

proposed that 0o can be found for any value of ß by substituting the relevant 

coefficients, given in equations (1.18) through to (1.20), into equation (1.17), giving 

equation (1.22). Differentiating equation (1.22) with respect to 0 to find the direction 

that S attains a minimum (corresponding to 0=0a) for a given ß is given in equation 

(1.23). At 0=00, Smin Scr" From Sc1, the critical values of KI and Kn can be 

calculated and plotted in KI, KII space, similar to the MTS criterion discussed earlier. 

S= a2itao(a,, sin 2 ß+2a12 sinßcosß+a22 cost ß)sin2 ß (1.22) 

(K- I) sin(0o - 2ß) -2 sin[2(0o - ß)] - sin26o =0, P#0 (1.23) 

where a is applied stress and ao is the half crack length for a centre cracked M(T) 

specimen of length 2a0. 

Following the demonstration by Williams and Ewing (1972) concerning the 

advantages of including higher order terms in the MTS criterion, Sih and Kipp 

(1974) demonstrated that the S criterion could also be modified to include higher 

order terms and provide a better correlation with experimental results. However, 

since S, defined by equation (1.17), is only present in the first term of equation (1.16) 

the direction of propagation can only be determined when the minimum value of 

dW/dV attains a critical value at r=rcr. 

Sih (1974), and Sih and MacDonald (1974) proposed that the S criterion could 

theoretically be adapted to apply to ductile material behaviour. They decomposed the 

strain energy density in the crack tip region into two component parts, one associated 

with a change in volume (dilatational, S, applicable mainly to elastic behaviour) and 
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the other associated with a change in shape (distortional, Sd, corresponding to plastic 
deformation) of a volume element, such that 

S=SV+Sd (1.24) 

This was done to demonstrate that in the direction of fracture, S, was greater than Sd, 

which is consistent with the classical concept that fracture occurs along the plane 

where S�>Sd (Nadai, 1950). 

Theocaris and Andrianopoulos (1982) proposed that the strain energy density should 
be evaluated around the elastic-plastic boundary as defined by the Von Mises yield 

criterion, and crack propagation would occur in the direction corresponding to the 

maximum dilatational strain energy density. They referred to this as the T criterion 

and proposed that the maximum value of T, is a critical value and a material 

constant. Furthermore, they proposed that the T criterion is also suitable for both 

elastic and elastic-plastic material behaviour, since it accounts for distortional, as 

well as dilatational strain energy. 

1.2.4 Summary of the Mixed Mode Fracture Criteria 

All of the mixed mode I/II fracture criteria (G, MTS and S) described above are 

capable of predicting both the direction for fracture and the fracture toughness for 

combined tensile and shear loading. Although G is essentially confined to simple 

geometries and linear elastic material behaviour, both the MTS and S criteria can be 

used for more complex geometries, and extended to assess mixed mode I/II fracture 

behaviour under conditions of small scale yielding. 

For linear elastic material behaviour these criteria complement each other for Mode I 

loading but deviate significantly for Mode II. For Mode II loading, the predicted 
direction for fracture ranges from -70.5° (MTS criterion) to -82.01 (S criterion for 

v=0.3). As the S criterion is material dependent the direction for fracture is governed 

by v. As v increases the predicted direction for fracture also increases. However, 
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compared with the inevitable experimental scatter of test results there is very little 

difference between the three criteria. 

The variation in fracture toughness predicted by these criteria is rather pronounced, 

ranging from K1,0.63KI, (G criterion) to KII, =Klc (S criterion for v=0.3). The 

fracture toughness loci given by S is extremely sensitive to v since as v increases 

slightly, KIIc decreases significantly (for v=0.4, KIIC=0.79KIc). The most conservative 

estimate of fracture is given by the G criterion. 

The G criterion is best suited to simple geometries where the stress intensity factors 

are known and the material behaviour is linear elastic. For the more complicated 

geometries the MTS and S criteria are more appropriate since the tangential stress 

and strain energy density can readily be obtained from finite element analyses. The 

MTS criterion has proven to be more popular with researchers and has suffered least 

from controversy compared with either the G or S criteria. Furthermore, the MTS 

criterion is not limited to linear elastic material behaviour (unlike the G criterion) and 

it is material independent (unlike the S criterion). 

1.3 Two Parameter Characterisation of Elastic and Elastic-Plastic 

Fracture Mechanics 

1.3.1 The Stress Field at the Tip of a Crack 

The Elastic Crack Tip Stress Field 

In 1957, Williams demonstrated that the elastic stresses at the tip of a crack, for both 

symmetric (Mode I) and antisymmetric (Mode II) crack problems can be expressed as 

an infinite series expansion. Assuming small scale yielding and isotropic linear 

elastic material behaviour, the stress field in any linear elastic cracked body can be 

expressed as 
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a;; = Ajj(e)r-y +B;; (O)r° +Cij(O)ry+........ (1.25) 

The development of linear elastic fracture mechanics has largely concentrated on the 

role of the leading term, where the l/Ir singularity dominates the stress field close to 

the crack tip. This has enabled the use of the stress intensity factor, K as a single 
fracture characterising parameter. Neglecting higher order terms, the singular term in 

equation (1.25) can be re-written as 

K 
a; j =fj (6) 

2ýr 
(1.26) 

There exists a circular zone ahead of the crack tip, known as the region of K 

dominance (also referred to as a singularity dominated zone), within which K 

provides a unique measure of the intensity of the stress. The radius of the annulus 

where K dominates is determined by the radial distance at which the asymptotic 

singular solution (equation 1.26) deviates significantly (> 10%) from the full field 

solution (inclusive of higher order terms). A singularity dominated zone is a pre- 

requisite for a single parameter description of crack tip conditions. 

Although equation (1.26) predicts infinite stress at the crack tip, plasticity causes the 

stress to redistribute, resulting in a truncated stress distribution in the near tip region. 
An elastic stress analysis becomes increasingly inaccurate as the size of the crack tip 

plastic zone increases. 

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) propose strict specimen 

size requirements to ensure that plane strain conditions (limiting condition for K 

dominance) are achieved at the crack tip and equation (1.26) remains valid. These 

were based on experimental observations of the size dependence of K in steels and 

are represented by 

a., B, (W-a0)>2S KI 
6 yg 

(1.27) 
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where a0, B and (W-ao) are crack length, specimen thickness and ligament length, 

respectively. KI refers to the Mode I plane strain fracture toughness (a geometry 

independent material property) and ay, the yield stress. The thickness and in-plane 

dimensional requirements ensure that the plastic zone size is small and embedded 

within the singularity dominated zone. Equation (1.26) is valid as long as the 

requirements of equation (1.27) are achieved. Irwin (1956) proposed a simple 

correction for crack tip yielding by defining an effective crack length that is slightly 

longer than the actual crack size, thus extending the use of elastic analysis to 

conditions of small scale yielding. 

If the plastic zone size becomes too large the singularity dominated zone is destroyed 

and an alternative description for crack tip stresses would be required to account for 

the increase in non-linear behaviour. 

In a mixed mode problem (tension and in-plane shear, Mode I and II) the individual 

contributions of different modes of loading are additive, such that equation (1.26) can 

be re-written as 

6'' 2nr 
f'' (e) + 2nr g'' (e) (1.28) 

where f j(O) and gij(O) are geometry functions that are dependent on mode of loading 

and polar angle 0. 

The Elastic-Plastic Crack Tip Stress Field 

For conditions of small scale yielding, Hutchinson (1968a, 1968b) and Rice and 

Rosengren (1968) independently studied the plane strain and plane stress asymptotic 

crack tip fields in strain hardening materials for symmetric (Mode I) and 

antisymmetric (Mode II) crack problems. They each assumed uniaxial stress-strain 
behaviour, characterised by the Ramberg-Osgood power law relationship and used J2 

deformation theory of plasticity to generalise the uniaxial relation to include 

multi-axial stress states. 
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Both Hutchinson, and Rice and Rosengren expressed the elastic-plastic stress field as 

a series expansion with a power law dependence on distance from the crack tip, r and 

an angular variation that is independent of r. The leading term of the expansion 
(known as the HRR field) has been widely used to characterise the distribution of 

stress in the near tip region. Similar to equation (1.25), the leading term is singular, 

where the stress is asymptotic to the crack tip and varies with The HRR 

field is given below where the J-Integral (Rice, 1968) is used to define the amplitude 

of the singularity. 

t 
EJ n+I 

a;. = ar, ä; (n, 0) 
ý aQrgInr 

(1.29) 

where I� is an integration constant that depends mildly on the strain hardening 

exponent, n and stress state (plane stress or plane strain), a is derived from the 

Ramberg-Osgood power law equation and ä; j is a universal function that varies with 

polar angle 8, n and stress state. 

In a manner similar to the relationship between K and the elastic singularity, the 

J-Integral, defined by Rice (1968) is a measure of the amplitude of the crack tip 

fields. A unique relationship exists between the elastic (equation 1.26) and 

elastic-plastic (equation 1.29) near tip field equations. For the case of n=1, 

corresponding to linear elastic material behaviour, equation (1.29) is identical to 

equation (1.26). 

The conditions where the elastic-plastic stress field in a cracked body corresponds to 

the HRR solution, as characterised by J (given in equation 1.29) is referred to as the J 

dominated region. Similar to the elastic singularity solution, as long as there exists a 

region of J dominance around the crack tip, the stresses can be characterised by the 

HRR singular solution. The noticeable difference between the elastic singularity, 

1/jr and the HRR singularity, CV(") is that the latter often persists long after the K 

dominated region has been destroyed by crack tip plasticity. Figure (1.9) illustrates 
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the effect of plasticity on the crack tip stress fields, identifying the regions of K and J 

dominance. 

In order to maintain J dominance, similar size requirements as those proposed by 

ASTM for an elastic analysis, have been proposed by McMeeking and Parks (1979), 

Shih and German (1981), Shih (1985), Al-Ani and Hancock (1991) and Betegön and 
Hancock (1991). They demonstrated that in bending, J dominance is maintained as 

long as the ligament length (W-a0) is greater than 25(J/ay, ), while in tension, the 

ligament length has to be greater than 200(J/ay, ). Similar size requirements have 

been proposed for shallow and deep crack specimen geometries, since shallow cracks 

exhibit a higher resistance to crack growth. 

The basic assumption of the HRR field is that the crack tip remains sharp, however 

crack tip blunting is inevitable when the applied load is increased. McMeeking and 

Parks (1979) demonstrated that the HRR solution is still appropriate at distances 

from the crack tip where the effects of blunting can be neglected. They proposed a 
distance of approximately two or three crack opening displacements, or equivalently, 

distances of the order 2(J/ßys). Within this distance it is necessary to adopt a large 

strain formulation to investigate the near tip blunting region (McMeeking, 1977). 

Shih (1974) studied the plane strain plastic fields in hardening and non-hardening 

materials subject to combined tensile and shear loading. He demonstrated that the 

solutions had the same form as the pure mode solutions originally proposed by 

Hutchinson (1968a, 1968b), and Rice and Rosengren (1968). Shih (1974) proposed 

that the J-Integral could be extended to define the amplitude of the stresses in the 

near tip field for combined mode loading situations since the path independent 

qualities of J allows the near tip solution to be matched to any known remote field. 

Taking J as a measure of the intensity of the mixed mode field, Shih (1974) proposed 

the following relationship for stress 

I 
°+' EJ 

61' - aYs 
acy2 I°(MP)r 6Ü(A, n, MP) (1.30) 
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which is very similar to equation (1.29) except that I�(M') and ä; j(8, n, M°) are also 

functions of M", a near field mixity parameter, defined by Shih (1974) as 

= M° =2 tan-' hm aee (r, 0 0) 
71 t-'o a,, (r, 0= 0) 

= tan-1 
aae (A 0) 

7c CY, 0 
(0 

= 0) 

(1.31) 

For Mode I and Mode II loading, MP=1.0 and 0.0, respectively. The functions on the 

right hand side of equation (1.30) can be determined from the tables provided by 

Shih (1983) and Symington et al. (1988) for seven mode mixities ranging from Mode 

I to Mode II. For each mode mixity the data is given for a range of hardening 

exponents from n=1 to 20, and angular intervals, A0=5°. 

1.3.2 J-T Characterisation 

Based on the research of Larsson and Carlsson (1975), Betegön and Hancock (1991) 

demonstrated that a loss of J dominance can be quantified by considering the second 

term in the Williams (1957) asymptotic series expansion of the elastic field (equation 

1.25). 

The first term in equation (1.25) is dominated by K (see equation 1.26) which defines 

the amplitude of the elastic singularity. The second term is denoted T (Rice, 1974) 

and can be regarded as a uniform uni-axial stress, parallel to the crack flanks which is 

independent of radial distance ahead of the crack tip, r. For a crack in an isotropic 

elastic material subject to plane strain loading, the first two terms of the Williams 

solution (equation 1.25) can be re-written as 

16» ßI2 K fii(°) f12(e) T0 

a21 a22 27tr f2, (0) f22(0) +00 (1.32) 
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Leevers and Radon (1983) proposed that the magnitude of T can be defined through a 
biaxiality parameter, B, which is dependent on geometry and loading. Du et al. 
(1991) extended the use of the biaxiality parameter to combined mode loading by 

considering the relative contributions of the individual Mode I and Mode II 

components, KI and Kn. 

T 7ra B=z2 
KI + KIT 

(1.33) 

They also inferred that since B is dependent on geometry and loading it can be used 

as a qualitative index of the relative crack tip constraint of any structural component. 
For Mode I loading Bilby et al. (1986), Betegön and Hancock (1991), Du and 
Hancock (1991) and O'Dowd and Shih (1991a; 1991b) used modified boundary 

layer (MBL) formulations, as shown in figure (1.10), to examine the effect of T. 

They imposed displacements corresponding to both K and T of the elastic field on a 

remote elastic boundary, with a radius sufficient to ensure that the size of the plastic 

zone was small compared to the crack length (in accord with procedures developed 

by Tracey, 1976 and Parks and Wang, 1988). The T term was calculated from 

equation (1.33) for a variety of B values. 

MBL formulations conducted by Bilby et al. (1986) demonstrated the sensitivity of 

the plastic zone shape and the stresses deep inside the plastic zone to tensile 

(positive, +ve) and compressive (negative, -ve) T stress. They compared MBL 

formulations with the singular, self similar solution (KT-0) and found that tensile T 

stress caused the maximum stress (am. ) ahead of a blunting crack tip to increase 

slightly. With increasing deformation the stress eventually maintained a constant 

level corresponding to full plasticity, although below the HRR reference field. 

Moreover, they observed that compressive T stress caused a,,,. to decrease 

significantly (proportional to an increase in deformation level) from both KT=o and 

HRR. Figure (1.11) illustrates the variation of tangential stress (aee) obtained from 

an MBL formulation with distance ahead of the crack tip for different levels of T 
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stress (Betegön and Hancock, 1991) compared with the elastic (KT=o) and 

elastic-plastic (HRR) small scale yielding solutions. 

Betegbn and Hancock (1991) proposed that geometries which lose J-dominance of 

the flow field feature compressive T stress, while those which maintain J-dominance 

feature tensile T stress. Furthermore, while a single parameter description can be 

used to characterise crack tip conditions for geometries exhibiting tensile T, those 

featuring compressive T can be adequately described by J combined with T (J-T). 

Betegön and Hancock (1991) proposed that J-T characterisation can extend the 

formal limits of contained yielding into large scale yielding behaviour. They 

compared MBL formulations with a full field solution of a centre-cracked panel 
(aa/W=0.5, compressive T, B=-1.06), which features a loss of J-dominance regardless 

of crack length, and examined the stresses at distances 2(J/ays) (McMeeking and 

Parks, 1979) and 5(J/ays) from the crack tip. Even at a significant deformation level, 

corresponding to full plasticity, the MBL formulation matched the full field solution. 
They observed similar results for shallow (ao/W=0.3) and deeply (ao/W=0.9) cracked 

single-edge bend bars, SE(B) corresponding to (T=O, B=0) and (tensile T, B=+1.1), 

respectively. Karstensen et al. (1997) proposed that J-T can be extended further if 

the T stress is calculated from the elastic component of the J-Integral. 

Du and Hancock (1991) and Al-Ani and Hancock (1991) compared the effect of T 

stress on the size and shape of the plastic zone at the crack tip. They found that 

compressive T stress caused the plastic zone size to increase and the plastic lobes to 

rotate forwards (ahead of the crack tip). In contrast, tensile T stress caused a 

reduction of the plastic zone size and the plastic lobes to rotate backwards. In 

agreement with the discussions presented by Hancock and Cowling (1980) and Bilby 

et al. (1988), Al-Ani and Hancock (1991) also found that compressive T stress had a 

significant effect on the mechanism of void growth. They found that geometries that 

feature compressive T stress exhibit a lower level of triaxial stress within the plastic 

zone, resulting in lower void growth rates and enhanced ductilities. 
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Sumpter (1993) sought to characterise the effect of T experimentally. Using the 

applied stress from each experiment he was able to provide encouraging evidence 
demonstrating that different geometries, with the same T stress will have the same 

value of toughness at initiation (Je). 

Du et al. (1991) addressed the issue of J-dominance in mixed mode loading. They 

comparing MBL formulations with mixed mode, HRR singularity solutions given by 

Shih (1974). They observed that mode mixity caused asymmetry of the plastic zone 

distribution ahead of the crack tip. As they increased the Mode II component they 

observed the relative and absolute size of the plastic zone to increase. This also 

resulted in a rotation about the crack tip. However, although the plastic zone was 

distorted by T, the orientation of the minimum radial distance to the elastic-plastic 

boundary was unaffected. 

Similar to the effects of T stress on Mode I loading, Du et al. (1991) observed that in 

mixed mode loading, compressive T stress decreased the tangential stress distribution 

and tensile T stress maintained stress levels close to the HRR field. In pure Mode II 

loading, zero T stress corresponded to a symmetric plastic zone about the crack 

plane. However, compressive T stress introduced asymmetry where plastic flow 

developed on one crack flank only. In contrast, tensile T stress caused the asymmetry 

to develop on the other crack flank, although the absolute size of the plastic zone was 

unaffected. 

Hancock et al. (1997) compared the effect of constraint due to mixed mode loading 

with slip line fields (Prandtl, 1920 and Shih, 1974). Their initial studies 

demonstrated that for Mode I loading, tensile T stress enabled the development of a 

fully plastic slip line field. As they reduced the level of T stress a loss of 

J-dominance was observed with the development of elastic regions, symmetric about 

the crack flanks. An increase in the size of the elastic sectors was observed with a 

proportional decrease in T stress. In contrast, for the case of zero T stress, they found 

that the appearance of a Mode II component caused the elastic sector to appear on 

one crack flank only (contrasting observations were made by Shih, 1974). An 

increase in Mode II caused a proportional shift of the slip field. Hancock et al. 
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(1997) further proposed that for weak and moderately hardened materials, the stress 

profiles for all mode mixities can be described by a family of fields (parallel stress 
distributions and independent of distance ahead of the crack tip) and can further be 

correlated with the constraint of an unconstrained Mode I field. 

A number of methods have been presented in the literature for calculating T and have 

been briefly reviewed above. Perhaps the most simplistic approach is that developed 

by Ayatollahi et al. (1998), who use crack flank nodal displacements obtained from 

an elastic finite element analysis to determine a value of T stress for any combination 

of mixed mode MI loading. Their methods negate the need for additional 

calculations to determine values of stress intensity factor for a specific specimen 

geometry, or loading configuration and have been proven to give realistic values of T 

stress compared to those reported throughout the literature. 

Moreover, Ayatollahi et al. (1998) applied their method to predict the values of T 

stress for a test specimen located within a loading fixture (Davenport and Smith, 

1993) which is capable of imposing different combinations of Mode I and Mode II 

from pure tension to pure shear. Three models were analysed, a rigid connection 
between the specimen and loading fixture, contact elements between the specimen 

and loading fixture, and the specimen located within the loading fixture through four 

location pins. Although the actual transmission of load between the specimen and 
loading fixture in the experimental studies is best simulated by the contact element 

model, only the pin loaded model provided an antisymmetric stress field in Mode II 

loading. The effect of loading in Mode I was negligible between the three models. 

1.3.3 J-Q Characterisation 

Section 1.3.1 demonstrated that the stress distribution deep inside the plastic zone 

can be expressed by a series expansion. Conventional fracture mechanics 

methodology has concentrated on the use of the HRR term to describe the 

elastic-plastic near tip behaviour. However, as mentioned above, the HRR solution 
is restricted to high constraint geometries and can be over conservative, especially for 
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low constraint geometries such as centre cracked tensile specimens, M(T). To 

remove some of the conservatism inherent in the single-parameter approach and to 

account for the observed size effects in fracture, O'Dowd and Shih (1991) presented 

a two-parameter approach based on the J-Integral (Rice, 1968) and a dimensionless 

factor Q. 

O'Dowd and Shih (1991) proposed that the higher order terms of the series 

expansion can be grouped together into a difference field and used to provide a 

quantitative measure of crack tip constraint, such that the stresses can be described by 

(a'j)A 
+(a'j)Diff 

where the subscript A corresponds to a reference stress field described by either the 

elastic-plastic HRR singular field, (aj)HRR, given in equation (1.29), or the small 

scale yielding solution driven by K alone, (6ij)ssy, given in equation (1.26), where 

T=O. The use of the difference field as an appropriate measure of crack tip constraint 

has also been demonstrated by Faleskog and Nordland (1994). 

For a non zero difference field the stress distribution shifts either up or down and the 

magnitude of the shift remains constant with increasing distance from the crack tip. 

Moreover, O'Dowd and Shih (1991) observed that the difference fields 

corresponding to ayy and ß. were approximately the same, but much larger than a,, y 

over an angular region of 101 : 57r/2 ahead of the crack tip. Based on these results 

they proposed that the difference field corresponds approximately to a uniform 

hydrostatic shift of the stress field ahead of the crack tip. O'Dowd and Shih (1991) 

chose to express the amplitude of the second order field by a dimensionless factor, Q 

such that equation (1.34) can be re-written as 

au = 
(a JA 

+Qay831 for 101 :5 n/2 (1.35) 

where ßys is the yield stress and S; j the Kronecker delta. 
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O'Dowd and Shih (1991) defined Q as the difference between the full field and 

reference stress field, such that 

6e9 -(ae9) REF 
Q 

6y$ 
for 0= 0°, r= 2(J/ay, ) (1.36) 

Although either reference field, (a j)ssy or (aj)w, can be used, O'Dowd and Shih 

(1994) recommend the use of the small scale yielding solution given by equation 
(1.26). The singular solution given by the HRR field is based on the J-Integral which 

assumes Ramberg-Osgood material behaviour. In general, not all materials display 

power law hardening, but the (aj)ssy solution does have the capability of 

characterising either state (O'Dowd, 1995). 

O'Dowd and Shih (1991,1994) recommend that the value of Q should be determined 

within a region directly ahead of the crack tip, 101: 5, n/2 at a normalised distance 

corresponding to r=2(J/ays). They based this recommendation on small and finite 

strain analyses from which limiting normalised distances of J/vys<r<5(J/ßy, ) were 

observed. Finite strains caused by crack tip blunting (McMeeking and Parks, 1979) 

are dominant up to J/ays and higher order terms, other than Q can be significant at 

distances greater than 5(J/ßys). Within these proposed limits the stress distributions 

for different Q are parallel and independent of r and polar angle, 0. The use of 

r=2(J/ays) has generally been accepted throughout the literature as the corresponding 

normalised distance from which Q should be determined (O'Dowd and Shih, 1991; 

1994, Wu and Mai, 1995, and Joyce and Link, 1997). 

The lower limiting distance given above describes the inner boundary of a zone 

around the crack tip, referred to by O'Dowd and Shih (1994) as the J-Q annulus, that 

encompasses the microstructurally significant length scales for both brittle and 

ductile fracture. 
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To demonstrate the interpretation of Q as a triaxiality parameter, O'Dowd and Shih 

(1994) compared values of Q calculated from both the hoop and hydrostatic (mean) 

stress fields at r=2(J/ßys) and observed negligible differences. 

Moreover, for Mode I loading, O'Dowd and Shih (1994) demonstrated that for 

different values of hardening coefficient, a unique relationship exists between T 

stress and Q for small and moderate scale yielding behaviour, given by 

23 

Q=a1(n) 
T 

+a2(n) 
T 

+a3(n) 
T 

(1.37) 
ßys (y ßys 

Tabulated values for the constants al, a2 and a3 for several values of n are given by 

O'Dowd and Shih (1994). However, in contrast to recommendations by Betegön and 
Hancock (1991), T stress can not have general applicability under conditions of large 

scale yielding since the elastic solution from which T stress is obtained is 

increasingly violated as plastic flow progresses beyond well contained yielding. 

Ainsworth and O'Dowd (1995) proposed a simple, approximate relationship between 

T stress and Q independent of n, given by 

Q=T for 
T 

<0 (1.38) 
ay, ßys 

T 
for 

ä>0 
(1.39) 

26 r8 rg 

The curves corresponding to equation (1.37) for different n and equations (1.38) and 

(1.39) are shown in figure (1.12). 

O'Dowd and Shih (1994) proposed that all near tip stress fields are members of a 

single family of crack tip fields. Moreover, each member field can be characterised 
by the degree of deformation and the corresponding level of crack tip stress 

triaxiality. They proposed that the amplitude of the stress field can be measured by 
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the J-Integral while Q scales the near tip stress distribution relative to a high 

triaxiality reference stress state (either 6; j, Hm or aij, ssy). 

Since Q quantifies both the hoop, o and hydrostatic stress, ahyd components it can 
be used to interpret both brittle and ductile behaviour. Cleavage fracture is 

controlled by the attainment of a critical ße0 over a critical distance, Xa (Ritchie et 

al., 1973 and Dodds et al., 1991; 1993) and void growth, which is associated with 

ductile tearing, is controlled by ahyd (Needleman et al., 1992). 

O'Dowd and Shih (1994) investigated the critical toughness associated with initiation 

for different geometries of different constraint. They investigated shallow and deeply 

cracked three-point single edge bend, 3P SE(B), single edge tension, SE(T) and 

centre crack tension, M(T) specimens and constructed a J-Q failure locus (shown in 

figure 1.13). They proposed that the J-Q locus provides a qualitative assessment of a 

structural component in service. By imposing the driving force curve for the 

structural component onto figure (1.13), both the failure mechanism and the critical 

initiation toughness can be predicted. The use of a J-Q failure locus is illustrated in 

figure (1.14). 

Wu and Mai (1995) introduced a theoretical model for ductile fracture based on void 

nucleation and growth in the J-Q fields ahead of the crack tip and found good 

agreement with experimental studies. O'Dowd et al. (1995) introduced a theoretical 

model of cleavage fracture based on the RKR criterion (Ritchie et al., 1973). Using 

(a; j)HRR as the reference stress and assuming that Xo was within the J-Q annulus they 

also found good agreement with experimental studies. 

A number of investigators have used experiments to verify the use of the J-Q failure 

locus to quantify cleavage failure. Sumpter and Forbes (1992) investigated shallow 

and deep cracked SE(B) and moderately deep M(T) mild steel specimens. Kirk et al. 

(1993) investigated SE(B) specimens of varying thickness and crack depth, 

manufactured from A515 steel. All data was within the upper and lower limits of the 

J-Q failure locus shown in figure (1.13). 
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O'Dowd et al. (1995) investigated the effects of crack growth using MBL 

formulations governed by a K. resistance curve. They observed that under tensile T 

stresses the crack grew under high stress triaxiality which remained high throughout 

continued growth. Under compressive T stresses, crack growth initiated under low 

stress triaxiality. However, as crack growth continued the level of stress triaxiality 

increased, approaching levels similar to those under positive T stress. The results of 

these studies indicated that a high triaxiality stress field, described by the HRR 

solution dominates the near tip field for a steadily growing crack. They also 

observed an increase in the magnitude of the near tip stress field relative to those for 

a stationary crack, as well as a reduction in the size of the J-Q annulus. Such an 
increase in the near tip stresses can cause premature cleavage failure following some 

stable crack growth by tearing (Wallin, 1991). Therefore, it is not desirable to use 

current two-parameter methodologies for a propagating crack. 

Although the J-Q theory is completely general, the approach can apply to both plane 

stress and plane strain conditions. O'Dowd and Shih (1991) have also proposed that 

the theory could also be used to quantify mixed mode fields, however the theory has 

yet to be proven for such conditions. 

1.3.4 Summary of the Two Parameter Methods for Characterising Crack Tip 

Constraint 

In general, the most convenient method of quantifying the crack tip constraint in the 

presence of mixed mode I/II loading is via J-T characterisation. However, the 

underlying problem with this approach is that it is confined to small-to-moderate 

scale yielding although limit studies by Betegön and Hancock (1991) suggest that this 

approach can be extended further. Essentially, T is an elastic term which is known 

for most standard specimen types. For the more complicated types, T can be readily 

determined from a simple elastic finite element analysis (Ayatollahi, Pavier and 

Smith, 1998). 
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The J-Q approach is more complex and values of Q are not as openly available as for 

T. Nevertheless, the J-Q approach can be used to quantify the crack tip constraint 

under both contained yielding and fully plastic conditions although in the presence of 

mixed mode I/II loading this has to be investigated further. Q is dependent on both 

specimen geometry and type of loading and can only be determined from an elastic 

plastic analysis. 

O'Dowd and Shih (1994) have shown that a relationship exists between T and Q but 

only for contained yielding and at present, to Mode I loading since the elastic 

solution from which T is obtained is increasingly violated as plastic flow progresses 
beyond well contained yielding. 

1.4 Experimental Investigations of Constraint Effects 

The best method of assessing the integrity of a cracked structural component is to test 

the component itself. However, the inherent costs associated with testing a full size 

component often precludes such an approach. As a consequence it is often more 

convenient to perform experiments in the laboratory on smaller, less expensive 

specimens and then to translate the laboratory results to the performance of the real 

component. 

The majority of models and analytical techniques are for Mode I loading situations. 

However, structural components are usually subject to complex loading situations, 

resulting in combinations of Mode I, Mode II and Mode III loading. At present the 

methods of inferring the integrity of the real component from mixed mode loading 

laboratory tests is uncertain. There are additional problems associated with the 

behaviour of laboratory test specimens. For example, when the specimen dimensions 

or geometry are varied, but the length of crack remains the same, the value of fracture 

toughness is known to vary considerably, particularly for Mode I (Garwood, 1982, 

Gibson et al., 1987 and Joyce and Link, 1995). 
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The general approach to considering the influence of specimen dimensions and 

geometry is to attribute the effects to varying levels of constraint. There has been 

considerable effort in addressing such problems of constraint, although principally 
for Mode I loading conditions only. A single parameter characterisation of fracture, 

using parameters such as, Stress Intensity (Irwin, 1957), J-Integral (Rice, 1968) or 
Crack Opening Displacement (Wells, 1961), has limited success when there are 
different levels of constraint. Instead two parameter methodologies such as J-T 

(Betegön and Hancock, 1991) and J-Q (O'Dowd and Shih, 1991; 1992) have been 

developed and have been thoroughly reviewed in section 1.3. 

Although a number of approaches to the problems of constraint have been proposed, 

no one approach has been shown to be universally applicable and therefore 

theoretical and experimental work in this area is continuing. 

1.4.1 The Effects of Specimen Orientation 

Orientation is an important variable in fracture toughness measurements, since 

materials are seldom homogenous and isotropic in nature. The sensitivity to 

orientation can be particularly pronounced since a microstructure with a preferred 

orientation may contain planes of weakness, where crack propagation is relatively 

easy. 

For fracture toughness specimens extracted from a rolled plate or forging, ASTM 

(E616-89) assign the letters L, T and S to denote the longitudinal, transverse and 

short transverse rolling directions, relative to the rolling direction or forging axis, 

respectively. Two letters are used to specify the orientation of a fracture toughness 

specimen. The first indicates the principal straining axis and the second denotes the 

crack propagation direction, thus there are six possible orientations. Figure (1.15) 

demonstrates the convention globally used to represent the six orientations for 

specimens extracted from rolled plates and forgings. 
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Willoughby et al. (1978) investigated the effect of specimen orientation on initiation 

toughness, J1 and the slope of the tearing resistance curve, dJ/da for mild steel, side 

grooved (SG) single edge bend, SE(B) specimens loaded in three point bend (3PB). 

They developed crack growth resistance curves for all six possible orientations of the 

test specimen. However, they presented their results in terms of the principal 

straining directions only and provided no indication of crack propagation direction. 

Their illustrations demonstrate that JI, is similar in the L and T orientations but 

significantly lower in S. For crack growth, i a<1.5mm, dJ/da is similar in the T and 

S orientations but significantly higher in L. However, for Aa>1.5mm, dJ/da appears 

to be orientation independent. 

Lautridou and Pineau (1981) tested A508 C-Mn steel using full thickness, plain sided 
(PS) compact tension, C(T) specimens in Mode I loading. They investigated two 

orientations, L-T and T-L, and observed that Jj for the L-T direction was greater than 

for the T-L direction. During the initial stages of crack growth, Da<0.8mm, dJ/da for 

the L-T direction was significantly greater than for the T-L direction, however for 

ia>0.8mm, the L-T direction was equivalent to the T-L direction. They also 
investigated an alternative heat of A508, where the heat treatment resulted in a 

significant reduction of the void volume fraction of Mn-S inclusions present and 
furthermore, reduced their overall size. For comparison, PS C(T) specimens were 

used, extracted from the L-T orientation. Although JIc was similar for both steels the 

heat treated specimens exhibited a reduction in dJ/da, albeit slight. 

Also in Mode I loading, Garwood (1982) investigated orientation effects using PS, 

L-T and T-L 3PB SE(B) and cracked middle tension, M(T) specimens extracted from 

API 5LX65 C-Mn pipe steel. Independent of geometry, he observed that JI, for the 

L-T direction was greater than for the T-L direction and for Da<5mm, dJ/da for the 

L-T direction was greater than for the T-L direction. However, similar to 

observations made by Lautridou and Pineau (1981), for further crack growth the 

M(T) L-T specimen demonstrated a significant reduction in dJ/da, resulting in dJ/da 

for the T-L direction being greater than for the L-T direction. Garwood (1982) 

correlated these effects with the formation of shear lips. He observed that shear lip 

formation was suppressed in SE(B) specimens for the T-L direction and, although 
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present in both M(T) in the L-T and T-L directions, the shear lips observed in M(T) 

L-T direction were significantly greater than for the M(T) T-L direction. 

Shi and Zhou (1995) investigated the effects of orientation in Mode II using two 

steels, HT80 and HT100. They used SE(B) specimens in the T-L and L-T directions 

with a crack depth corresponding to an ao/W ratio of 0.5, where W=2B=24mm. The 

SE(B) specimens were tested in four point bend (4PB). They determined a value of 
Ju, from the intersection of the resistance curve with the Mode II blunting line. They 

proposed that although the onset of crack growth may occur in Mode II, once the 

crack started to grow it rapidly transformed into a mixed mode crack. Furthermore, 

since ßys is approximately equal to 2iys, where cry, and Tys are tensile and shear yield 

stress, respectively, a Mode II blunting line can be estimated from the Mode I 

blunting relationship, thus giving 

Ju = 4tiy. Aa (1.40) 

Although their results demonstrate that Jnc is orientation independent, Jnc is 

dependent on material, since J11for HT80 was greater than for HT100. For HT80, 

dJ/da is also orientation independent, however for HT 100, dJ/da for the T-L direction 

was significantly greater than for the L-T direction. 

1.4.2 The Effects of Side Grooves 

Grooves are often machined into the sides of fracture toughness specimens with the 

primary purpose of suppressing the formation of shear lips and crack tunnelling. 

Side grooves effectively remove the free surfaces where plane stress conditions 

prevail and introduce a higher level of lateral constraint at the specimen edges. If 

done properly, shear lip formation can be suppressed and a straight crack front can be 

achieved. The depth of side grooves required to achieve these features has been 

found to be material dependent. If they are too deep, they produce lateral 

singularities which causes the crack to grow more rapidly at the outer edges. In 

general, ASTM E813-89E1 recommend that a 20 to 25% reduction in thickness 
UNIVERSITY 
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achieved through side grooving is applicable to a wide range of engineering 

materials. 

Gudas et at. (1979) tested HY130, a high strength low alloy (HSLA) steel, using 

standard plain sided (PS) and side grooved (SG) C(T)25 specimens, extracted from 

the T-L orientation. The specimens were side grooved to a total depth corresponding 

to 12.5% and 25% of the specimen thickness. Their results demonstrated that side 

grooving to a depth of 12.5% or greater produced a lower bound dJ/da. Side 

grooving also reduced JIc, albeit by only a small amount, although an increase in side 

grooving did not correspond to a further decrease in JIB. Their tests covered a range 

of crack depths, where ao/W=0.55,0.65 and 0.8, which had little influence on their 

observations. 

Similar observations have been reported by a number of investigators verifying the 

effects of side grooving on Mode I fracture toughness for a variety of different steels. 

Andrews and Shih (1979) tested A533B at 93°C using PS, 25%SG and 50%SG 

C(T)100 specimens. Gibson (1986) tested BS4360 43A C-Mn steel using PS and 

25%SG C(T)25 specimens. Gordon and Challenger (1989) tested HSLA HY100 

using PS, 20%SG, 40%SG and 60%SG 3P SE(B) specimens. Sommer and Aurich 

(1991) also used PS and 25%SG C(T)25 specimens to test StE 460 C-Mn steel. 

Garwood (1982) tested API 5LX65 C-Mn pipe steel using PS and 50%SG 3PB 

SE(B) and M(T) specimens extracted from the T-L orientation. He observed that the 

effect of side grooving on JI, was negligible in either geometry. However, he also 

observed that side grooving caused a significant decrease in dJ/da when compared 

with plain sided specimens of identical global dimensions. 

1.4.3 The Effects of Specimen Size 

In the literature, size effects are expressed in a number of different ways; constant 

width variation in thickness, constant thickness variation in width, and proportional 
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increases in both thickness and width. In contrast to Mode II, Mode I size effects 
have been studied extensively. 

The Effects of Specimen Thickness, Constant Width 

Andrews and Shih (1979) tested A533B at 93°C using C(T)100 specimens in the L-T 

orientation. They investigated specimens of varied thickness, B=25,63 and 101mm. 

They observed that dJ/da decreased with increasing thickness, however they observed 

the value of JIc to increase as B was reduced from 101mm to 63mm and then 

decrease for the 25mm thick specimen. 

Gibson (1986) and Gibson et al. (1987) tested BS4360-43A, a normalised C-Mn steel 

also using C(T) specimens 100mm thick in the L-T orientation. They investigated 

specimen thickness in the range, 13mm SB <_ 50mm and observed tearing behaviour 

similar to that reported by Andrews and Shih (1979). However, the effect on JI, of 

specimen thickness was negligible. Turner (1986) reported similar results from tests 

on EN32 SE(B) specimens for thickness, B=1Omm and 24mm. 

In contrast, Joyce and Link (1995) observed the effect of specimen thickness 

(12.5mm _< B: 5 50mm) to have a negligible effect on both JIc and dJ/da, from tests on 

HSLA HY100 using 20%SG SE(B) specimens. 

The Effects of Specimen Width, Constant Thickness 

Gibson (1986), who tested BS4360-43A using C(T) specimens 100mm thick 

observed dJ/da to increase slightly with increasing specimen width. They examined 

specimen widths in the range 26mm 5 W: 5 100mm. The observed effects on JIB were 

negligible. 

Turner (1986) observed similar behaviour from tests on EN32 using SE(B) 

specimens of width, W=10mm and 24mm. However, Jones and Gordon (1989), who 

tested HSLA HY100 using SE(B) specimens observed dJ/da to decrease with 

increasing specimen width (30mm SW 5150mm). 
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Gordon and Challenger (1989) examined HSLA HY100 using 3P SE(B) specimens. 
For constant thickness, B=30mm they observed that dJ/da decreased with increasing 

specimen width (15mm <_ W< 120mm). However, for W less than 60mm a 

reduction in dJ/da was only observed when Aa>6mm. For Aa<6mm, the resistance 

curve for W equal to 60mm produced a lower bound reference curve. They also 

observed J1 to be independent of specimen width. 

Effects due to Proportional Increases in Specimen Thickness and Width 

Turner (1986) investigated the effect of specimen size in A533B C-Mn steel using 
C(T) specimens of constant crack depth, a0. He tested specimens of thickness, B in 

the range, 10mm <_ BS 100mm and width, W which corresponded to a proportional 
increase with B, such that B=(W-a0). His results demonstrated that both Jjc and dJ/da 

are independent of a proportional increase in specimen size for the range of 
dimensions examined. Gibson et al. (1987) who investigated BS4360-43A using 
C(T) specimens in the L-T orientation also found J1 and dJ/da to be independent of 

specimen size. They examined specimens of various thickness, B=13,25,37.5 and 

50mm and varied width corresponding to W=2B. 

Gordon and Challenger (1989) examined HSLA HY100 using 3PB SE(B) specimens. 
They examined a range of specimen thickness, B=15,30,45,60 and 75mm with a 

proportional increase in specimen width, where W=2B. They observed that JI, was 
independent of specimen size, however, in contrast to the observations of Turner 

(1986), they found dJ/da to decrease as specimen size increased. 

Sommer and Aurich (1991) tested 20MnMoNi55 steel at 80°C using C(T) specimens. 
He examined three different size specimens where W=2B=25,50 and 96mm and 

produced similar results to those presented by Gordon and Challenger (1989), 

although the decrease in dJ/da with increasing size was albeit slight. 
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1.4.4 The Effect of Crack Depth (a0) and Crack Depth to Width (ao/W) Ratio 

Gudas et al. (1979) tested HSLA HY100 using PS, 12.5%SG and 25%SG C(T)25 

specimens with crack depths corresponding to ao/W=0.55,0.65 and 0.8. They 

observed that JI, for both PS and SG specimens were independent of crack depth. 

However, although dJ/da was independent of ao/W for both sets of side grooved 

specimens they observed that dJ/da increased with increasing crack depth for PS 

specimens. 

Sommer and Aurich (1991) tested StE 460 steel using M(T) specimens. They 

examined three different crack depths corresponding to ao/W=0.1,0.5 and 0.8 

respectively. Although they observed that JI, was independent of crack depth, they 

found that dJ/da for aa/W=0.1 was equivalent to dJ/da for ao/W=0.8. However, both 

were higher than dJ/da for ao/W=0.5. 

Joyce and Link (1993) tested HSLA HY100 at 25°C and A533B at 100°C. The 

specimens they examined were SE(B) and SE(T) of different size and crack depths. 

For the HY100 steel, dJ/da decreased with increasing aa/W from 0.14 to 0.6. 

However, although they observed JI,, to decrease with increasing crack depth for the 

smaller specimens (B=W=50mm and 2B=W=50mm), for the larger specimen 
(4B=W=50mm) JIc increased with increasing crack depth. For the SE(T) geometry 

tested, JI,, was independent of aa/W but dJ/da decreased with increasing a°/W. All 

A533B specimens were side grooved 20% and both the SE(B) and SE(T) geometries 

exhibited a decrease in dJ/da with increasing ao/W and although JIc was independent 

of aa/W for the SE(B) geometry an increase was observed with increasing ao/W for 

the SE(T) geometry. Joyce and Link (1997) also examined HSLA HY80 using 

20%SG 3PB SE(B) specimens for a range of crack depths (0.13<aa/W<0.83). They 

observed that JIc was independent of aa/W however with increasing crack depth 

(0.13<aa/W<0.7) dJ/da decreased. As they increased the crack depth further 

(ao/W>0.7) they observed dJ/da to increase. 

MacLennan and Hancock (1994) tested HSLA HY80 using SE(B) for ao/W=0.1,0.2, 

0.3 and 0.5. Their results demonstrated that deeply cracked geometries (ao/Wz0.3) 
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exhibit a geometry independent toughness, providing a lower bound toughness 

associated with highly constrained flow fields. In contrast, with decreasing crack 
depth, dJ/da increased. Their results were in excellent agreement with results 

presented by Hancock et al. (1993) who tested A710 pressure vessel steel, also using 
SE(B) specimens. 

Panontin and Sheppard (1995) examined the effect of crack depth on crack initiation 

for A516 Gr70 C-Mn steel using SE(T) (ao/W=0.15,0.3 and 0.7) and 3PB SE(B) 

(aa/W=0.3 and 0.7) specimens. For the SE(T) specimens they observed that JIB was 

aa/W independent, however for the SE(B) specimens they found JIc to decrease with 
increasing a. /W, albeit slightly. 

1.4.5 The Effect of Specimen Geometry 

Garwood (1982) tested API 5LX65 C-Mn steel using PS and 50%SG 3PB SE(B) and 

M(T)-PS and 50%SG specimen geometries in Mode I loading, and found a 

considerable effect of change of geometry on JI, and dJ/da. Comparing the PS SE(B) 

and M(T) results, the SE(B) geometry produced a slightly lower JI,, but a significantly 

lower dJ/da. Side grooving to a depth of 50% was employed to suppress shear lip 

formation and, ensure that each specimen geometry was subject to plane strain 

behaviour. After side grooving, although JIc for the SE(B) specimens were still 

slightly lower, the difference in dJ/da was negligible. Garwood proposed that, even 

if shear lip formation is suppressed, there is a geometric effect between the bend and 

tension geometries which can probably be attributed to the differences in plastic zone 

formation. 

Gibson et al. (1987) tested BS4360-43A C-Mn steel using tension; M(T) and double- 

edge DE(T), and bend; C(T), 3PB and 4PB SE(B) specimen geometries in the L-T 

orientation, in Mode I loading. All specimens were 25mm thick, and the width of the 

tension and bend specimens were 25mm and 50mm, respectively. Their results show 

that there was no effect of geometry, either bend or tension, on JIc regardless of 

specimen size, and dJ/da for the bend geometries were all similar. The tension 
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specimens demonstrated an increase in dJ/da compared to the bend specimens, but 

due to two different methods used to determine J, the comparisons of dJ/da between 

the M(T) and DE(T) geometries are confusing. The results presented by Gibson et al. 

(1987) are comparable with those presented by Garwood (1982) for PS 3PB SE(B), 

where the values of JI, are all similar, however there is a significant difference in 

dJ/da which could be attributed to size effects. 

Sommer and Aurich (1991) tested StE 460 steel using M(T), DE(T) and C(T) 

specimens in Mode I. They observed that J1 for the C(T) specimens was less than JIc 

for the M(T) specimens which was similar to Jj for the DE(T) specimens. They also 

observed that dJ/da for the M(T) specimens was greater than for the DE(T) 

specimens which was similar to dJ/da for the C(T) specimens. However, the 

relationship of these specimens with material orientation, and the consistency of each 

geometry to be orientated in the same direction is unclear. 

Joyce and Link (1993,1995) tested HY100 using 20%SG SE(T), DE(T) and SE(B) 

specimens, and A533B using 20%SG SE(T), DE(T), C(T) and SE(B) specimens, all 

in Mode I. For the tests on HY100, JI, for the SE(T) specimens was greater than for 

the SE(B) specimens which was greater than for the DE(T) specimens. Also, dJ/da 

for the SE(T) specimens was greater than for the DE(T) specimens which was greater 

than for the SE(B) specimens. However, for A533B there was no discernible 

difference in J1,, for all geometries tested, but dJ/da for the DE(T) specimens was 

greater than for the SE(T) specimens which was greater than for the SE(B) specimens 

which was greater than for the C(T) specimens. 

Green and Miles (1983) tested two C-Mn steels in Mode I using PS C(T)25 

specimens, and in Mode II using side grooved compact double shear (CDS) and 

double punch shear (DPS) specimens. They found that J1 for each geometry, 

regardless of mode of loading, was similar and only a slight variation in dJ/da, 

however, dJ/da for SG DPS (Mode II) was greater than for the SG C(T)25 (Mode I) 

specimens which was greater than for the SG CDS (Mode II). Their results suggest 

that between the three geometries tested the effect of loading mode, either Mode I or 
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Mode II is negligible, however there are differences in JI, and dJ/da, albeit only 

slight. 

1.4.6 Summary of the Experimental Investigations of Constraint Effects 

It is evident from the literature that constraint effects have been studied 

predominantly in Mode I loading. There have been limited studies in Mode II 

loading, but none have sought to investigate the effects of combined mode loading. 

In general, mixed mode fracture studies reported in the open literature have been 

confined to assessing the influence of mode mixity for a particular combination of B, 

W and ao/W. To date, these studies have not progressed to consider how variations 

of B, W, aa/W or even material orientation can affect the fracture behaviour of these 

materials in the presence of combined mode loading. 

A review of the literature shows that R-curves are dependent on material orientation. 

For Mode I loading, T-L and S-L orientated specimens generally produce lower 

bound R-curves compared to any other orientation (Davenport, 1993). However, Shi 

and Zhou (1995) and Davenport (1993) have shown that this may not be the case for 

Mode II loading. 

In general, both JIc and Ju, do not vary significantly as B, W and aa/W vary (Gibson, 

1986, Turner, 1986, Gibson et al., 1987 and Joyce and Link, 1993; 1995). However, 

dJ/da varies considerably, especially when W and aa/W are varied (Gibson, 1986 and 

Turner, 1986). The greatest effects on Oda are reported for HSLA steels such as 

HY80 and HY100 (Gudas et al., 1979, Jones and Gordon, 1989, Gordon and 

Challenger, 1989, Sommer and Aurich, 1991 and MacLennan and Hancock, 1994). 

The results of this present study (refer to chapter 3) are unique since they address 

how variations of B, W and ao/W ratio affect the fracture behaviour of A508, a C-Mn 

steel in the presence of combined tension (Mode I) and shear (Mode II) loading. 

Mode I studies of A508 C-Mn steel by Davenport (1993) have already established 

that a lower bound R-curve is produced by S-L orientated specimens. Moreover, 
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Davenport (1993) has also shown that specimen orientation has a negligible effect on 
the R-curve in Mode II loading. 

1.5 Warm Prestressing in Structural Steels 

In this section the process of Warm Prestressing (WPS), an overstressing operation 

used to assess, and enhance the integrity of a component is reviewed. The review 
focuses on the reported, and proven benefits gained using WPS on the behaviour of a 

range of C-Mn steels, which are commonly used in the manufacture of structural 

components such as pressure vessels and piping. A number of reviews have been 

published which cover the work of the past few decades. More detailed overviews 

are given by Nichols (1968a; 1968b), Pickles and Cowan (1983) and Smith and 
Garwood (1990a). 

Although this review will appear biased toward a select band of researchers, there is 

a wealth of information currently available, comprising experimental, analytical and 

numerical investigations. It is also recognised that this review neglects such detail as 

material orientation and specimen size (Smith and Garwood, 1990a; 1990b) effects, 

although it is appreciated that these factors do significantly affect the degree of 
benefit achieved from WPS. 

1.5.1 The Effects of Warm Prestress and Experimental Verification 

On completion of manufacture, and at periodic intervals during service, pressure 

vessels are required to undergo a hydrostatic pressure test according to British 

Standards and ASME codes of practice, to demonstrate their structural integrity. The 

pressure test requires the vessel to be overstressed to a level which exceeds 125%, 

but is not greater than 150%, of its maximum in-service design stress. However, 

specific cases may be tested at a lower pressure if it assumed that significant yielding 

of any part of the vessel would occur beyond the lower level of 125%. The limits 

ensure that gross yielding of the vessel does not occur which would invariably cause 
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irreversible damage. The hydrostatic pressure test is usually performed by hydraulic 

pressurisation at water temperatures within the region of 7°C to 20°C, the only 

precaution being that the temperature is not low enough to cause the narrower 

sections of the vessel to freeze. 

Although the principal aim of the pressure test is to assess the integrity of the 

structure and ensure that it will safely perform that for which it was designed, it has 

been found that the operating life of the vessel can be greatly enhanced. In particular, 

pressure testing a vessel containing flaws or defects that have obtained a critical size 

(a size that would have originally prompted the vessel to be removed from service) 

can significantly reduce the critical stress concentrations produced by these flaws, 

thus resulting in prolonged in-service life. This has been found to be beneficial to 

welded structures where the application of a controlled tensile overload can 

effectively reduce the peak residual stresses (Burdekin, 1969 and Leggatt and Davey, 

1987). The application of a uniform elastic tensile strain causes the initial residual 

stress field to rise sufficiently thus causing localised yielding where significant 

tensile strain already exists. 

There has been considerable effort to characterise the mechanisms which contribute 

to an increase in vessel life and there appears to be a strong dependence on which 

method of prestressing is used. For instance, the vessel could either be prestressed at 

its operating temperature, or at a different temperature. The level of applied prestress 

has also been thoroughly investigated. In particular the optimum prestress level to 

achieve the maximum benefit from the vessel. Brothers and Yukawa (1963) 

identified this optimum level as corresponding to the initiation of ductile tearing. 

One prestressing technique, warm prestress (WPS) has already been the subject of 

significant detailed research over the past few decades, and has been found to be of 

particular value to ferritic steel components (other than pressure vessels) which fail 

by cleavage at reduced temperature (Brothers and Yukawa, 1963, Succop et al., 1970, 

Chell et al., 1978, Curry, 1981, Beremin, 1981, Smith and Garwood, 1990a; 1990b; 

1992, Reed and Knott, 1992; 1996a; 1996b, and MacDonald et al., 1997). WPS 

involves loading a component to a predetermined prestress level at a higher 
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temperature than the component is required to operate during service life, a 

temperature sufficient to reduce the risk of failure. The basic theory behind WPS is 

that by performing the prestress operation at a higher temperature, usually within the 

upper regime of the fracture transition curve, the material will flow plastically. If the 

prestress is applied in a controlled manner, plastic flow can invariably reduce the 

potentially damaging critical stress concentrations of any existing defects. When the 

component is cooled, usually to a temperature within the lower regime of the fracture 

transition curve, corresponding to the in-service operating conditions, there is 

sufficient increase in the low temperature yield strength to enable a higher load to be 

achieved before failure occurs. Thus, the distinction between a standard proof test 

and a WPS is that a proof test is basically a method of demonstrating the structural 
integrity of a component, whereas in addition, a WPS is intended to enhance the 

in-service reliability of a vessel. 

Yukawa (1969) proposed that the influence of a proof test and WPS cycle can be 

used to assess the integrity of a vessel containing small, medium and long surface 

cracks, as a function of critical pressure to cause failure (either brittle or ductile) and 

temperature (shown in figure 1.16). Assuming Ti and T3 are lower and upper shelf 

temperatures, respectively, and P1 and P2 are operating and prestress load levels, 

respectively, applying P2 at either Ti, T2 or T3 would simulate a typical proof test. 

If P2 is applied at Ti, where P2>P', and the vessel does not fail, figure (1.16) infers 

that no large flaws exist within the vessel. If however the vessel operates at either T2 

or T3, the information obtained from P2 at T1 would infer that there is a considerable 

margin of safety between P,, l and the operating condition, P1 at T2 or T3. For WPS, 

the vessel is preloaded to a predetermined pressure P2 at Tz T3, and unloaded if 

required and cooled to a lower temperature to simulate the in-service operating 

temperature of the vessel. For WPS however, the existence of flaws is postulated, 

therefore by subjecting the vessel to P2 at T3 there is assumed to be a benefit on the 

operation of the vessel at P1 Ti. This would suggest that for pressures and 

temperatures up to P2 and T3 the vessel could contain a large flaw without 

sacrificing structural integrity. 
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The type of WPS loading cycle can have a significant bearing on the in-service 

fracture properties of a component (Brothers and Yukawa, 1963). A variety of 
loading histories have been used in experimental work to investigate WPS effects; 
load-cool-unload-fracture (LCUF), load-unload-cool-fracture (LUCF) and load-cool- 

fracture (LCF). All three WPS cycles are shown schematically in figure (1.17), in 

relation to an idealised brittle-to-ductile fracture transition curve. 

A considerable amount of research, conducted by many researchers on a variety of 
different ferritic steels, have all demonstrated that each of the three WPS cycles, 
detailed above, provide a benefit in terms of enhancing the low temperature fracture 

properties of a material. Some of the data has been collated by Yukawa (1969), and 
is shown in figure (1.18). It can be seen that for a specific prestress level, a greater 
benefit in terms of fracture toughness can be achieved by applying an LCF WPS. 

The least benefit (or the most conservative loading cycle) is achieved by applying an 
LUCF WPS, where LCF and LUCF provide upper and lower bounds, respectively. 
However, although the LCF WPS cycle produces the greatest benefit in terms of 
fracture toughness, the increment of applied load to cause failure is not as great as the 

LUCF WPS, although the absolute value of applied load is invariably higher 

(idealised in figure 1.18). 

For any WPS cycle, the greatest reported benefits have been attributed to the 

controlled prestress being applied in the same direction as the component would be 

loaded during service. As a result the load required to cause brittle fracture would 

need to be sufficient to exceed the zone of local compressive residual stress created 

during unloading of the prestress cycle (Brothers and Yukawa, 1963, Harrison and 

Fearnehough, 1972 Loss et al., 1977, Chell et al., 1979, Curry, 1979 and Smith and 

Garwood, 1990a). Hall et al., (1962) demonstrated that strain hardening can also 

contribute to the benefits achieved through WPS. However the attainment of an 

increase in benefit is strongly dependent on an increase in yield strength, thus 

enabling the critical stress for cleavage fracture to be obtained. An increase in yield 

strength is usually associated with a decrease in temperature, hence the greatest 

benefits have been achieved at very low temperatures. 
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There has been significantly less investigations associated with the application of a 

prestress achieved by shear loading. Steigerwald (1961) examined the effects of 

notch blunting and concluded that while plastic flow can geometrically reduce the 

acuity of the notch by increasing the notch root radius, the contribution to improved 

notch strength in his tests was not believed to be the dominant mechanism. 
Steigerwald found that WPS increased the notch strength even when a shear crack 

was generated during the prestress. However, compressive residual stress is 

generally accepted as one of the principal mechanisms which contribute a beneficial 

increase in material behaviour at low temperature following WPS. In the presence of 

a prestress achieved by shear loading, the crack tip is flanked by both `beneficial' 

compressive residual stress and `damaging' tensile residual stress. On loading a 

structure to failure, following a prestress achieved by shear loading, the 

non-equilibrium residual stress states would influence the growing crack to propagate 
in a direction that requires the least energy for fracture, the direction of tensile 

residual stress, hence ignoring the compressive residual stress zone (total stress is the 

sum of the applied and residual stress contributions). 

Strain ageing embrittlement is of relative importance to pressure vessels and piping 

that have been in service for a long time, and may tend to offset any intended benefit 

from the application of a WPS (Succop et al., 1970 and Harrison and Fearnehough, 

1972). Ageing is caused by the diffusion of carbon and nitrogen to dislocations, 

which results in them being pinned. Consequently a loss of ductility may occur if 

yielded material is exposed to elevated temperature for a prolonged period. This, 

together with an increase in apparent strength, may also promote a change in failure 

mechanism from ductile to cleavage fracture. 

Succop et al., (1970) observed that the degree of benefit achieved from LUCF WPS 

can be reduced by strain ageing. In contrast however, Harrison and Fearnehough 

(1972) observed little effect on the response of either the LUCF or the LCF WPS 

cycles. 

Haigh (1984) observed that ductile crack initiation toughness was reduced, but load 

bearing capacity was increased by strain ageing. The reduction of ductile crack 
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initiation toughness was also observed by Satoh et al., (1983) and the apparent 
increase in load bearing capacity was observed by Ripling and Lindberg (1965). 

However, MacDonald et al., (1997) proposed that the effect of strain ageing on the 

WPS benefit is of no consequence for A508 and A533B C-Mn steels over a wide 

range of prestress and fracture temperatures. They further proposed that ductile 

tearing, on the other hand, may cause significant damage to the crack tip plastic zone 

thereby decreasing the WPS benefit. 

1.5.2 Predicting the Warm Prestress Effect 

Standard fracture mechanics criteria, such as the MTS criterion proposed by Erdogan 

and Sih (1963), do not have the ability to qualitatively predict the fracture toughness 

of a component subject to a prior loading history. As a result a number of researchers 
(Harrison and Fearnehough, 1972, Harrop, 1979, Chell et al., 1979, Curry, 1981, 

Smith, 1987 and Smith and Garwood, 1990a) have derived analytical solutions which 

attempt to describe the WPS effect and provide a tool capable of predicting whether 

the application of a WPS will enhance the performance of a structural component 

subject to specific in-service conditions. However, experimental evidence describing 

the WPS effect found in the open literature appear to favour the models proposed by 

Chell et al., (1979), Curry (1981) and Smith and Garwood (1990a). The major 

limitation to all models reported in the open literature is that they are all specific to 

the case of Mode I WPS followed by Mode I fracture. 

The model proposed by Chell et al., (1979) is based on a definition of the J-integral 

and a dislocation model similar to that proposed by Dugdale (1960). They define a 

parameter Je, evaluated only from elastic strains and distortions, unlike the normal 

J-integral, proposed by Rice (1967), which accounts for the elastic and plastic 

contributions of total strains and distortions. Also, in contrast to the J-integral, Chell 

et al., (1979) suggest that the parameter Je has a real physical meaning; it is the force 

acting on all singularities and inhomogeneities enclosed by a contour of integration 

(that is, the force acting on both the crack tip and the deformation associated with it). 

However, the critical event for fracture is still associated with a critical value of 
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J-integral, Jerit and hence directly related to a critical value of stress intensity factor, 

Kcrit, such that failure occurs when 

(1-v2) 
2 Je = Jcris -E Kcrit (1.41) 

After unloading of the WPS, a zone of residual stress is created around the crack tip 

and a plastic zone is formed. As the component is cooled the yield strength of the 

material increases, consequently impeding plastic flow and hence reducing 
dislocation movement. At the lower temperature, plastic flow will only resume when 

additional load is applied, sufficient to raise the local stress level beyond the low 

temperature yield stress. Chell et al., (1979) describe the unloading plastic zone as a 

residual zone, consisting of immobile `in-active' dislocations. Only when the load, 

applied at the low temperature, is sufficient to induce plastic flow, will the 

dislocations once again become mobile, `active'. The theory assumes that failure at 
low temperature will be by cleavage, occurring when a critical force on all 
dislocations that are active at the lower temperature is achieved in the crack tip 

region, hence equation (1.41). On this basis Chell et al., (1979) evaluated J. around a 

contour which coincides with the boundary which separates the low temperature 

`active' plastic zone from the surrounding ̀ in-active' residual zone. Je is given by 

Je =ä3[4(C)- 4 (a3)1 (1.42) 

where r3 is the flow stress at the lower temperature for fracture, ý(c) is effectively 

the crack tip opening displacement, and 4 (a3) is the displacement discontinuity across 

the plastic zone at x=a3 (x=0, refers to the crack tip). The basic assumption is that 

the stress in the plastic zone is uniform and equals the flow stress. The evaluation of 

4(c) and 4 (a3) is relatively involved and requires the summation of the various 

contributions of the stress distributions which arise from the different loading and 

un-loading stages between WPS and fracture. 
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There are however limitations of the model. The first is that the model only applies 

to a stationary crack and any sub-critical crack growth would have a significant 
influence on the associated stress distributions. Second, the model is relatively 
in-sensitive to the values of yield stress associated with the WPS and fracture events, 

respectively. However, it is a necessity that the yield stress increases as the fracture 

temperature decreases. Despite this, Chell and Haigh (1986) propose a lower bound 

equation, eliminating the yield stress from the model so that the only dependence is 

on KI and KIc, the applied stress intensity factor following proof loading and fracture, 

respectively, which they verified through experiments. 

Kif 
= O. 2 

KI 
+0.87 (1.43) 

Curry (1981) developed a model based on the cleavage fracture criterion developed 

by Ritchie et al., (1973), who proposed that cleavage will occur when the stress level, 

ayy, ahead of the crack tip exceed the cleavage fracture stress, af, over a characteristic 

distance, X0. Curry proposed that a value of of can be derived from experiments on 

notched bars, and a value of Xa can also be determined by superposition of 

appropriate near tip ßyy distributions, derived from finite element analysis by Tracey 

(1976) and Ostergren (1969). 

For LUCF, Curry proposed (in agreement with Chell et al., 1979) three possible 

loading cases, determined by the relative size of the initial loading (Si), unloading 

(S2), and final loading (S3) plastic zone size. Once the appropriate loading case had 

been identified the corresponding stress distributions given by Tracey (1976) and 

Ostergren (1969) can be combined to generate crack tip stress distributions for any 

specific WPS loading history and the final stress intensity factor at failure, Kif 

following WPS can be calculated. 

For case 1, S1>S2>S3. The plastic zone forms under the final loading with an 

effective yield stress of ((Iys2 + aysi) where aysl and ßys2 refer to the yield stress 

values at WPS and fracture temperatures respectively. As a result the final plastic 

zone will be smaller than the unloading zone if the following inequality is true 
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Klf 
< 

K. (1.44) 
ßys2 '+' aysl 2ays1 

and the stress distribution at fracture will be 

ay, 
{Kl. }=ay, {Ki, 

aYs, 
}-aY, {K,, 2aYg1}+ay, {KIf, (ays2 

+aysi)) (1.45) 

For case 2, S 1>S3>S2. During the final loading the effects of unloading are removed 

and the final plasticity develops under a load equivalent to (KIf - KI) and with an 

effective yield stress of (ays2 - aysl). As a result, S1>S3>S2 must be true if the 

inequality given by equation (1.46) is true and the corresponding final stress 

distribution, which involves contributions from the two loading steps only, will be 

given by equation (1.47). 

KIf 
- 

KI 
< 

KI 

ß 
ys2 -a ys1 

ßysl 
(1.46) 

ari {Kff }= ay, 
{KI, 

ay, l 
I+ 

ate, 
{(Kjf 

- K1), (ays2 
- aysl)1 (1.47) 

Finally, for case 3, S3>S1>S2. When the plastic zone becomes larger than that due 

to the initial loading, all the effects of prior plasticity are removed, hence there will 

be no WPS effect. If this is true the following inequality, given by equation (1.48) 

must be true. 

KIf 
- 

KI 
> 

Kl 

Cy 
ys2 -ß ys1 

a 
ys1 

(1.48) 

Curry (1981) validated his model by experiments on mild steel SE(B) specimens in 

3PB, preloaded at room temperature and fractured at -150°C, which he assumed to be 

low enough to ensure that cleavage failure was slip dominated (a requirement of the 

RKR cleavage fracture model proposed by Ritchie et al., 1973). This model can also 
be used to predict the effect of WPS on pressure vessel steels containing a bainitic 
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microstructure, such as A533B, since the results presented by Parks (1976) suggest 
that the RKR criterion is also applicable to this family of steels. 

In contrast, Smith and Garwood (1992) reported that commonly used elastic-plastic 
fracture mechanics parameters: J-Integral (J) and Crack Opening Displacement (S) 

did not qualitatively describe the WPS effect based on earlier studies on A533B in 

the presence of WPS (Smith and Garwood, 1990a). This was despite cleavage 
fracture being the dominant failure mechanism. They also reported that the earlier 

models proposed by Chell et at., (1979) and Curry (1981) were not capable of 

adequately describing the WPS for this type of bainitic steel and their analyses were 
further limited by specimen orientation (see figure 1.15). 

In an attempt to model these phenomena, Smith and Garwood (1990a) proposed a 

modification to an existing model developed by Smith (1983). The model, given by 

equation (1.49), assesses the global behaviour of a component across the ligament 

area ahead of a crack and is based on reference stress, a technique commonly used in 

creep analysis. Smith observed that a point exists, which he termed a reference stress 

point, in a singular crack tip field where the stress is approximately independent of 

the materials strain hardening exponent. Smith termed the stress at this point, the 

reference stress, ßR which in general is some fraction of the yield stress of the 

material, and is approximated by the ratio of applied load, Papp to collapse load, P,. j. 

Cy Rf 
_a 

ys2 J1l_21! LJ 

a Re 6 
ys2 

+6 
ysl 

6 
ys2 

a Rc 
(1.49) 

where ate, aRC and aRl refer to the predicted failure reference stress following WPS, 

the predicted failure reference stress and the applied reference stress, respectively, 

and 6ys1 and ays2 are the representative values of yield stress at temperatures 

corresponding to the WPS and fracture events, respectively. By definition ßR, <ßys2 

and ßR1<aysl, thereby setting strict limits on the degree of benefit and applied proof 
load levels obtainable, thus enabling a structure to be proof loaded without the 

possibility of gross yielding occurring. Equation (1.49) can also be expressed in 
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terms of stress intensity factor by replacing adcrft with KP'KRc and aR1/6Rc with 

KI/KR,. where Kf, KR,, and KI refer to the predicted stress intensity factor following 

WPS, the predicted failure stress intensity factor and the applied stress intensity 

factor, respectively. 

Analytical models based on continuum and micro-structural investigations have all 

been used successfully to predict the response of a component subject to WPS. 

However, obtaining a reasonable prediction to verify experimental observations 

becomes increasingly difficult due to scatter of fracture toughness data as the fracture 

temperature is increased. However, the models discussed are capable of predicting 

trends. 

1.5.3 Summary of the Effects of Warm Prestressing in Structural Steels 

The preceding review of warm prestressing has shown that there is a significant 

amount of experimental data, generated from a variety of fracture mechanics 

specimens such as C(T) and SE(B) specimens, that is available to assess the effect of 

WPS on the tensile properties of ferritic steels. 

However, it is evident from the literature that WPS investigations are biased to 

situations where the prestress is applied in the same sense as the operating load, that 

is, in Mode I. In addition, all of the models that are used to assess the degree of 

benefit achieved from a prior overload on the cleavage fracture toughness of ferritic 

steels are also for Mode I loading. 

To date there has been no work reported that has attempted to investigate the effect 

of WPS when a component is subject to combinations of tension (Mode I) and shear 

(Mode II) loading. Unfortunately this is an extremely important oversight since 

structural components are rarely subject to just Mode I loading but complex loading 

situations, resulting in combinations of Mode I, II and III loading. These issues have 

been addressed in chapter 2 by studying the low temperature mixed mode I/II fracture 
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behaviour of a pressure vessel steel in the absence of a prior overload and after a 
Mode I or Mode II proof load at room temperature. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE EFFECT OF WARM PRE-STRESS ON MIXED MODE 

BRITTLE AND DUCTILE FRACTURE 

The aim of these experiments was to study the circumstances when pre-cracked 
ferritic steel specimens are subject to proof loading at room temperature and then 

fractured under combined tension and shear at a lower temperature, close to the 

Mode I lower shelf behaviour of the steel (Smith and Garwood, 1992). Experiments 

were carried out on BS1501-224 Gr490B, a Carbon Manganese (C-Mn) steel 

commonly used in the manufacture of pressure vessels. Tests were carried out to 

study the mixed mode low temperature (-120°C) fracture behaviour of a pressure 

vessel steel without proof loading, and then mixed mode low temperature fracture 

after Mode I or Mode II proof loading at room temperature (approximately 20°C), 

corresponding to LUCF (load-unload-cool-fracture) conditions. The experiments 

comprised of the following sets of tests; 

1. Non proof (NP) loaded specimens subjected to mixed mode loading and 

fractured at -120°C, 
2. Mode I proof load (MIP) at 20°C followed by mixed mode loading to 

fracture at -120°C, and 

3. Mode II proof load (MIIP) at 20°C followed by mixed mode loading to 

fracture at -120°C. 

In this chapter, section (2.1) describes in detail the material used in this study. 

Sections (2.2) and (2.3) describe the loading fixture which was used to apply mixed 

mode loading conditions at the crack tip of each specimen and details the method of 

testing and the test apparatus used throughout this study. Section (2.4) describes the 

analysis method, and sections (2.5) through to (2.7) present the experimental results 

and microscopic studies. Finally, section (2.8) compares the experimental results 

presented in sections (2.5) through to (2.7). 
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2.1 Material Used 

BS1501-224 Gr490B C-Mn steel was used for the experimental studies. The choice 

of this material was bound by existing experimental activities (Fowler, 1998) to 

characterise the influence of warm pre-stressing and proof loading on the cleavage 
fracture toughness of ferritic steels. 

The material was supplied by TWI (formerly known as The Welding Institute), 

Cambridge, UK as 50mm thick end pieces of previously tested large scale wide plate 

specimens. From these initial studies, Smith (1986) was able to fully characterise the 

uniaxial behaviour of this steel at room temperature and on the lower shelf. Limited 

studies on as-received properties were performed by Fowler (1998) who reported 

results consistent with those presented by Smith (1986). The chemical composition 

of the plate material (Smith and Garwood, 1992) is given in table (2.1) and the 

as-received, average basic material properties (Swankie and Smith, 1998) are given 

in table (2.2). 

Fowler (1998) found this material to exhibit fully brittle fracture behaviour at -110°C 
based on Mode I experimental studies using C(T) specimens. Preliminary studies for 

Mode I and Mode II fracture at -120°C with prior loading history have been reported 

by Xavier (1995). His results for Mode I and Mode II ductile fracture at 20°C of 

single edge notch, SEN specimens, identical to the specimen geometry and 

dimensions used in this study, are presented in figures (2.1 a) and (2.1b), respectively. 

The figures illustrate the load and displacement response of the material and 

specimen for Mode I (see figure 2.1a) and Mode II (see figure 2.1b). 
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2.2 Description of Mixed Mode Loading Fixture and Specimen 

Design 

2.2.1 Mixed Mode Loading Fixture 

To facilitate mixed mode I/II loading a special purpose loading fixture, designed by 

Davenport (1993), was used (see figure 2.2). The loading fixture enables mixed 

mode I/II loading to be achieved in a standard uniaxial testing machine. The fixture 

comprises four pieces which bolt together as two halves around a specimen which is 

located using four hardened pins. When the fixture is loaded through a=0.0°, pure 

tensile (Mode I) loading of the specimen is achieved. If loaded through a=90.0°, 

pure shear (Mode II) loading is achieved. Mixed mode (combined tension and shear) 

conditions are obtained by loading through a=18.0°, 36.0°, 54.0° and 72.0°, 

corresponding to loading angle increments of Da=18°. For each test configuration, 

loading is applied directly through the crack tip of each specimen. 

2.2.2 Mixed Mode Specimen Design 

SEN specimens were used in the experiments (see figure 2.3), and extracted from the 

plate in the T-L orientation. The specimens were 100mm long with a square cross 

section of 20mm, machined to an accuracy of ±0.01 mm by surface grinding. Four 

location holes, diameter 10mm, were drilled and reamed to enable a close fit 

assembly between the halves of the test fixture, specimen and location pins. A 

3.175mm, 60° inclusive, chevron slitting saw was used to produce a starter notch 

7mm deep from which each specimen was fatigue pre-cracked to an approximate 

overall crack depth corresponding to a ratio of crack depth to width, ao/W of O. S. 

Specimens for Mode I loading were 130mm long. This was to ensure that the two 

halves of the loading fixture did not come into contact with each other as the loading 

arrangement rotated about the specimen crack tip with increasing applied load. 
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2.3 Description of Test Apparatus and Method of Testing 

2.3.1 Description of Test Apparatus 

A 250kN load capacity, Instron servo-hydraulic test machine with an analogue 

control system was used. Clevis grips were used to couple the test machine to the 

mixed mode loading fixture. An extensometer (see figure 2.4), used to measure local 

load point displacement, providing a measure of the rotation and displacement of the 

specimen and loading fixture, was positioned securely on the faces of the loading 

fixture. To enable fracture testing at the lower shelf temperature of -120°C an 

environmental chamber, cooled with liquid nitrogen, was used with a control 

thermocouple attached to each specimen, which enabled the temperature to be 

controlled within ±1°C. A computer data-logging system was used to record DC 

voltage signals from the test machine load cell, which provided a measure of applied 

load. The linear variable differential transducer (LVDT), located within the 

extensometer (see figure 2.4), provided a measure of local load point displacement. 

2.3.2 Specimen Fatigue Pre-Cracking 

Each test specimen was fatigue pre-cracked at 10Hz and at a ratio of minimum to 

maximum load of 0.1 in the servo-hydraulic test machine at room temperature 

(approximately 20°C), in accordance with the guidelines stipulated within ASTM 

E399-90E1. Fatigue pre-cracking was employed to produce, as near as possible, a 

natural crack with an aa/W of approximately 0.5. To maintain an acceptable plastic 

zone size the load range was decreased approximately every millimetre of crack 

growth, ensuring that the maximum load did not exceed 80% of the estimated 

fracture toughness of the material at the fracture test temperature. Since fracture was 

at -120°C, to ensure that the effect of pre-cracking was negligible on final fracture 

conditions, the maximum applied stress intensity for pre-cracking was determined 

from 
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Kmax < 0.6 
ays' 

KQ 
ays2 (2. i) 

where ßysl and ßys2 are yield strength at pre-crack (20°C) and fracture test (-120°C) 

temperatures, respectively and KQ was determined from figure (2.1 a), using the 95% 

secant interception method. The corresponding maximum load (Pm ) for each stage 

of pre-cracking was calculated from equation (2.1) using the relationship 

- 

&% W Kmax 
Pm 

fI(a. /W) (2.2) 

where B and W are specimen thickness and width, respectively and fI(aa/W) is the 

Mode I geometry function determined from an analytical solution developed by Tada 

et al. (1973,1985), given by 

2t an 3 
eý2 

fIcoý)-[0.752 +037(1-nsin (2.3) 
2 (2 J 

2.3.3 Proof Loading 

Proof loading took place under displacement control at a rate of approximately 

0.5mm/min at room temperature (approximately 20°C), where the material exhibits 

ductile behaviour and can therefore withstand loads in excess of yield strength. Proof 

loading involved loading a pre-cracked specimen in either Mode I or Mode II to a 

percentage of an experimentally determined collapse load (P, 01), shown in figures 

(2.1 a) and (2.1 b), respectively. The applied load for those specimens subject to a 

Mode I proof load was 80% of the Mode I experimental collapse load, Papp 70kN, 

and for a Mode II proof load, the load was 95% of the Mode II experimental collapse 
load, Papp=62.5kN. 
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2.3.4 Fracture Test Method 

For fracture, the SEN specimen and mixed mode loading fixture were cooled down 

to the fracture test temperature of -120°C in an environmental chamber at zero load, 

under load control of the servo-hydraulic test machine. Once the desired temperature 

was obtained the test temperature was held constant for approximately ten minutes to 

enable a uniform temperature distribution throughout the specimen thickness. The 

specimens were then fractured under displacement control at a rate of approximately 
0.5mm/min. For each test, DC voltage output signals from the test machine load cell 

and displacement LVDT were used to develop representative load versus load point 
displacement curves for loading at low temperature for NP, MIP and MIIP tests. 

When each specimen had fractured they were immediately removed from the 

environmental chamber and loading fixture. The fracture surfaces were wetted with 

acetone to ensure oxidation and corrosion were kept to a minimum, and heated to 

room temperature using a heat gun. 

A digital XY stage comprising magnifying optics was used to measure the initial 

crack lengths (a0) of each fractured specimen to an accuracy of ±1 µm. The ASTM 

(E399-90E1) recommendation for crack length measurements was used to derive an 

averaged value of ao and each measurement was repeated to ensure accuracy. 

The fracture path of each failed specimen was then photographed using a Polaroid 

camera and fracture angles were measured directly from the photographs. The 

fractured surfaces were examined using a Joel 6400 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) to determine the mechanism of fracture. 

2.4 Analysis of Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

For each test the maximum load (Pm,,, ) achieved by each specimen (definition of Pm 

given in figure 2.5) was used to determine linear-elastic stress intensity factors for 

Mode I (KI) and Mode 11 (KII) loading from equations (2.4) and (2.5) 
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p a. ) KI 
B, 

fI 
\a w 

(2.4) 

KI, 
Bý 
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where fl(a, ao/W) and fjI(a, ao/W) are elastic geometry functions dependent on 

loading angle (a, given in figure 2.2) and initial crack depth to width (ao/W) ratio. 

The crack depths of each specimen, achieved by fatigue pre-cracking, ranged 

between 10.00mm <_ ao <_ 11.40mm. Mode I and II reference curves for an initial 

crack length, ao=10.00mm, for 0° <_ a: 5 90° at mixed mode loading hole increments 

of Da=18° were determined from a plane strain, two-dimensional, elastic finite 

element analysis of the loading fixture and specimen (Davenport and Smith, 1993). 

To allow for variation in crack length following fatigue pre-cracking, an analytical 

solution (Tada et al., 1973; 1985), for fi(a, ao/W) is given by equation (2.3). The 

function fII(a, aa/W) is given by, 

a 
1.30-0.65()+o. 37()2+o28)3 WfII 

l WJ (2.6) 

Ii_(! 9) W 

Equations (2.3) and (2.6), were used to develop calibration curves for a series of 

different crack lengths, at increments, Aa=0.20mm to a total crack depth, 

ao=11.40mm. The results are given in tables (2.3) and (2.4), and are shown in figures 

(2.6a) and (2.6b) for fl(a, aJW) and fu(a, ao/W), respectively. From these calibration 

curves, representative values of Mode I and Mode II elastic geometry function were 

interpolated for each specimen, for each corresponding value of average initial crack 
length, a0. 

Mixed Mode failure stress intensity factors (KT) can be calculated from the 

relationship 
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KT = KI + Kn (2.7) 

where KI and Ku are given by equations (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. 

2.5 Non Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Studies 

Eleven specimens were tested in mixed mode loading to characterise the as-received, 

non proof loaded (NP) mixed mode fracture behaviour of BS 1501 C-Mn pressure 

vessel steel at -120°C. The experimental results for the NP mixed mode fracture 

studies are given in table (2.5) and shown in figure (2.5) and figures (2.7) through to 

(2.11). 

2.5.1 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

Failure in Mode I loaded specimens occurred catastrophically, with no evidence of 

non linearity of the load versus displacement curves (see figure 2.5). For mixed 

mode loading of the NP specimens there was evidence in the load versus load point 

displacement curves of increasing plasticity with increasing shear (Mode II) load, 

illustrated in figure (2.5). Although there was significant plasticity near Mode II, the 

maximum load, Pmax, sustained by each specimen either at or prior to fracture was 

used to determine linear-elastic stress intensity factors from equations (2.4) and (2.5). 

In Mode I loading the pressure vessel steel exhibited an average fracture toughness, 

KIf of 77.8MPa'm based on 4 NP tests, given in table (2.5). Here the onset of 

catastrophic failure is given the notation KIf (for Mode I) to avoid ambiguity with 

plane strain definitions of linear-elastic fracture toughness. 

For a valid plane strain value of linear-elastic fracture toughness in Mode I loading, 

denoted KI,, it is recommended that initially a significantly large specimen should be 

employed to obtain an overestimated value of KIc (ASTM E399-90E1). From this 

result, specimen dimensions can then be reduced to an appropriate thickness (B) and 
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corresponding crack depth (a0) for subsequent tests. However, these size reductions 

should not invalidate the size requirements given in equation (2.8), such that 

a., B? 25 
K'° 

2 

W 
.L 

(2.8) 

Substituting KIc with Kjf yields approximate values for ao and B in excess of 47mm, 

which are significantly larger than the dimensions of the specimens used in these 

experiments (10.00mmSao: 511.40mm and B=20. Omm). However, each specimen 

loaded in Mode I failed by transgranular cleavage in a catastrophic manner. Any 

through thickness necking due to the Poisson's effect was found to be negligible and 

the formation of shear lips was completely suppressed. Hence it was concluded that 

for BS1501 pressure vessel steel, the dimensional requirements of equation (2.8) 

were conservative and the SEN specimen, detailed in figure (2.3), was used for each 

subsequent test. 

For combinations of tensile and shear loading the change in proportion of KII with 

respect to KIf is shown in figure (2.7). The apparent average Mode II fracture 

toughness, Kn for NP specimens was approximately 48.1MPaIm. This is based on 3 

NP tests, resulting in KII being approximately 62% of the NP Mode I (K1) fracture 

toughness. However, for fracture in Mode II it is evident from figure (2.5) that 

ductile tearing preceded fracture and that an equivalent Mode II fracture toughness, 

estimated from an elastic-plastic analysis, would be more appropriate in these 

conditions. 

2.5.2 Mixed Mode Fracture Angles and Fracture Surface Examinations 

The fracture angles for the pressure vessel steel for NP conditions are given in table 

(2.5) and shown in figures (2.8) as a function of loading angle, a and (2.9) as a 

function of equivalent crack angle, ß, given by 
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tai-' 
KI 

(2.9) KII 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) examinations of the fracture surface features 

revealed a transition from cleavage fracture to ductile tearing with increasing Mode II 

(see figures 2.10a and 2.10b). Cleavage fracture occurred for Mode I loading 

(ß=90.0°) and loading through a=36.0° (ß=75.2°), shown in figure (2.10a), and there 

was no evidence of ductile tearing preceding fracture. From SEM examinations of 

the fracture surface features of specimens loaded through Mode I and a=36.0°, there 

was a significant number of fracture initiating carbide particles positioned randomly 

about the crack front. However, a quantitative analysis of carbides present was not 

conducted. 

Loading through a=54.0° (0=64.4°) produced ductile tearing of approximately 

150µm directly ahead of the fatigue pre-crack (see figure 2.11). Within this region, 

large voids were created at carbide locations across the specimen thickness. For 

distances greater than 1501im, the fracture surface was a mixture of dimple and 

cleavage fracture. 

For loading through a=72.0° (ß=44.0°), ductile tearing extended to 1.5mm (see 

figure 2.11). Again, large voids were apparent where carbide particles were located. 

At larger distances from the crack tip the fracture surface was, again, a mixture of 
dimple and cleavage fracture although a greater proportion of dimple features were 

present in comparison with features seen for a=54.0°. 

For pure shear, a=90.0° (ß=0.0°), the fracture mechanism was entirely ductile 

tearing. Typical of a Mode II fractured specimen, portions of each fracture surface 

examined were destroyed due to contact between the upper and lower shearing crack 

surfaces during loading. Mode II fracture surface features are shown in figure 

(2.10b). The crack propagation direction is easily identifiable from visual 

examination of the plastically deformed grain structure. Compared with Mode I 

cleavage fracture surface features, the appearance of fracture initiating carbides is 
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less obvious. However, there was evidence of carbides in the form of smooth 

elongated voids, suggesting that the interaction between the upper and lower shearing 

crack surfaces had expelled the carbides from the matrix. 

2.6 Mode I Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Studies 

Eight specimens that had received an initial Mode I proof load (MIP) were tested in 

mixed mode loading to characterise the LUCF WPS mixed mode fracture behaviour 

of BS1501 C-Mn pressure vessel steel at -120°C. The experimental results for the 

MIP mixed mode fracture studies are given in table (2.6) and figures (2.12) through 

to (2.18). 

2.6.1 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

As demonstrated in figure (2.12), failure in Mode I of the MIP specimen occurred 

catastrophically, with no evidence of non-linearity of the load versus load point 

displacement curve. For mixed mode loading of the MIP specimens there was 

evidence in the load versus load point displacement curves of increasing plasticity 

with increasing Mode II when A a>54". Once again, even though significant 

plasticity was observed near Mode II, Pm. achieved by each specimen either at or 

prior to fracture (refer to figure 2.5 for definition of Pm ) was used to determine 

linear-elastic stress intensity factors from equations (2.4) and (2.5). 

In Mode I loading the pressure vessel steel exhibited a fracture toughness, KIf of 

103.2MPa4m based on 1 MIP test, given in table (2.6). Once again the notation KIf 

has been used to avoid ambiguity with plane strain definitions of linear-elastic 

fracture toughness. 

For combinations of tensile and shear loading the change in proportion of Ku with 

respect to KIf is shown in figure (2.13). The apparent MIP average KII was 

approximately 49. OMPaim, based on 4 MIP tests, resulting in KII being 
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approximately 47% of MIP KIf. For fracture in Mode II, following MIP, ductile 

tearing preceded fracture and an elastic-plastic analysis should have been employed 

to determine an appropriate value of fracture toughness. 

2.6.2 Mixed Mode Fracture Angles and Fracture Surface Examinations 

The fracture angles for the pressure vessel steel subject to an initial Mode I proof 
load are given in table (2.6). Each fractured specimen (shown in figure 2.14) was 

photographed using a Polaroid camera and the fracture angle, relative to the plane of 

the fatigue pre-crack (corresponding to 0=0°), was measured directly from enlarged 

copies of the photographs. Measured fracture angles are shown in figure (2.15) as a 

function of the equivalent crack angle ß, given by equation (2.9). 

Similar to the NP mixed mode fracture surface features observed using an SEM, a 

transition from cleavage fracture to ductile tearing with increasing Mode II loading 

was also found in MIP specimens. Typical fracture surface features for Mode I 

(ß=90.00, (x=0.0°) loading are shown in figure (2.16). Shown in this figure are 

typical features of an ambient temperature Mode I proof load where large voids form 

within a zone directly ahead of the fatigue precrack prior to low temperature fracture. 

For Mode II fracture, microvoids were again present along the fatigue precrack front. 

However, the fracture surface features resembled those shown in figure (2.1 Ob). 

It was evident from the fracture surface examinations that the Mode I proof load had 

caused significant damage at the crack tip prior to fracture. The accumulation of 

damage caused by the high level Mode I (80% Pew) proof load was assessed using a 

specimen that was sectioned along its length, and one half mounted and polished. 

Examination of the specimen cross section revealed that proof loading in Mode I had 

caused the initial fatigue pre-crack to extend by approximately 801im (see figure 

2.17). Microcracking parallel to the applied tensile load was observed at the crack tip 

along ferrite and pearlite grain boundaries. Small micro-voids along the grain 

boundary were also observed up to a radial distance ahead of the crack tip of 

approximately 50µm. SEM examination of the characteristic features of the crack 
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growth region revealed eqi-axed dimples of random size. Throughout the specimen 

thickness there were also numerous, large, nucleated voids, approximately 25µm in 

diameter, in the centre of which were located small spherical carbide particles. 

Cleavage fracture occurred for Mode I loading and a=36.0° (ß=75.2°) although 
ductile dimple features, a product of the Mode I proof load, were apparent between 

the fatigue pre-crack and the final fracture front over a region of approximately 80µm 

(see figure 2.18). 

For a=54.0° (ß=63.8°) there was no further ductile crack growth in addition to that 

produced by the initial Mode I proof load, but a transition from cleavage to a ductile 

dimple failure mechanism was observed. Detailed examinations revealed that there 

was a greater emphasis on cleavage facets rather than ductile dimples. 

For a=72.0° (ß=42.4°), ductile tearing extended to 2501im, an increase of 130µm 

from the initial ductile crack growth induced by the Mode I proof load (see figure 

2.18). The characteristic features of the ductile tearing region were clearly 
identifiable from the MIP crack growth region and fracture front, since the dimple 

features of the ductile tearing region were planished and elongated in the crack 

propagation direction, and there was a significant reduction in the number of carbide 

particles present. Although the fracture surface was, again, a mixture of cleavage and 
ductile dimple features, there was a greater emphasis on ductile dimples in 

comparison with fracture for a=54.0°. 

For failure in pure shear, loading through a=90.0° (ß=0.0°), the fracture mechanism 

was entirely ductile tearing. 

2.7 Mode II Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Studies 

Seven specimens that had received an initial Mode II proof load (MIIP) were tested 

in mixed mode loading to characterise the LUCF WPS mixed mode fracture 

behaviour of BS1501 C-Mn pressure vessel steel at -120°C. The experimental 
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results for the MIIP mixed mode fracture studies are given in table (2.7) and figures 

(2.19) through to (2.25). 

2.7.1 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

Load versus load point displacement curves for MIIP specimens fractured in Mode I, 

Mode II and combined tensile and shear loading are shown in figure (2.19). It is 

evident that failure in Mode I and for mixed mode loading, where a<_72.0°, occurred 

catastrophically, since the load versus load point displacement curves were all linear 

to failure. Non-linearity of the load versus load point displacement curve was only 

observed for Mode II loading, where significant ductile tearing preceded fracture. As 

with NP and MIP studies, linear-elastic stress intensity factors were determined from 

equations (2.4) and (2.5), where Pm was taken as the maximum load achieved in 

each test (refer to figure 2.5 for definition of Pma,, ). 

In Mode I loading the pressure vessel steel exhibited an average KIf of 25MPa'm 

based on 3 MIIP tests, given in table (2.7). The same notations, KIf and KI, as used in 

the NP and MIP analyses have been used to describe the mixed mode fracture 

behaviour of MIIP specimens. 

For combinations of tensile and shear loading the change in proportion of KII with 

respect to KIf is shown in figure (2.20). The apparent Mode II fracture toughness, Ku 

based on 1 test was 47.2MPa'm, resulting in an increase in Mode II fracture 

toughness of approximately 89% with respect to MIIP K1 However, the MIIP Ku 

value given in table (2.7) is based on equation (2.4) and is therefore conservative, 

since significant plastic deformation preceded failure and the analysis used was based 

on linear-elastic material behaviour. 
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2.7.2 Mixed Mode Fracture Angles and Fracture Surface Examinations 

The fracture angles for the pressure vessel steel subject to an initial Mode II proof 
load are given in table (2.7). Again, Polaroid photographs were taken of each 
fractured specimen (see figure 2.21) and fracture angles were measured from 

enlarged copies of the photographs. The fracture angles are shown in figure (2.22) as 

a function of equivalent crack angle ß, given in equation (2.9). 

Although a Mode II proof load was applied to each specimen, a transition from 

cleavage fracture to ductile tearing with increasing Mode II loading was, again, 

observed. Typical fracture surface features for Mode I loading (ß=90.0°, a=0.0°) are 

shown in figure (2.23). Shown in this figure are typical features of shear decohesion 

produced by the ambient temperature proof load, directly ahead of the fatigue 

precrack. Interestingly, the cleavage facets observed on the Mode I fracture surface 

directly ahead of the Mode II proof load are smaller than those seen in the Non and 

Mode I proof load Mode I fracture experiments. However, failure was via a cleavage 

mechanism at low temperature. For Mode II fracture, the fracture surface features 

resembled the surface features created by the Mode II proof load (see figure 2. l Ob for 

an example of typical Mode II fracture surface features). 

Again, although a Mode II proof load cycle was used throughout these series of tests, 

a significant degree of crack tip damage was caused by the high level Mode II (95% 

P, oi) proof load. Using an identical procedure adopted in the MIP studies, 

examination of the specimen cross section revealed that proof loading in Mode II had 

caused the initial fatigue pre-crack to extend by approximately 3701tm (see figure 

2.24) and at an angle of approximately 15°, from the plane of the initial fatigue 

pre-crack. 

Plastic flow induced by the applied load had caused global deformation of the grain 

structure ahead of the crack tip. Consistent with the observations of Maccagno and 

Knott (1992), the applied load caused one side of the crack tip to blunt and the other 

to remain sharp. Blunting of the crack tip may have been formed by dislocation 
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pile-ups. Knott (1980) suggests that accumulated plastic strain in slip bands causes 
dislocation pile-ups at carbide particles thus stressing the particle and particle-matrix 
interface until, at a critical strain, either the interface or particle fractures. The energy 

released from the pile-up once a critical strain has been achieved may have been 

sufficient to cause the formation and linking of other cavities within the slip band 

(requiring the least energy for crack propagation), causing the shear crack to 

propagate. The microcracking and plastic deformation of the grain structure at the 

blunt region of the deformed crack tip (see figure 2.24) is possibly a product of these 

pile ups where the energy released was insufficient to promote continued growth. 

Grain boundary micro-voids were only observed below the shear crack (as indicated 

in figure 2.24), extending to a radial distance of up to 150µm. Plastic deformation 

above the shear crack was minimal and the appearance of micro-voids was 

negligible. 

SEM examination of the characteristic features of the initial shear crack growth 

region revealed dimples of random size, elongated and planished in the direction of 

crack propagation. An interesting observation was the lack of carbide particle 

presence within the crack growth region, suggesting that the interaction between the 

upper and lower shearing crack surfaces had expelled the carbides from the matrix. 

Cleavage fracture occurred for Mode I loading (ß=90.0°, a=0.0°). The average 

fracture angle was 6=15.8°, which is similar to the angle of the ductile tearing 

resulting from the Mode II proof load. 

For mixed mode loading at a=36.0° (ß=75.2°), 54.0° (ß=64.4°) and 72.0° (ß=42.4°) 

following MIIP, the fracture mechanism was also cleavage and there was no 

additional ductile tearing greater than that incurred from Mode II proof loading (see 

figure 2.25). 

For Mode II (pure shear) conditions, loading at a=90.0° (0=0.0°), the fracture 

mechanism was entirely ductile tearing. 
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2.8 Comparison of Non, Mode I and Mode II Proof Load Studies 

2.8.1 Load Bearing Capacity 

Typical mixed mode load versus load point displacement curves from the 

experiments are compared in figure (2.26) for NP, MIP and MIIP loaded mixed mode 

fracture. The load bearing capacity (LBC) of the NP loaded specimens increased 

with increasing Mode II. For near Mode II loading, plasticity preceded fracture. For 

specimens subject to an initial MIP load the variation in LBC throughout the range of 

mixed mode loading was negligible. However, there was significant scatter in the 

LBC of specimens subject to an initial MIIP load throughout the range of mixed 

mode loading. 

For specimens loaded in Mode I (a=0.0°), an MIP load caused an increase in LBC of 

approximately 39% and an MIIP load resulted in a significant decrease in load 

bearing capacity of approximately 70% compared with NP load conditions. 

For specimens loaded in Mode II (a=90.0°) the effect of either a MIP or MIIP load 

was negligible in terms of LBC. Although unstable tearing was observed in the NP, 

MIP and MIIP loaded specimens beyond maximum load, stable tearing prior to 

maximum load was only observed in the NP and MIP loaded specimens. 

For a=36.0° and 54.00, respectively, an initial MIP load caused an increase in LBC 

of 13% and 15%, respectively. For a=72.0° the effect of an MIP load was negligible 

in terms of LBC. 

In contrast, for fracture through a=36.0°, 54.0° and 72.0° the failure loads for those 

specimens subject to an initial MIIP load were consistently lower than the NP mixed 

mode specimens by approximately 50%. 
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2.8.2 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

For combinations of tensile and shear load the change in proportion of KA normalised 

with respect to Ka (the average fracture toughness based on 4 NP tests) is shown in 

figure (2.27) as a function of KI/Klf for the NP, MIP and MIIP loaded specimens to 

enable an assessment of benefit in terms of fracture toughness. 

For fracture in Mode I (a=0.0°) an increase in fracture toughness of approximately 

32% resulted from an initial MIP load. With increasing shear load the benefit 

achieved from an MIP load in terms of fracture toughness was found to decrease to 

the extent that for Mode II fracture the difference was negligible. 

In contrast, for fracture in Mode I (a=0.0°), an initial MIIP load resulted in a 

significant reduction in fracture toughness of approximate 70%. The reduction seen 
in Mode I was not as great with increasing shear load. For pure shear loading, 

similar to MIP conditions, the change in fracture toughness following an MIIP load 

was negligible. 

2.8.3 Mixed Mode Fracture Angles 

The fracture angles following mixed mode fracture of NP, MIP and MIIP loaded 

specimens are compared in figure (2.28). The variation in fracture angle for MIP and 

MIIP loaded specimens are similar throughout the range of mixed mode loading. NP 

load mixed mode fracture angles are also similar up to a=54.0°, however the 2 NP 

tests performed at a=72.0° varied considerably. The fracture angles for NP, MIP and 

MIIP loaded specimens that were tested in Mode II are also similar. 

2.8.4 Ductile Tearing 

Figure (2.29) shows both the initiation and extent of ductile tearing, Sa associated 

with NP, MIP and MIIP specimens subject to mixed mode fracture. Examination of 
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each specimen subject to an initial proof load in either Mode I or Mode II revealed 
initial tearing prior to fracture. For the MIP specimens, proof loading caused the 

initial fatigue pre-crack length (a°) to extended approximately 80µm. For the MIIP 

specimens, proof loading caused a° to extend a further 370µm while kinking at an 

angle of approximately 15° to the plane of the initial crack. The kink angle appeared 

to be attributed to the development of plasticity at the crack tip. 

For the NP specimens, ductile tearing initiated at a=54.0° (0=64.4°), extending the 

initial fatigue pre-crack by approximately 150µm prior to fracture. With increasing 

shear (Mode II) there was a greater degree of ductile tearing prior to fracture. 

Similar observations were found in fractured specimens subject to an initial Mode I 

or Mode II proof load. However, for the MIP specimens, additional tearing initiated 

from a=72.0° (ß=42.4°) and for the MIIP specimens, from a=54.0° (ß=64.4°), albeit 

slight. With increasing shear load, for either MIP or MIIP specimens, the amount of 
ductile tearing prior to fracture increased significantly. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE EFFECT OF SHEAR AND CONSTRAINT ON MIXED 

MODE DUCTILE FRACTURE 

I 

The aim of these experiments was to study the effects of shear loading and varying 

constraint conditions on mixed mode I and II loading of ferritic steel components. 

The effect of increasing shear was studied using a special purpose, unique loading 

fixture that enabled Mode I, Mode II and combinations of Mode I and II loading to be 

applied through the tip of a crack in a typical single edge notch (SEN) specimen. 

Constraint was quantified in terms of increasing thickness (B), width (W) and crack 

depth (a°). The experiments were carried out on A508 Class 3, a C-Mn steel forging, 

commonly used in the manufacture of pressure vessels. All investigations were done 

at room temperature (20°C f2°C) where a previous study (Davenport 1993), has 

shown that the material behaves in an elastic-plastic manner. 

Throughout the available literature (refer to section 1), for steels it is reported that 

Mode II toughness is either equivalent, or higher than Mode I. In contrast, 
investigations by Davenport (1993) have demonstrated for A508 that Mode II 

toughness is significantly lower than Mode I. Moreover, Davenport (1993) has 

shown that increasing Mode II, from pure Mode I loading, corresponds to a 

continuous decrease in both crack initiation toughness (Ji,,; t) and tearing resistance 
(described by the slope of the resistance curve, dJ/da), where Mode II provides lower 

bound values. 

The main body of experiments performed in this study extended Davenport's (1993) 

experiments to quantify the effect of constraint in mixed mode I/II loading. First, the 

effects of side grooving on both Ji. it and dJ/da have been addressed and compared 

with Davenport's (1993) results. Second, fracture mechanics test specimens and 

metallographic techniques have been used to quantify the effect of constraint in the 

presence of mixed mode I/II loading conditions, and identify the relevant failure 

mechanisms. Finally, the apparent decrease in J;,,; t and dJ/da, seen with increasing 

Mode II, was examined using small sized specimens that had been subject to a range 

of different prior heat treatments. 
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Sections (3.1) through to (3.6) describe in detail the material used in this study, the 

different types of specimen used, the different fixtures used to apply the load and the 

analyses used to quantify fracture toughness. Sections (3.7) through to (3.12) present 

the experimental results and microscopic studies. Finally, limit load solutions are 

presented in section (3.13) and the results from additional studies designed to 

investigate the effect of microstructure on Mode II loading are presented in section 
(3.14). 

3.1 Material Used 

A508 Class 3 C-Mn steel forging was used for the experimental studies. It is a steel 

that is widely used in the manufacture of pressure vessels used in the nuclear 
industry, which is tough in nature and exhibits elastic-plastic behaviour under room 

temperature conditions. The material was supplied by Framatome (France) via 

British Energy Plc. and was part of a nozzle cut-out undergoing characterisation as a 

candidate PWR reactor vessel material. 

The chemical composition of A508 class 3 C-Mn steel was obtained by spark 

discharge emission spectroscopy by British Energy Plc. and the results of their 

analysis are given in table (3.1). Mechanical properties (Davenport, 1993) for each 

of the three primary rolling directions, L, T and S (see figure 1.15) are given in table 

(3.2). Davenport (1993) observed only a 2% scatter between both the yield and 

ultimate strengths for each orientation thus concluding that A508 class 3 is isotropic 

in nature. Moreover, negligible orientation effects were seen in the ductility of the 

material. 

Two billets of A508 were supplied by British Energy Plc. for the experiments. Both 

billets were cut from the same nozzle and were approximately 225mm thick. To 

determine the orientation of the material a small corner section was removed from 

each billet. The three primary surfaces of each corner section were sequentially 

polished and etched to reveal the microstructure. Orientation was determined from 

microscopic examination of the size, shape and orientation of the inherent Mn-S 
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inclusions, since grain directionality was negligible. Typical features used to assess 

the orientation are shown in figure (3.1). The significance of these studies was to 

ensure that all tests were performed on specimens of the same orientation. 

Figure (3.2) shows the equi-axed pearlitic grain structure found throughout both 

billets of A508 steel forging. The lack of directionality of the grain structure 

suggests that a final heat treatment, post rolling may have been performed while the 

material was being manufactured. The average grain size of approximately 16.0µm 

was calculated using the Mean Linear Intercept Method (to an accuracy of 5%). The 

lamellae thickness of ferrite within the pearlite grains was approximately 1.5µm, 

while the cementite lamellae were slightly thinner, approximately 0.75µm. 

3.2 Description of Mixed Mode Loading Fixture and Specimen 

Designs 

Three series of tests on A508 Class 3 C-Mn steel forging were carried out. 

The first set of tests was aimed at extending initial studies on plain sided (PS) and 

side grooved (SG) single edge notch (SEN) specimens by Davenport (1993). Using 

PS SEN specimens (see figure 2.3) Davenport developed crack growth resistance 

curves (R-curves) for pure tensile loading (Mode I), pure shear loading (Mode II) and 

combinations of tension and shear. In Mode I, Davenport (1993) also tested SG SEN 

specimens (see figure 3.3) and compared his results with the PS SEN results to study 

the effect of SG on crack initiation toughness and tearing resistance. The loading 

fixture (see figure 2.2) designed by Davenport (1993) was used to apply Mode I, 

Mode II and combinations of tension and shear. 

The second set of tests was aimed at investigating the issues of constraint in mixed 

mode loading (combinations of tension and shear loading) using PS SEN specimens. 

To investigate constraint effects, variations of specimen thickness (B=10mm, 20mm 

and 40mm), width (W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm) and crack length (aa/W=0.1,0.5 

and 0.7) were used. A plan of the proposed tests is shown in figure (3.4). A number 
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of the larger specimens (highlighted in figure 3.4) could not be tested since the 

theoretical load that would be required to initiate a crack would have exceeded the 

rated load capacity of the test machine. To enable Mode I, Mode II and mixed mode 
loading of each different sized PS SEN specimen, a unique loading fixture (see figure 

3.5), geometrically similar to that used by Davenport (1993), was designed and 

manufactured. To quantify the effect of constraint, R-curves were generated for each 

specimen size, crack depth and mode of loading. In addition a Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) was used to study the mechanism of crack growth. 

The final set of experiments were performed on heat treated, small scale Mode II 

specimens. The reason for investigating Mode II only was to gain an understanding 

as to why the initiation toughness and tearing resistance were so low in Mode II 

compared to Mode I. As discussed in the preceding subsections of section (1.4), a 

number of investigators have observed that the converse is true. The objectives of 

this study was to examine whether the pearlitic microstructure had a detrimental 

effect on the shearing characteristics of the material. A shear punch test fixture, 

shown in figure (3.6) was used to apply the necessary shearing loads. 

Many specimens were needed to satisfy the requirements of each test program. 

Consequently, to minimise both time and expense of specimen manufacture, each 

specimen was notched using electro-discharge machining (EDM) and not fatigue 

pre-cracked as suggested in various testing standards (BSI BS7448: Part 1: 1991 and 

ASTM E813-8961,1989). 

The notch root radius, p of all PS and SG SEN specimens used throughout this 

experimental program were measured prior to fracture and found to be less than 

0.10mm. A number of investigators have examined the effects of p on fracture 

toughness of C-Mn steels, each concluding that as long as p was sufficiently small 

then fracture properties would be unaffected. Yoda (1987) proposed that as long as 

p<O. IOmm for Mode I loading and p<0.3mm for Mode II loading then a notch can be 

used in place of fatigue pre-cracking. Miles and Gladwin (1991) observed similar 

effects in Mode II, but proposed that p should be no greater than 0.20mm. 
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3.2.1 Mixed Mode Loading Fixture 

To facilitate Mode I, Mode II and mixed mode loading a special purpose loading 

fixture was designed (see figure 3.5) which was larger than the earlier loading fixture 

of Davenport (1993), shown in figure (2.2). The fixture was designed to enable the 

complete range of specimen thickness, width and crack depth (see figure 3.4) to be 

tested in a standard uniaxial testing machine. The loading fixture, manufactured 
from EN24T steel, comprises four sections which bolt together as two halves around 

an SEN specimen which is located within the fixture using two EN24T hardened 

pins. 

To enable each size of SEN specimen (see figure 3.4) to be tested, an assembly of 
different sized spacer blocks and side plates were used. These were located within a 

recess which was machined into the inner face of each of the four sections of the 

loading fixture. The side plates were manufactured from gauge plate and used to 

alter the depth of each recess according to the thickness of each specimen being 

tested. The spacer blocks were manufactured from EN24T steel and hardened to 

reduce wear. They were used to alter the width of the recess and to position each 

specimen such that any combination of mixed mode loading was applied directly 

through the crack tip of each specimen. The spacer blocks were positioned into the 

two halves of the loading fixture using dovetail slots and hardened pins. The 

hardened pins were used to ensure accurate location of each spacer block and side 

plate within the loading fixture. The general arrangement of the spacer blocks, 

within the mixed mode loading fixture, is shown in figure (3.7) 

When the fixture (see figure 3.5) is loaded through holes 1 (loading angle a=0°), 

pure tensile (Mode I) loading is achieved. If the load is applied through holes 5 

(loading angle a=90°), pure shear (Mode II) loading is achieved. Mixed mode I/II 

conditions are achieved by loading through holes 2,3 and 4, which correspond to 

loading angle increments of Ma=22.50. 
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3.2.2 Side Grooved SEN Mixed Mode Specimens 

The side grooved SEN specimens, used to complement the initial studies by 

Davenport (1993), are shown in figure (3.3). The specimens, extracted from each 
A508 steel billet in the S-L orientation were 100mm long with a square cross section 

of 20mm, machined to an accuracy of f0.01mm by surface grinding. Four location 

holes, diameter 10mm were drilled and reamed to enable a close fit assembly within 

the test fixture. A two stage wire feed EDM process was used to produce a 10mm 

deep notch in the L direction, in each specimen, corresponding to an adW of 0.5. 

The EDM process introduced an initial notch, 8mm deep, 0.5mm wide and a 

finishing notch approximately 0.15mm (p=75µm) wide, to an overall depth of 10mm. 

A 90° inclusive, chevron slitting saw was used to side groove each specimen to an 

overall depth of 2mm, thus reducing the specimen net thickness (BN) in the plain of 

the EDM notch to 16mm (20%). 

The specimens tested in Mode I were 130mm long. This was to ensure that the two 

halves of the loading fixture did not come into contact with each other as the loading 

arrangement rotated about the specimen crack tip as the applied load was increased. 

3.2.3 Plain Sided SEN Mixed Mode Specimens 

Plain sided SEN specimens were used to study the influence of shear and constraint 

on ductile mixed mode MI fracture. All specimens were extracted from the two 

A508 steel billets in the S-L orientation. Due to the high load levels required to 

ensure crack growth in some of the larger specimens, the end sections of those 

specimens were redesigned to ensure that there was no plastic deformation of the 

specimen loading holes when maximum load was achieved throughout the notched 

region of each specimen. Dependent on crack depth, the ends of some of the 

specimens were increased across their width and others, their thickness. Throughout 

the text these specimens have been referred to as ̀ dog-bone' specimens. 
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Although each specimen was EDM notched to an overall depth corresponding to 

aJW=0.1,0.5 or 0.7, some of the larger width specimens were initially notched using 

a 60° inclusive, chevron slitting saw and finish machined using EDM. The primary 

purpose of using the slitting saw was to reduce machining times and overall cost of 

specimen manufacture. The notch root radius of each specimen was less than 0. lmm 

and the width and depth of each initial notch, machined with the slitting saw, was 

produced according to ASTM guidelines (E813-89E1,1989). Parallel sided and 

dog-bone SEN specimens, similar to those used in the experiments, are shown 

schematically in figures (2.3) and (3.8). 

Surface grinding was used to finish machine each specimen and ensure a dimensional 

accuracy of ±O. O l mm. Two location holes were drilled and reamed (either 15mm or 

20mm in diameter, depending on specimen size) to enable a close fit assembly within 

the test fixture. The specimen was located within each half of the loading fixture 

using hardened steel pins, manufactured from EN24T steel, ensuring that the crack 

tip was directly in line with the loading axis. The distance between the two loading 

holes of the specimens used for mixed mode and Mode II loading was 130mm. For 

Mode I loading this distance was extended to 160mm. This was to ensure that the 

two halves of the loading fixture did not come into contact with each other as the 

loading arrangement rotated about the specimen crack tip as the applied load was 
increased. 

3.2.4 Small Scale Plain Sided SEN Mode II Specimens 

Small scale SEN specimens, shown in figure (3.9), were used to investigate whether 

the pearlitic microstructure had a detrimental effect on the shearing characteristics of 

A508 class 3 steel. The specimens, extracted from the S-L orientation, were 10mm 

long with a square cross section of 5mm. Surface grinding was used to finish 

machine each specimen and ensure a dimensional accuracy of ±0.01mm was 

achieved. Finally, a notch, 2.5mm deep (corresponding to ao/W=0.5), was machined 
in the L direction of each specimen using EDM. 
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3.3 Description of Test Apparatus and Method of Testing 

A computer data-logging system was used to monitor and record DC voltage signals 

obtained from load cells, and displacement transducers used in each test. Although 

each series of tests were performed on different test machines, in each case, applied 
load and global axial displacement were measured and recorded. During the SG and 

PS, mixed mode experimental programs, DC voltage signals were recorded from 

additional extensometers (see figure 3.10a), used to measure local axial load line 

(All, ), local crack normal (Mode I, 0lc�) and local crack parallel (Mode II, Diep) 

specimen displacements (see figure 3.10b). The local specimen displacement 

convention is illustrated in figure (3.11). Additional extensometry was not used to 

test the small scale SEN Mode II specimens. 

An analogue XY chart recorder was used also to monitor the applied load and axial 

load line displacement during each test. The load versus displacement curve, plotted 

using the chart recorder, was used to monitor the current state of deformation during 

each test. Based on this visual representation, each test was manually stopped and 

unloaded once the desired level of deformation had been achieved. 

3.3.1 Apparatus used to Test the Side Grooved SEN Specimens 

An Instron, servo-hydraulic, uniaxial test machine with a load capacity of 25OkN was 

used throughout these tests. Clevis grips were used to couple the mixed mode 

loading fixture (see figure 2.2) to the upper and lower loading rods of the test 

machine. Three displacement extensometers, shown in figure (3.1Oa), were used to 

measure specimen deformation. Each extensometer was located onto the faces of the 

loading fixture using two specially designed mounting blocks (see figure 3.10b), 

which enabled each extensometer to be located in line with the crack tip of each 

specimen. The mounting blocks were designed such that the gauge length of each 

extensometer, simultaneously measuring the local specimen displacements (diet, 0ic� 

and Dicp), measured across the same gauge length (105mm) in each test. An active 
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electronic filter was used to refine the LVDT signals from each extensometer prior to 

recording. 

3.3.2 Apparatus used to Test the Plain Sided SEN Specimens 

A Mayes, servo-hydraulic, uniaxial test machine with a load capacity of SOWN was 

used throughout these tests. Clevis grips were used to couple the mixed mode 
loading fixture (see figure 3.5) to the test machine. The clevis grips were 

manufactured from EN24T steel and designed to withstand approximately twice the 

loading capacity of the test machine. Again, three extensometers (the same as those 

used in the side grooved experiments, see figure 3.10a) were used to measure local 

specimen displacements. Each extensometer was located onto the faces of the 

loading fixture using two specially designed mounting blocks (see figure 3.10b) 

which ensured that each measuring device was axially aligned with the specimen 

crack tip and measured across the same gauge length (160mm). 

3.3.3 Apparatus used to Test the Small Scale Plain Sided SEN Mode II 

Specimens 

An Autograph, servo-electric uniaxial test machine with a load capacity of l OkN was 

used throughout these tests. The shear punch test fixture, shown in figure (3.6), was 

positioned centrally within the load frame. The base of the test machine provided a 

stable support for the test fixture and the location recess in the upper loading rod 

ensured axial loading throughout each test. 

3.3.4 Test Machine Stiffness Tests 

Stiffness tests were performed on each specimen geometry to enable the elastic 

system energy associated with flexure of the loading assembly to be calculated. To 

measure the elastic-plastic toughness (J-Integral) of each specimen, corresponding 

only to a growing crack, stiffness calibration functions were incorporated into the 
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analysis, detailed in section (3.4), to enable the extraneous system energy to be 

removed. The stiffness functions were calculated from load versus local specimen 

displacement records of solid, un-cracked A508 calibration specimens of each 

specimen size used in both of the mixed mode experimental test programs. Each 

calibration specimen was located within the appropriate mixed mode loading fixture 

(see figures 2.2 and 3.5) and positioned within the clevis grips of the uniaxial test 

machine. Extensometry was attached to the loading fixture to measure local 

specimen displacements, corresponding to local load line (Olin), local crack normal 

(local Mode I, Ajc�) and local crack parallel (local Mode II, A1) displacements (see 

figure 3.11). 

Each specimen was loaded elastically and then unloaded. This was repeated four 

times, and the applied load and local displacements were recorded. Non-linearity in 

the load versus displacement curves was seen at the onset of loading since pin 

loading was used to locate the specimen within the loading fixture which, in turn, 

was located via pins within the clevis grips, thus forming the load train. The initial 

non-linearity in the load versus displacement response decreased as the load was 

increased since the slack in the load train was taken up by the increasing load. This 

portion of the load versus displacement curves was not representative of direct 

loading on the specimen and was therefore omitted from the stiffness calculations. 

The unloading curves were also omitted since the analysis technique used to derive 

representative values of mixed mode fracture toughness (section 3.4) required only 

the loading portion of the load versus displacement curves. Stiffness calibration 

functions, k (corresponding to the applied load, P divided by the displacement, A) 

were calculated from the average of the remaining linear loading portions of the four 

load versus displacement curves. 

The stiffness functions for the side grooved specimens are given in table (3.3) and 

shown in figure (3.12). The plain sided specimen stiffness calibration functions are 

given in tables (3.4) through to (3.11). 
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3.3.5 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness Test Method 

Although the side grooved and plain sided SEN mixed mode specimens were tested 

in different machines, using different loading fixtures, the analyses procedures were 

the same in each test program. 

In general, either three or four specimens were used to characterise the crack growth 

resistance of a particular specimen size and crack length for each combination of 

tension and shear loading. This method of testing is commonly referred to as a 

multiple-specimen technique and the test procedure is described in detail by ASTM 

(E813-89E1). ASTM recommend that a minimum of five specimens should be tested 

to generate an R-curve for a specific size of specimen, depth of crack and mode of 

loading. However, to test a minimum of five specimens for each combination of 

specimen thickness, width, crack depth and mode of loading (detailed in figure 3.4) 

would have required more material than was available for testing. It was found that 

for Mode II and near Mode II loading, where crack tunnelling was limited, three 

specimens provided sufficient information to develop a representative R-curve. 

However, for those specimens subject to a high Mode I component, crack tunnelling 

was evident and some discrepancies in crack growth measurements were seen. To 

improve the accuracy of the R-curves developed for near Mode I loading, in some 

cases, four or more specimens were tested. 

All specimens were tested under displacement control, at a rate of approximately 

0.6mm/min, and at room temperature (20°C f2°C). The first specimen of each set 

was loaded beyond maximum load to obtain the complete load versus displacement 

record and significant crack growth. After unloading the specimen to zero load, the 

specimen was removed from the loading fixture and the crack growth marked by heat 

tinting. This was done by placing the specimen in a furnace, heating to 

approximately NOT and waiting until the specimen surface had changed colour 

slightly. Although ASTM recommend an approximate soak time of 10 minutes this 

was found to be inadequate, especially for the larger size specimens. Visual 

inspection was found to be the best method of assessing an appropriate time for heat 

tinting. 
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After heat tinting, the specimen was marked with an identification code in four 

locations by etching the specimen surface on either side of the crack growth region, 

and on both sides of the specimen. The specimen was then sectioned along its 

length. One half was polished and etched using a 2% nital solution (2% nitric acid, 
98% methylated spirit) to reveal the microstructure and damage accumulation at the 

crack tip for microscopic analysis. The other half was cooled in liquid nitrogen and 
broken open to reveal the crack growth region. To protect the fracture surface 
features, the specimen surfaces were wetted with acetone to ensure oxidation and 

corrosion were kept to a minimum, then heated to room temperature using a heat 

gun. 

A digital XY stage, comprising magnifying optics, was used to measure the stretch 

zone width (SZW) and crack growth (Da) attributed to each tested specimen, to an 

accuracy of ±1µm. For the thin specimen tests (B=10mm), SZW and Aa 

measurements were recorded at 0.5mm intervals along the crack front. For the 

thicker specimens (B=20mm and 40mm), measurements were recorded at 1.0mm 

intervals. The SZW was measured since it provides a direct measure of crack tip 

blunting up to the critical point of crack initiation. 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a standard binocular type microscope 

were used to analyse the mechanism of crack growth and deformation characteristics 

of each specimen. 

Following the initial test, each subsequent specimen in each set of tests was then 

loaded to selected different displacement levels (but less than the initial test). 

Toughness values, calculated from each test, together with the corresponding SZW 

and is measurements for each specimen, were then used to develop a series of 

R-curves. 
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3.3.6 Small Scale Mode II Fracture Toughness Test Method 

Three sets of tests were completed to enable a preliminary investigation into the 

effects of the pearlitic microstructure on the crack growth resistance of A508 in 

Mode II loading. All tests were done at room temperature (20°C ±2°C). Each set of 

tests comprised six small scale SEN specimens, shown in figure (3.9). The first set 

of tests were performed on parent material and the remaining two sets were heat 

treated to change the microstructural characteristics of the material. The heat 

treatments performed were 

set 2: austenitised by heating to 950°C, 15 minute soak time, oil quench 

set 3: austenitised by heating to 95 0°C, 15 minute soak time, furnace cool 

The different microstructures achieved by the variation in heat treatment are shown 

in figure (3.13). During heating and cooling, set 3 was wrapped in a ceramic wool to 

retain heat and enable a slow cooling rate to be achieved (approximately 2.5°C/min). 

The temperature was measured throughout the heat treatment process using a K-type 

thermocouple, spot welded onto the specimen surface. 

One specimen from each of the two sets of heat treated specimens was used to enable 

microstructural features and material composition to be compared with the parent 

material. Microstructural examinations were performed using a binocular type 

microscope and material composition was obtained by optical emission spectroscopy. 

Representative values of each element were found by first examining the parent 

material. Although the values did not reflect the true weight percentage of each 

element, they were used as a comparator to determine whether the composition of 

each of the two different heat treated specimens were similar to the parent material. 

Each specimen was located within the shear punch test fixture and positioned within 

the frame of the test machine. The cross head, which housed the load cell, was then 

lowered until it came into contact with the test fixture and displayed a contact force 

of zero load (read on the test machine console). The cross-head was then lowered at 
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a rate of 0.6mm/min until the desired shear displacement was achieved. The load 

was then removed. Throughout each test a computer data-logging system and an 

analogue XY chart recorder were used to record shear load and shear displacement 

data. Representative values of Mode II fracture toughness were then calculated from 

the recorded data and R-curves were generated using averaged stretch zone width and 

crack growth measurements from each test. 

The first specimen of each of the three sets was loaded until the remaining specimen 
ligament had failed by plastic collapse. With reference to the global shear 
displacement recorded from the initial test, each of the four remaining specimens 

were then loaded to different global displacements, each less than the previous. The 

specimens were then heat tinted, broken open in liquid nitrogen, and the crack 

growth was measured at 0.5mm intervals along the crack front using a digital XY 

measuring stage, as described above. 

3.4 Analysis of Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

The elastic-plastic fracture toughness, J of each specimen was calculated from the 

area beneath the loading portion of the applied load versus displacement curve, using 

a method developed by Sumpter and Turner (1976). A more elaborate method for 

correcting J for a growing crack has also been developed. In the limit of a stationary 

crack the two formulae predict identical values of initiation toughness. However, the 

more elaborate method which updates the ligament length per increment of crack 

extension is more often used in the single specimen test technique. Throughout this 

study multiple specimens have been used to develop R-curves, hence the simpler 

approach proposed by Sumpter and Turner (1976) has been used. The area beneath 

each loading curve was calculated using the trapezoidal rule and J was calculated 
from the sum of the elastic and plastic components where, 

J= Jc +Jp (3.1) 
1* 
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The subscripts ̀e' and ̀ p' refer to the elastic and plastic components of the J-Integral, 

respectively. 

Two methods of analysis were used. The first method used applied load (P) and load 

line (Dili) displacement data to determine a value of J for each specimen. A second 

method was used to determine the individual effects of crack opening (local Mode I, 

Ltc�) and crack sliding (Mode II, Dice) displacement attributed to combined mode 
loading. To enable the individual contributions to be calculated, P was resolved into 

crack normal (Mode I, Pcosa) and crack parallel (Mode II, Psina) components with 

respect to the mixed mode loading angle, a and analysed with respect to the 

corresponding Mode I (AIc�) and Mode II (Aicp) displacements. 

Since the J-Integral is proportional to the energy associated with fracture or crack 

growth, the separated components of equation (3.1) can be calculated from their 

equivalent energies (U), thus equation (3.1) can be re-written as 

ileUe 
+ 

PUP 

B(W-a0) B(W-a. ) (3.2) 

where the geometry dependent functions, rle and rlp, which are sensitive to mode of 
loading and crack length, were determined from finite element analyses (described in 

section 4.2.2). The quantities B, W and ao refer to specimen thickness, width and 
initial crack length, respectively. For the SG specimens, B was replaced with BN, the 

specimen net section thickness between the side grooves. 

Each of the load versus displacement curves that were generated from an experiment 

comprised not only of elastic and plastic energy associated with growing a crack but 

extraneous system energy, Uk corresponding to flexure of the loading fixture and test 

machine. Using stiffness calibration functions (detailed in section 3.3.4), calculated 
for each size of specimen and mode of loading, it was possible to remove the 

extraneous system energy and hence determine the energy associated only with crack 

growth using, 
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J= 
iJUe) 

+ 
TI, 

(U., 
-U. -Uk/ 

B(W-a,, ) B(W-a0) 
(3.3) 

Up from equation (3.2) has been replaced by the total and elastic energy components, 

since Up cannot be directly derived from the area beneath the load versus 

displacement curve. UT corresponds to the total area beneath the loading portion of 

the load versus displacement curve and U. can be calculated from the elastic stress 

intensity. 

The elastic energy associated with a growing crack, Ue was calculated from, 

z 
Je - Eº (3.4) 

where the stress intensity factors for Mode I (K1) and Mode II (KII) loading of PS 

specimens are given by equations (2.5) and (2.6), respectively and E' is the elastic 

modulus, which for plane stress, E'=E, and for plane strain, E' = E/(1- v2) , where v 

is Poisson's ratio. 

For combinations of tension and shear loading, K is given by equation (2.7). 

However, for side grooved specimens the denominator shown in equations (2.5) and 

(2.6) becomes BWBN . 

Substituting the appropriate solutions for K into equation (3.4) and solving for Uc in 

equations (3.2) and (3.3) gives, 

K2B(W-a0ý 
Uý = il E, (3.5) 

Finally, from the stiffness calibration functions (k) calculated for each size of 

specimen and mode of loading, the system energy was calculated from, 
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P2 
_ 

Pmax 
Uk 

2k 
(3.6) 

where Pmax is the maximum load achieved during each test and k is dependent on 

whether the analysis is based on Dim Aic� or Alcp displacements. 

Substituting equations (3.5) and (3.6) into equation (3.3) gives equations (3.7) and 
(3.8) for SG and PS analysis of J, respectively, based on applied load and local load 

line displacement (A111). 

aa2 P., (i-VI) f(W) +fCW) 
_I 

II ýp 
JTýSGý 

BWBNE rye (3.7) 
2 

+ 
Tip 

UT 
- 

Pmax 

BN(W-a j tkm 

iz 
P.,. (l-Vl) 4) 

n 
T(PS) BZWB (3.8) 

2 lip 
- 

Pmax 

+ 
B(W - ao) 

UT 
2ku1 

where the values of rye and rlp are dependent on the mode of loading. 

For mixed mode loading the individual components of JT, denoted Jicr, and Jicp, 

corresponding to Mode I and Mode II alone are given by 

2 
(P. cosa)2 (1- v2 )14, JI 

_Wn 
pI Jlcn 

- 
1- 

BWBxE l1., (3.9) 
i 

Tjpl 
JUkn (PmCOSa) 

+ 
BN(W-äo) 2klcn 
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2 

(Pm. sina)2 (1- v2) f(W) 
a ýlpn 

J, 
cp = 1- 

BWBxE (3.10) 
ýpII 

(Pm. 

sing)2 + 
Bx(W-äo) 

Ulcp 
ZIC, 

cp 

for side grooved specimens, and 

2 
(P.. 

COSa)2 (1- v2) f(W) 

_I 
pI Jlcn 

- B2WE 
1 

lie! (3.11) 
1lpI 

(Pm. 
CosCC)2 

+ 
B(W - äo) 

Ulcn - 2k1cn 

2 

(Pm. sina)2(i-v2) fCW) 
II llpII 

Jicp = BZ (3.12) len 

x 
r1pII (Pm. 

sins) 
+ 

B(W - aa) 
U, 

ýp - 2k, 
ß 

for plain sided specimens. The subscripts I, and II refer to Mode I and Mode II, 

respectively. Here tie and ilp are dependent on either Mode I or Mode II (indicated by 

the subscripts I and II) while the elastic geometry functions, which are given by 

f(ad W)i or II, are dependent on the mixed mode loading angle a. 

For the case of pure Mode I loading, parallel displacement of the crack faces was 

negligible, hence equations (3.10) and (3.12) can be neglected and equations (3.9) 

and (3.11) correspond to equation (3.7) and (3.8). Similarly, for pure Mode II 

loading, crack normal displacement of the crack faces was negligible, hence 

equations (3.9) and (3.11) can be neglected and equations (3.10) and (3.12) 

correspond to equations (3.7) and (3.8). 
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3.5 Analysis of Small Scale Mode II Fracture Toughness 

Analyses of the small scale Mode II specimens was done by integrating the area 
beneath the load versus shear displacement curve to determine the Mode II fracture 

energy, Un which is given by 

A 

vu = JP dA, 0 
(3.13) 

where P, and es are the shear load and shear displacement, respectively. To convert 

these energy values into fracture toughness using Sumpter and Turner's (1976) 

method would have required extensive numerical analyses to determine both the 

elastic and plastic geometry functions (equation 3.2). Since, the purpose of these 

experiments was to study the role of microstructure it was decided that a qualitative 

assessment of this effect, if any, could be made directly from a comparison of energy. 

3.6 Crack Growth Resistance Curves 

Crack growth resistance curves (R-curves), described in terms of the J-Integral (J) 

and the amount of apparent crack growth (Aa), were used to quantify constraint as a 

function of crack initiation toughness (J;,,; t) and tearing resistance (described by the 

slope of the tearing resistance curve, dJ/da). The guidelines proposed by ASTM 

(E813-89E1,1989) where followed when possible and the power law expression, 

given in equation (3.14), was used to fit the applicable fracture toughness data. 

J=C, (Da) (3.14) 

C1 and C2 are curve fitting parameters which were derived from an initial first order 

fit of all applicable data for a specific specimen size, crack depth and mode of 

loading. 
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ASTM propose strict validity limits which govern the range of allowable crack 

growth over which the power law expression is applicable. The proposed limits 

however are specific to Mode I loading and as this study seeks to quantify the effects 

of mixed mode loading, the limits have not been applied. 

3.7 Results From Mixed Mode 1/11 Side Grooved Studies 

3.7.1 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 

Test results for the 20% side grooved (SG) and plain sided (PS) SEN specimens are 

given in table (3.12) and shown in figure (3.14). The data for each set of specimens 

shown in figure (3.14) is fit using a linear equation. Experiments were performed in 

Mode I (a=0.0°), Mode II (a=90.0°) and mixed mode loading (a=54.0°), using the 

experimental loading fixture designed by Davenport (1993), shown in figure (2.2). 

The PS results given by Davenport (1993) are shown in figure (3.14) as hollow 

symbols and his results for 20% SG specimens loaded in Mode I are also shown. 

In Mode I loading Davenport (1993) demonstrated that 20% SG resulted in decreases 

in both the slope of the tearing resistance curve, dJ/da and initiation toughness, Jinit 

(the value of JT at Aa=0.2mm) of approximately 45% and 12%, respectively. 

In Mode II loading 20% SG resulted in a decrease in J; n; t of approximately 25%, 

however the effect on dJ/da was found to be negligible. Similar observations were 

found for a7-54.0°. Although the reduction in J;,, it was not as great, approximately 

20%, once again, the effect on dJ/da was found to be negligible. 

The results also demonstrated that the difference between dJ/da for Mode II loading 

and mixed mode loading for a=54.0° was negligible. However, both the PS and 20% 

SG specimens loaded in Mode I demonstrated a significant increase in dJ/da. 
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3.7.2 Microscopic Analyses 

The crack growth profiles of each of the 20% SG specimens, photographed using a 
Polaroid camera, are shown in figure (3.15). 

Examinations of specimens loaded in Mode I indicated significant crack tip blunting 

(see figure 3.16) prior to crack initiation. At the tip of the blunting crack, multiple 

microscopic cracks were found to have initiated. Global crack growth was in the 

plane of the initial crack (60 0°), orientated normal to the applied tensile loading. 

However, microscopic examination identified that the preferred direction of crack 

growth was towards regions where there was a higher density of pearlite present. 

Examination from the crack tip, within a radial distance of approximately 50µm 

revealed grain boundary separation and microcracking in highly populated pearlite 

regions and microvoid nucleation along grain boundaries, though normal to the plane 

of the initial crack (parallel to the applied load), as shown in figure (3.17). 

Examination of specimens loaded in Mode II revealed anti-symmetric blunting of the 

crack tip (see figure 3.18) prior to crack initiation. At the tip of the sharpened region 

of the blunted tip a shear crack initiated and grew in the plane of the initial crack. 

Plastic deformation at the tip of the initiated shear crack had caused the grains to 

deform and re-orientate themselves. For the Mode II specimens subject to increased 

crack growth, although similar anti-symmetric blunting features were seen at the 

initial crack tip, a second blunting region was seen ahead of the initial crack. In 

addition, shear crack propagation was also seen from this second blunting region 

although propagating at an angle of approximately +28° to the plane of the initial 

crack as shown in figure (3.18). Plastic deformation was widespread throughout the 

ligament ahead of the propagating crack, causing the ferrite and pearlite grains to 

re-shape and re-orientate. The intensity of deformation was found to be greatest 

around the second blunting region where significant, randomly orientated 

microcracking was observed (see figure 3.19). Substantial microvoid formation was 

also seen within the grain boundaries of the plastically deformed grains at a distance 

of approximately 250µm from the crack tip. The density of microvoids was found to 
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reduce at increasing distance from the flanks of the propagating crack. An interesting 

observation was of the limited plastic deformation and limited number of nucleated 

microvoids above the growing crack as shown in figure (3.18). 

Anti-symmetric blunting of the initial crack tip was also seen in specimens for 

a=54.0°. However, unlike that seen in Mode II specimens, it was evident that there 

was a significant contribution from crack opening displacement (Mode I) in addition 

to crack sliding displacement (Mode II). Once again crack initiation and propagation 

occurred in the plane of the initial crack, from the tip of the sharpened corner of the 

blunted crack tip. Examinations of specimens with significantly more crack growth 
demonstrated that the preferred direction for crack growth was in the plane of the 

initial crack. As with loading in Mode II, microvoids nucleated along grain 
boundaries, parallel to the advancing crack. With increasing load, the localised 

shearing between the grain boundaries increases until the ligament between 

neighbouring microvoids is unable to withstand further load and coalescence occurs 

thus forming a shear crack. 

3.8 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness, ao/W=0.5 

A total of 109 plain sided (PS) SEN specimens of varying thickness, B (10mm, 

20mm and 40mm) and width, W (20mm, 40mm and 80mm) were tested in mixed 

mode loading, ranging from pure tension (Mode I) to pure shear (Mode II). From 

each set of tests (corresponding to a particular size of specimen) crack growth 

resistance curves (R-curves) were generated. In addition, a selection of the tested 

specimens from each combination of B, W and mode of loading were sectioned, 

metallographically prepared and examined using a Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM). The results of the metallographic analyses are described in section (3.12). 

A total of 32 specimens were tested in Mode I (a=0.0°). The number of specimens 

used to examine each combination of W and B are given in table (3.13), and the 

corresponding fracture toughness results for each specimen are given in table (3.14). 

The results comprise calculated values of J-Integral, crack growth (Aa) and stretch 
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zone width (SZW). The SZW was used as a measure of blunting up to, and including 

crack initiation. R-curves (detailed in section 3.6) were generated for each data set 

and are shown in figure (3.20) as J versus Aa, where Aa refers to the average crack 

growth measurements of the two fracture surfaces of each specimen. Equation (3.14) 

was used to fit a curve through each data set. The constants, C1 and C2 which define 

the shape of each R-curve are given in Table (3.15). 

For W=20mm specimens, tested in Mode I, the effect of thickness (l0mm_<B_<40mm) 

on crack initiation toughness, Jinit, measured at is=0.2mm (J; n; t is based on 

extrapolating the fitted curves (using equation 3.14) back to Aa corresponding to the 

average SZW), and tearing resistance (measured by the slope of the R-curve, dJ/da) 

was negligible. However, J;,,; t and dJ/da decreased significantly as W increased for a 

given B. In general, regardless of W, the SZW at crack initiation was constant, 

approximately 0.2mm. As can be seen in figure (3.20), some of the data points for 

the B=10mm specimens lie outside the general trends. Examination of the fracture 

surfaces while measuring the amount of crack growth revealed that the main cause 

for this was the presence of inclusions in the path of the propagating crack. 

For Mode II loading (a=90.0°), 35 specimens were used to investigate the effect of 

specimen size. Table (3.13) shows the number of specimens that were used to 

generate an R-curve for each combination of W and B. Figure (3.21) summarises the 

Mode II results given in table (3.16) and shows that all data, regardless of specimen 

size, can be described by a single curve. The results suggest that Mode II loading is 

size independent and moreover, a `master curve' can be used to describe the crack 

initiation and tearing behaviour of this material when subject to pure shear loading 

conditions. The average SZW measurements were found to be approximately 

0. lmm. The constants, C1 and C2 which define the shape of each R-curve and the 

master curve for Mode II are given in Table (3.15). 

To investigate the effect of mixed mode loading, 10mm thick specimens were used. 

This is because the range of thickness' tested in both Mode I and Mode II 

demonstrated that thickness effects were negligible, in terms of Ji,, it and Oda. For 

each combination of tensile and shear loading (a=22.5°, 45.0° and 67.5°), specimens 
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with W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm were tested. An additional 4 tests were done for 

a=45.0° on B=40mm specimens (W=20mm), to establish whether the negligible 

effect of thickness seen in the pure mode studies could be confirmed. 

The R-curves for mixed mode loading are shown in figures (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) 

for a=22.5°, 45.0° and 67.5°, respectively. In each figure, results are shown for 

B=10mm and W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm, respectively. The fracture toughness 

data for each specimen is given in tables (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), for a=22.5°, 45.0° 

and 67.5°, respectively, together with the total number of completed tests for each 

size of specimen. The constants, C1 and C2 which define the shape of each R-curve 

are given in Table (3.15). 

For a=22.5°, the R-curves for B=10mm and W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm (see figure 

3.22) are similar. For each W tested, the variation in J;,,; t (the value of J at the 

intersection between the R-curve and average SZW measurement) is negligible and 

there is only a slight difference in dJ/da. Essentially, the data can be described by a 

single R-curve. A similar trend is seen in the R-curves for a=45.0° (see figure 3.23) 

and a=67.5° (see figure 3.24). 

Essentially, the R-curves shown in figures (3.20) through to (3.24) are independent of 

B and with the exception of Mode I (figure 3.20), they are also independent of W. 

The R-curves for increasing Mode II (figures 3.22 for a=22.5°, 3.23 for a=45.0°, 

3.24 for a=67.5° and 3.21 for Mode II) show that when a component of shear loading 

(Mode II) is present, the R-curves are relatively independent of specimen size but 

decrease with increasing Mode II. Similarly, the average SZW measurements 

decrease with increasing Mode II from approximately 0.2mm for Mode I loading 

(a=0.0°) to approximately 0.1mm for Mode II loading (a=90.0°). 

R-curves for a given B and W are shown in figures (3.25) through to (3.27) for 

different combinations of tension and shear. For B=10mm, W=20mm, figure (3.25) 

shows that the R-curves steadily decrease with increasing Mode II. However, at 

Da=0.2mm, J;,,; t for Mode I loading is similar to J;,,; t for a=45.0°. The R-curves for 
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B=10mm, W=40mm, shown in figure (3.26) also decrease with increasing Mode II 

and at ia=0.2mm, J;,, it for Mode I loading is similar to J; n; t for Mode II. For 

B=10mm, W=80mm (see figure 3.27) the R-curve for Mode I loading lies between 

the R-curves for a=45.0° and 67.5°. At Aa=0.2mm, J; n; t for Mode I loading is similar 

to J;,,; t for a=67.5°. The R-curve for a=22.5° is the highest and with increasing Mode 

II the R-curves steadily decrease. 

By measuring the crack normal (01,, n) and crack parallel (A1, p) displacements during 

each mixed mode test, the individual Mode I (J1,,, ) and Mode II (Jlcp) components of J 

were evaluated. However, unlike J it was not possible to determine how much of Aa 

was attributed to either opening (Mode I) or sliding (Mode II) of the crack faces 

during mixed mode loading. 

The Mode I, Jicn and Mode II, Jicp R-curves are shown in figures (3.28a) and (3.28b) 

for W=20mm, figures (3.29a) and (3.29b) for W=40mm and figures (3.30a) and 

(3.30b) for W=80mm, respectively. 

The Mode I, Ji, � R-curves for the 20mm wide specimens shown in figure (3.28a), are 

similar to the R-curves generated using the full mixed mode J-integral analysis 

shown in figure (3.25). That is, an increase in Mode II corresponds to a decrease in 

both J;,,; t (at Aa=0.2mm) and dJ/da for the Mode I component, Jic,,, such that the 

R-curve for pure Mode I loading is higher than the R-curve for a=22.5° which is 

higher than the R-curve for a=45.0° which is higher than the R-curve for a=67.5°. 

For the Mode II component (see figure 3.28b), the Mode II, Jjcp R-curve for a=22.5° 

lies between the Mode II, Jjcp R-curves for a=45.0° (the highest R-curve for Jicp) and 

67.5°. The lowest Mode II, Jjcp R-curve corresponds to Mode II loading. For 

a=22.5°, the Mode I, J1c� R-curve is greater than the Mode II, Jjcp R-curve hence the 

likely mechanism of failure is microvoid coalescence. In contrast, for a=45.0° the 

R-curve for the Mode I component, Jic� is less than the R-curve for the Mode II 

component, Jjcp hence the likely mechanism of failure is shear localisation. 

Therefore, it is possible that a transition from microvoid coalescence to shear 

localisation for W=20mm occurs between a=22.5° and 45.0°. 
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For the 40mm wide specimen tests, the Mode I, Jic,, and Mode II, Jic, R-curves are 

shown in figures (3.29a) and (3.29b), respectively. In figure (3.29a), for the Mode I 

component, Jic.,, dJ/da decreases with increasing Mode II. However, at Da=0.2mm, 

J;,,; t for Mode I was less than J;,,; i for a=45.0° but greater than J;,,; t for a=67.5°. For 

the Mode I component, Jic,,, J;,,; t achieved a maximum at a=22.5°. In figure (3.29b) 

the Mode II, J1p R-curve for a=22.5° was lower than the Mode II, Jicp R-curve for 

a=67.5° but higher than the Jicp R-curve for pure Mode II loading. The highest 

R-curve for the Mode II component, Jicp was for a=45.0°. For a=22.5°, the Mode I, 

Jic� R-curve is greater than the Mode II, Ji,, p R-curve hence the likely mechanism of 
failure is microvoid coalescence. In contrast, for a=45.0° the Mode I, Ji,, n R-curve is 

less than the Mode II, Jic, R-curve hence the likely mechanism of failure is shear 
localisation. Therefore it is possible that a transition from microvoid coalescence to 

shear localisation for W=40mm occurs between a=22.5° and 45.0°. 

For the 80mm wide specimen tests, the Mode I, J1 and Mode II, Ji, p R-curves are 

shown in figures (3.30a) and (3.30b), respectively. In figure (3.30a), for the Mode I 

component, Jtcn, dJ/da decreases with increasing Mode II although dJ/da for Mode I 

loading is similar to dJ/da for a=22.5°. However, at Aa=0.2mm, J;,,; t for Mode I was 

equivalent to J; n; t for a=45.0°. For the Mode I component, Jig,,, J; n; t achieved a 

maximum at a=22.5°. In figure (3.30b) the Mode II, J1cp, R-curve for a=22.5° was 

lower than the Mode II, Jjcp R-curve for a=67.5° but higher than the Jlcp R-curve for 

pure Mode II loading. The highest R-curve for the Mode II component, J1cp was for 

a=45.0°. For a=22.5°, the Mode I, J1, � R-curve is much higher than the Mode II, Jicp 

R-curve hence the likely mechanism of failure is microvoid coalescence. In contrast, 

for a=45.0° the Mode I, Jig� R-curve is only slightly less than the Mode II, Jicp 

R-curve hence the likely mechanism of failure is shear localisation. Therefore it is 

possible that a transition from microvoid coalescence to shear localisation for 

W=80mm occurs at approximately a=45.0°. 

The differences between the Mode I, Jic,, and Mode II, Ji, p R-curves seen throughout 

the mixed mode tests may be due to a change in failure mechanism from microvoid 
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coalescence to shear localisation. This can only be confirmed by microscopic 

analyses, the details of which are described in section (3.12). 

3.9 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness, ao/W=0.7 

A total of 27 PS SEN specimens of thickness, B=10mm and 20mm, and width, 

W=20mm and 80mm, were tested in Mode I, Mode II and mixed mode loading 

through a=45.0°. Testing was limited to these specific combinations of B and W due 

to limited material availability. In Mode I, 10 specimens were tested. Thickness 

effects, B=IOmm and 20mm, were examined using specimens that were 20mm wide. 

The objective of testing the 10mm and 20mm thick specimens was to clarify that, as 

for a°/W=0.5 (section 3.8.1), J;,; c and dJ/da were thickness independent. In Mode II, 

11 specimens were tested to confirm whether a unique `master curve' could also be 

used to quantify specimen size effects for a°/W=0.7. For mixed mode studies, 

loading was applied through a=45.0°. A total of 6 specimens were tested using 

10mm thick specimens to examine the effect of increasing specimen width 

(W=20mm and 80mm). A selection of the tested specimens from each combination 

of B, W and mode of loading were sectioned, metallographically prepared and 

examined using an SEM. The results of the metallographic analyses are described in 

section (3.12). 

The number of specimens used to examine specific combinations of W, B and mode 

of loading are shown in table (3.20) and the corresponding fracture toughness data 

for each specimen are given in tables (3.21) to (3.23). Equation (3.14) was used to fit 

a curve through each data set and the constants, C1 and C2 which define the shape of 

each R-curve are given in table (3.24). 

The results for Mode I loading are shown in figure (3.31) and the fracture toughness 

data are given in table (3.21). The SZW measurements, which give a direct measure 

of the amount of crack tip blunting corresponding to crack initiation, are all similar 

and give an average value of 0.17mm. The effect of varying thickness (B=10mm and 

20mm) and specimen width (W=20mm and 80mm) on J;,,; t, measured at Aa=0.17mm 
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for Mode I loading is negligible. There is a slight effect on dJ/da with increasing 

thickness since dJ/da for B=20mm is slightly less than dJ/da for B=10mm. However, 

there is a significant decrease in dJ/da for W=80mm compared with W=20mm. 

The results for Mode II loading are shown in figure (3.32) and the fracture toughness 

data are given in table (3.23). The SZW measurements give an average value of 

approximately 0.10mm. For Mode II loading the R-curves are independent of 

specimen size and can therefore, as for Mode II loading for ao/W=0.5, be described 

by a master curve. The tearing moduli for each size of specimen are given in table 

(3.24) and as can be seen, the values are fairly similar. 

To investigate the effects of mixed mode loading for ao/W=0.7, only 10mm thick 

specimens were used. This was because the most significant effect on the shape and 

magnitude of the R-curves for pure mode loading was due to specimen width, hence 

W=20mm and 80mm were examined. The data for a=45.0° are given in table (3.22) 

and the results are shown in figure (3.33). The SZW measurements were similar 
between the two sets of specimens and gave an average value of approximately 

0.17mm. Unlike loading in Mode I and Mode II, for a=45.0° at Da=0.17mm there is 

a significant difference in J;,,; t which is greater for W=80mm than for W=20mm. 

Although the fracture toughness data for W=80mm exhibits a large degree of scatter 

when crack growth is small, dJ/da for W=80mm is similar to dJ/da for W=20mm. 

The R-curves for Mode I, Mode II and a=45.0° are shown in figure (3.34) with 

respect to JT for W=20mm. Although the R-curves decrease with increasing Mode II, 

at Da=0.2mm J;,,; t for Mode I loading is similar to J; n; t for a=45.0°. However, for 

Mode II loading there is a significant decrease in J;,,; t. Similarly, in figure (3.35) for 

W=80mm, dJ/da decreases with increasing Mode II. However, at Aa=0.2mm J;,,; t for 

Mode I loading is significantly lower than J;,,; t for a=45.0°. Again, at is=0.2mm Jinit 

for Mode II loading is considerably lower. 

As for the ao/W=0.5 mixed mode experiments, the individual Mode I component, Jt, n 
and Mode II component, Jjp of J were calculated for the R-curves shown in figure 

(3.33). The Mode I, J, and Mode II, Jicp R-curves are shown in figures (3.36a) and 
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(3.36b), respectively, for W=20mm and 80mm. As can be seen, for a=45.0° both J;,, it 

at Aa=0.2mm and dJ/da for the Mode II, Jic, R-curves (see figure 3.36b) are higher 

than the Mode I, Jic� R-curves (see figure 3.36a), thus inferring that regardless of 

specimen width, failure for a=45.0° may be due to shear localisation since the Mode 

II, Jicp R-curves are higher than the Mode I, Jicn R-curves. Although dJ/da for the 

Mode II, Jicp R-curve for W=20mm is higher than for W=80mm, at Aa=0.2mm J; nit is 

significantly lower for W=20mm than for W=80mm. Consequently, the Mode II, Jicp 

R-curve for W=20mm is lower than for W=80mm. However, the data for W=80mm 

was limited and there were no results obtained between 0.5mm<Ea<2.5mm, therefore 

comparison of results by dJ/da may be misleading. 

Figures (3.37a), (3.37b), (3.38a) and (3.38b) compare the R-curves shown in figures 

(3.31), (3.32), (3.34a) and (3.34b) for W=20mm and 80mm, respectively, 

demonstrating the effect of increasing shear load in terms of Mode I, Jic� and Mode 

II, Ji . The Mode I, Jicn R-curves shown in figures (3.37a) and (3.38a) demonstrate 

that both Jinit at Da=0.2mm and dJ/da for a=45.0° are significantly lower than for 

pure Mode I loading. However, the Mode II, Jicp R-curves shown in figures (3.37b) 

and (3.38b) demonstrate that for a=45.0° both J;,,; t at Da=0.2mm and dJ/da are 

significantly higher than for Mode II. 

3.10 Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness, ajW=O. 1 

A total of 13 specimens were tested in mixed mode MI loading for B=10mm and 
40mm, and W=20mm. 

For Mode I loading, 2 specimens were tested for B=10mm and W=20mm and 2 

specimens were tested for B=40mm and W=20mm. The specimens tested in Mode I 

were unsuccessful since gross yielding occurred throughout the entire specimen. 

Figure (3.39) shows Luders banding throughout the length of a specimen loaded in 

Mode I. Crack growth did not occur in any of these specimens. Similar features 

were seen in the 2 specimens subject to mixed mode loading through a=45.0°. 
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For Mode II loading only specimens of W=20mm were examined, 4 specimens were 

tested for B=10mm and 3 specimens were tested for B=40mm (see table 3.25). 

Unlike the Mode I specimens, crack growth occurred in each specimen and R-curves 

were generated from data given in table (3.26). Equation (3.14) was used to fit a 

curve through each data set and the constants, C1 and C2 which define the shape of 

each R-curve are given in table (3.27). 

The average SZW measurements for each data set were 0.04mm for B=10mm and 

0.11mm for B=40mm. Although only one data point for B=40mm lies between the 

data points for B=10mm, all the crack growth data can essentially be described by a 

master curve (see figure 3.40) thus demonstrating that both J;,,; t and dJ/da are 

independent of specimen size for aa/W=0.1. 

3.11 Influence of Crack Depth on Mixed Mode Fracture 

A selection of the R-curves detailed in sections (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) for aa/W=0.5, 

0.7 and 0.1, respectively, are compared in figures (3.41), (3.42) and (3.43) for similar 

specimen sizes. 

In figure (3.41) the Mode I R-curves in terms of JT for a. /W=0.5 and 0.7 are 

compared. As can be seen, for the four R-curves which correspond to W=20mm, the 

differences in J;,, it at Aa=0.2mm and dJ/da are negligible. However, for W=80mm the 

R-curve for ao/W=0.5 is lower than the R-curve for ao/W=0.7. Although dJ/da for 

the two R-curves is similar, J;,,; t at as=0.2mm for ao/W=0.7 is much greater than for 

aa/W=0.5. Moreover, J; t,; t for ao/W=0.7 is similar to Ji,,; t for the four R-curves for 

W=20mm. 'Although Mode I R-curves could not be generated for a. /W=0.1 due to 

gross yielding throughout each specimen (see figure 3.39) and no apparent crack 

growth, the high loads achieved in each test demonstrated that J; n; t for ao/W=0.1 

would be higher than for ao/W=0.5 and 0.7. 

In figure (3.42) the Mode II R-curves in terms of JT for ao/W=0.1,0.5 and 0.7 are 

compared. Each data set, regardless of specimen size, is represented by a master 
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curve which is dependent on ao/W ratio only. As can be seen the R-curves for 

a. /W=0.5 and 0.7 are very similar. However, for aa/W=0.1, J;,,; t at Aa=0.1mm and 
dJ/da are higher than for a JW=0.5 and 0.7. 

In figure (3.43) the mixed mode R-curves in terms of JT for a=45.0° are shown for 

a, /W=0.5 and 0.7. As for Mode I loading, R-curves for a. /W=0.1 could not be 

generated due to gross yielding of each test specimen although the load achieved in 

each specimen for aa/W=0.1 suggests that Ju it would be higher than Ji,, it for a. /W=0.5 

and 0.7. Although the data used to generate the R-curves is limited and scattered 
(which has a significant affect on the shape of the R-curve) a trend in the available 
data can be seen. The scatter in the experimental data for a°/W=0.5 and 0.7 suggests 

that a master curve can be used to describe mixed mode I/II loading through a=45.0°. 

The separated Mode I component, Jicr, and Mode II component, Jjcp from the R-curves 

for a=45.0° compared in figure (3.43) are compared in figures (3.44a) and (3.44b), 

respectively. For W=20mm (a°1W=0.5 and 0.7) the R-curves suggest that failure may 

be due to shear localisation since both J;,,; c and dJ/da for Mode II, Jicp are greater than 

for Mode I, Jlcn. Similarly for W=80mm, the R-curves for a°/W=0.7 also suggest that 

failure may be controlled by shear. However, for ao/W=0.5 both J;,,; t and dJ/da for 

Mode I, Jicr, are similar to Mode II, Jicp which suggests that failure may be controlled 

equally by tensile and shear loading. In figure (3.44a) the Mode I, Jl,, n R-curves for 

a, /W=0.5 are higher than the Mode I, Jac,, R-curves for ao/W=0.7. However, in figure 

(3.44b), although the difference between the Mode II, Jicp R-curves for W=20mm is 

negligible, for W=80mm the Mode II, Jicp R-curve for aa/W=0.5 is lower than the 

Mode II, Jicp R-curve for ajW=0.7. 

3.12 Microscopic Analyses 

Of the specimens tested and subsequently reported in sections (3.8) for ao/W=0.5 and 

(3.9) for ao/W=0.7, a selection of them, representative of each combination of 

specimen thickness and width, and mode of loading, were examined using a standard 

binocular type microscope. Each specimen was sectioned along its length and 
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prepared using metallographic techniques to enable the crack growth, at specimen 

mid-thickness, to be examined. The procedure used for preparing each specimen is 

detailed in section (3.3.5). 

Regardless of mode of loading and crack depth (0.5<ao/W<0.7), blunting of the 

initial notch, followed by crack growth, was seen. Typical features are schematically 
illustrated in figure (3.45). 

Essentially, for Mode I loading, notch tip blunting was symmetrical about the plane 

of the initial notch. The introduction of a Mode II component during loading, 

however small, caused asymmetric blunting of the notch tip where one side became 

blunt while the other remained sharp. The extent of asymmetry was proportional to 

the amount of Mode II present, as indicated in figure (3.45), and on the constraint 

imposed by the different size of specimen tested. 

Crack initiation occurred from the nose of the blunted notch in the specimens loaded 

in Mode I. For Mode II loading, crack initiation occurred from the sharpened side of 

the deformed notch. However, for combined tension and shear loading, initiation 

occurred from the blunt side of the deformed notch. 

The crack growth mechanism was also different in Mode I than in Mode II. In Mode 

I, the crack propagated in a zig-zag pattern, in the plane of the initial notch and 

additional blunting of the propagating crack tip was seen. In Mode II, a shear crack 

propagated near the original plane of the initial notch, in a self-similar manner and 

the tip of the propagating crack was always sharp. Essentially, for mixed mode 

loading, Mode II type crack growth was seen in each specimen. However, the acuity 

of the propagating crack tip was seen to decrease as the mode of loading decreased 

from Mode II to Mode I. 
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3.12.1 Pure Mode I Loading 

For the specimens loaded in Mode I, regardless of specimen size, a variety of `crack 

forming' processes were evident. In particular, deformation of the equi-axed grain 

structure was in close proximity of the newly formed crack flanks, within a 60µm 

boundary (normal to the crack flanks) and approximately 30µm ahead of the crack 

tip. The majority of nucleated microvoids were found within pearlite grains as 

cracked cementite platelets. However, there was evidence of microvoids having 

nucleated along the primary ferrite-pearlite and pearlite-pearlite grain boundaries (see 

figure 3.46). All grain boundary microvoids had nucleated along the grain 
boundaries orientated normal to the plane of the initial notch (parallel to the direction 

of applied load). 

In each specimen, crack initiation occurred at the tip of the blunted notch. The 

preferred direction for the crack to propagate was towards pearlite colonies where a 
higher density of nucleated microvoids were present. In some specimens both Mn-S 

and carbide inclusions were found to assist the nucleation process and influence the 

crack propagation direction. In each specimen, although the local direction of crack 

propagation was typically zig-zag in shape, the global direction was in the plane of 

the initial notch, normal to the applied load. 

3.12.2 Pure Mode II Loading 

All specimens loaded in Mode II exhibited similar crack growth characteristics (see 

figure 3.47). As discussed above, asymmetric blunting of the notch tip caused one 

side to blunt and the other to sharpen. Ahead of the blunting notch tip, slip motion 
invariably caused distortion and elongation of the pearlite and ferrite grains, which 
increased with increasing load. The interaction between slip, which causes local 

discontinuities (dislocations) in the lattice structure, and blunting caused a pile-up of 
dislocations at the blunted notch tip. A crack initiated from the sharpened side of the 

blunted notch tip when the density of dislocation pile-ups had achieved a critical 

value. The subsequent release of stored energy at crack initiation caused the crack to 
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propagate. The distortion and dilation of the grain structure caused microvoids to 

nucleate (see figure 3.48), although mainly due to cracking of the cementite platelets 

within the pearlite grains. It was not clear though whether the nucleated microvoids 

grew as loading increased although failure of the inter-lamellae ferrite between the 

cementite platelets was seen in a large number of the pearlite grains. The initiated 

crack propagated at an approximate angle of 0=+22° from the plane of the initial 

notch, along the slip line field and through the thinner sections of the elongated 

grains (see figure 3.47). With increasing crack growth, the initiation angle decreased 

such that the overall crack propagation direction was parallel to the plane of the 

initial notch. 

Distortion and dilation of the grain structure along the lower crack flank and ahead of 

the crack tip was wide spread and nucleated microvoids were abundant. Typical 

features seen around the blunting region and crack tip are shown in figures (3.49a) 

and (3.49b). Equi-axed grains were seen close to the upper crack flank where 

microvoid nucleation was both negligible and localised. 

3.12.3 Mixed Mode Loading Through a=22.5° 

For mixed mode loading through a=22.5°, two different size specimens were 

examined. One specimen was representative of high constraint (B=20mm, 

W=80mm), and the other of lower constraint (B=10mm, W=20mm). The main 

observation from comparing the two specimens (see figures 3.50a and 3.50b) was a 

difference in failure mechanism. Although both specimens exhibited asymmetric 

blunting of the initial notch tip, the degree of asymmetry (rotation and opening of the 

blunting notch tip) was more acute in the lower constraint geometry. The rotation 

angle from the plane of the initial notch for B=10mm, W=20mm was approximately 

550 and for B=20mm, W=80mm the rotation angle was approximately 75°. Ahead of 

the deformed tip, dilation and distortion of the primary ferrite and pearlite grain 

structure was visible, although to a lesser extent at the tip of the sharpened side. The 

sharpened tip of both specimens was capped by a thin layer of pearlite grains and 
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there was no evidence of microcracking (see figure 3.51). Within this region, the 

appearance of nucleated microvoids was negligible. 

Crack initiation occurred in both specimens from the blunt side of the deformed 

notch where the density of microvoids was highest. In the lower constraint geometry 
(B=10mm, W=20mm), crack propagation was via a shear type mechanism at an 

angle of approximately 0=+25° from the plane of the initial notch. Failure in the 

higher constraint geometry (B=20mm, W=80mm) was via a tensile type mechanism. 

In the higher constraint geometry, local crack propagation was in a zig-zag pattern 

(see figure 3.50b) towards the densely populated pearlite regions, characteristic of a 

Mode I type failure mechanism. The appearance of microvoids was negligible 

throughout and the global direction of crack propagation was planar to the original 

notch. In the lower constraint geometry, crack propagation was via a shear type 

mechanism (see figure 3.50a), which was assisted by the presence of nucleated 

microvoids and plastic flow of the surrounding grain structure. The shear crack was 

seen to propagate along primary ferrite-primary ferrite and primary ferrite-pearlite 

grain boundaries, assisted by grain boundary microvoids. Propagation through 

pearlite grains due to cementite platelets cracking under the influence of plastic strain 

was also evident as shown in figure (3.52). Nucleated microvoids were seen along 

both flanks of the shear crack, although confined to within 15µm of either crack 

flank. The overall direction of crack growth was planar to the original notch. The 

crack propagated through the thinnest region of the dilated primary ferrite and 

pearlite grains. However, in some cases the density of nucleated microvoids within 

pearlite grains caused the crack to propagate through the grains length (see figure 

3.52). 

3.12.4 Mixed Mode Loading Through a=45.0° 

For mixed mode loading through a=45.0° a range of different size specimens, typical 

of variations in geometric constraint, were examined where B=10mm and W=20mm, 

40mm and 80mm, respectively for ao/W=0.5. Each specimen exhibited asymmetric 
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blunting of the original notch tip due to simultaneous opening of the crack faces and 

clockwise rotation of the upper crack flank about the deforming notch tip. The 

rotation angle from the plane of the initial notch for B=10mm, W=20mm was 

approximately 43°. This is illustrated in figure (3.45). This combined motion caused 

one side of the notch tip to remain sharp while the other became blunt. Compared to 

the observed blunting characteristics of specimens loaded through a=22.5° and 

67.5°, specimens loaded through a=45.0° exhibited a greater degree of notch tip 

rotation than a=22.5° (between 55° and 75° from the plane of the initial notch) but 

less than a=67.5° (approximately 30° from the plane of the initial notch). The 

converse was seen with the amount of crack face opening. 

Microvoid nucleation around the sharpened side of the blunted notch of each 

specimen regardless of W was negligible. Moreover, as seen in specimens loaded 

through a=22.5° (for B=10mm, W=20mm) and 67.5° (for B=1Omm, W=20mm), the 

nose of the sharpened side of the deformed notch tip in each specimen was capped by 

a thin layer of pearlite grains (as an example see figure 3.51 for a=22.5°). Plastic 

deformation, due to asymmetric loading, was wide spread and dilation and distortion 

of the surrounding grains was significant ahead of the deformed notch tip. 

Regardless of the variation in constraint imposed by the different size of specimen 

studied, in each case a crack initiated from the blunt side of the deformed notch tip 

(see figure 3.53) where the density of nucleated microvoids was highest. The crack 
initiated at an angle of approximately 0=+23° from the plane of the original notch. 
Crack propagation was via a shear type mechanism, which was assisted by the 

presence of nucleated microvoids and plastic flow of the surrounding grain structure. 

A shear crack propagated along primary ferrite-primary ferrite and primary 
ferrite-pearlite grain boundaries, assisted by grain boundary microvoids, in the 

direction of the plastically deforming grains. Propagation through pearlite grains due 

to cementite platelets cracking under the influence of plastic strain was also evident. 
Nucleated microvoids were seen along both flanks of the shear crack, within 15 to 

20µm of either crack flank. 
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3.12.5 Mixed Mode Loading Through a=67.5° 

For mixed mode loading through a=67.5°, a range of different size specimens were 

examined which were representative of high (B=20mm, W=80mm), medium 
(B=10mm, W=40mm) and low (B=10mm and W=20mm) constraint conditions. The 

crack profiles for B=10mm, W=20mm is shown in figure (3.54). Each specimen 

exhibited asymmetric blunting of the notch tip due to simultaneous opening of the 

crack faces and clockwise rotation of the upper crack flank about the deforming 

notch tip. This combined motion caused one side of the notch tip to remain sharp 

while the other became blunt. Compared to the observed blunting characteristics of 

specimens loaded through a=22.5° and 45.0°, specimens loaded through a=67.5° 

exhibited a greater degree of notch tip rotation. The rotation angle for B=10mm, 

W=20mm was approximately 0=+30° from the plane of the original notch. The 

converse was seen with the amount of crack face opening. 

As shown in figure (3.55) microvoid nucleation on the sharpened side of the 

deformed notch tip was negligible although there was evidence of microcracking. 

Moreover, as seen in specimens loaded through a=22.5° and 45.0°, the tip of the 

sharpened side of each specimen was capped by a thin layer of pearlite grains (see 

figure, 3.55). Plastic deformation, due to asymmetric loading, was wide spread and 

dilation and distortion of the surrounding grains was significant ahead of the crack 

tip, although to a much lesser extent at the sharpened tip. 

Regardless of the variation in constraint imposed by the different size of specimen 

studied, in each case a crack initiated from the blunt side of the deformed notch tip 

where there was a high population of nucleated microvoids. The initiation angle was 

influenced by the development of the slip line field. However, the angle was less 

(approximately 0=+13° to the plane of the original notch for B=10mm, W=20mm) 

than seen during Mode II loading. The variation of initiation angle for the different 

size of specimen examined was negligible. As seen in Mode II, the initiation angle 

decreased with increasing crack growth such that the final direction of crack growth 

was planar with the original notch. 
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Crack propagation was via a shear type failure mechanism, traversing through the 

thinner sections of the dilated primary ferrite and pearlite grains. Nucleated 

microvoids were seen along the upper and lower crack flanks. Although not as wide 

spread as seen in Mode II, microvoids were found within a 10µm distance from the 

upper crack flank and approximately 30µm from the lower crack flank. Nucleated 

microvoids were abundant at the shear crack tip and the crack propagation path was 

seen to depend on the location of the microvoids, especially those within pearlite 

patches. It was ahead of the propagating crack and beneath the lower crack flank that 

dilation and distortion of the surrounding grains was wide spread. The grain 

structure remained relatively equi-axed above the upper crack flank, beyond the 

region of nucleated microvoids. 

3.13 Mixed Mode I/II Limit Load Solutions 

When failure conditions are governed by plastic collapse Miller (1988) proposes the 

use of limit load analyses to calculate the maximum load (the limit load) that a given 

structure made of a perfectly plastic material can sustain. Complete solutions are 
hard to calculate, but upper and lower bound limit load theorems can be determined 

by considering the strain and stress fields, respectively. However, usually a safe 
(conservative) estimate of the load carrying capacity of a structure is required and a 
lower bound is more appropriate. 

A plastic analysis may be used to determine the limit load for a given combination of 
loads on a given structure. Experimentally, the limit load can be determined directly 

from a load versus displacement (or load versus strain) curve. The angle that the 

linear part of the load versus displacement curve makes with the load (Y) axis is 

called y. A second straight line (the collapse limit line) is drawn through the origin 

so that it makes an angle 0 (equation 3.15) with the load axis, such that 

ý= tan-'(2tan y) (3.15) 
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The collapse load is the load at the intersection of the load versus displacement (or 

load versus strain) curve and the collapse limit line. 

For each combination of B, W and mode of loading from which R-curves were 

generated, the limit loads for aa/W=0.5, given in table (3.28), were calculated from 

experimental load versus load line displacement curves from specimens that had been 

loaded to maximum load, using the procedure described above. Figure (3.56a) shows 

the effect of specimen width (constant thickness, B=10mm) and figure (3.56b) shows 

the effect of specimen thickness (constant width, W=20mm) for mixed mode I/II 

loading as loci of shear load (Q) versus tensile load (N). The analytical expression 
for combined tension and shear loading, proposed by Miller (1988) for a deep crack 

SEN specimen, given by equation (3.16) is also shown for comparison for each 
different size of specimen tested. 

(N)2 
+1.03( QQ =1 (3.16) 

where N' and Q depend on the flow strength (ßflow) of the material and the size of 

specimen. 

N'=a 0 
(W-ao)B (3.17) 

anoW(W - ao)B (3.18) 
2 

where 

aflo, Y = 
CF y8 2 vrs (3.19) 

The data for W=20mm and 40mm, shown in figure (3.56a), compare well with 

Miller's (1988) solution. The data for W=80mm also exhibit similar behaviour 
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except for Mode I loading which is much lower than predicted. Using the material 

properties given in table (3.2), the flow strength (crflo, �) of A508 is typically 497MPa. 

Based on the ligament area ahead of the crack tip, given by B(W-4), for W=80mm a 

limit load of approximately 199kN would be expected. For W=20mm and 40mm the 

estimated limit loads based on ßflo,, are 49.7kN and 99.4kN, respectively, which are 

very close to the experimental Mode I limit loads given in figure (3.56a). Although 

limited for B=20mm and 40mm, the data presented in figure (3.56b) appear to follow 

the locus given by Miller's (1988) analytical expression. However, for B=40mm, 

Miller's (1988) is very conservative. 

Figures (3.57a) and (3.57b) show the mixed mode I/II experimental limit loads (given 

in table 3.29) for ao/W=0.7, which are also compared with Miller's (1988) analytical 

expression (equation 3.16). Miller's limit load predictions for B=10mm and 

W=20mm, shown in figures (3.57a) and (3.57b) are conservative, however they are 

consistent throughout the range of mixed mode loading. For B=10mm and 

W=80mm (see figure 3.57a), the data for Mode I loading is significantly lower than 

the value predicted by Miller (1988). However, for Mode II and mixed mode loading 

through a=45.0°, although conservative, equation (3.16) does show the data trend. 

Similarly, in figure (3.57b) for B=20mm, equation (3.16), although very 

conservative, does show the data trend. 

3.14 Small Scale Plain Sided Mode II Specimen Results 

In sections (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) it was demonstrated that the effect of specimen size 

had a negligible effect on the size and shape of the R-curve for specimens subject to 

Mode II loading. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that master curves, unique only 

to ao/W, can be used to describe the tearing behaviour of any size of specimen subject 

to Mode II loading. This section addresses the issue of a master curve by 

investigating whether the controlling mechanism of Mode II failure is governed by 

the microstructure. 
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Three sets of 5 specimens were used in these investigations. The first set of tests 

were done on parent material. The second and third sets of tests were done on 

specimens subject to two completely different heat treatments which are described in 

detail in section (3.3.6). The microstructures of set 1 (parent material), set 2 and set 
3 are shown in figures (3.2) and (3.13). 

The results of each test are given in table (3.30) and the corresponding shear load (P5) 

versus shear displacement (OS) curves are shown in figure (3.58). Both sets 1 and 3 

exhibited similar maximum loads prior to load drop off which was seen to be more 

rapid in set 1. The specimens in set 2 achieved substantially higher loads and less 

ductility (OS beyond yield) than sets 1 and 3. 

Using the analysis procedure detailed in section (3.5) resistance curves were 

generated for each set of specimens as a function of fracture energy, U11 (calculated 

using equation 3.13) and crack growth, Aa. The data for each material condition are 

shown in figure (3.59). It is clear that regardless of microstructure and the 

differences seen in the P, versus OS curves (see figure 3.58), all of the data can be 

described by a master curve. 

It is clear from figure (3.59) that the data beyond Aa=0.7mm does not compare well 

with the master curve. That is because the shear crack in each of these specimens has 

propagated through a significant proportion of the initial uncracked ligament length 

(W-a, ) of 2.5mm. For ia=0.7mm, the shear crack has propagated through 28% of 

the initial ligament length. Essentially, for such a high percentage of crack growth 

unstable tearing would be prominent. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES 

Finite Element (FE) analyses using ABAQUS (1997) were employed to determine 

elastic and plastic functions that are necessary to enable the J-Integral to be 

calculated directly from load and displacement data. These results were recorded 
from laboratory test specimens (Chapter 3.0). Further studies in this research have 

demonstrated the applicability of the analyses to provide a qualitative prediction of 

the direction of crack propagation for loading in Mode I, Mode II and mixed mode 
loading through a=45.0°. The calculated elastic and plastic functions were found to 

compare well with the limited data available in the open literature. Moreover, the 

capability of the model to predict the direction of crack propagation for a range of 

mode mixities also compared well with the direction of crack propagation observed 
in the experiments. 

Section (4.1) provides a complete description of the FE model. Section (4.2) 

describes the methods used to determine the elastic and plastic functions that enabled 
J to be calculated from a load versus displacement record of a laboratory test 

specimen. Section (4.3) demonstrates how the FE model can be used to provide a 

qualitative description of the direction of ductile crack propagation and section (4.4) 

compares the results from the model with those reported in the open literature. 

4.1 The Finite Element Model 

A full scale 2-dimensional plane strain FE model of a single edge notch (SEN) 

specimen (figure 2.3) located within the mixed mode loading fixture (figure 3.4) was 
developed using ABAQUS (1997). The FE mesh is shown in figure (4.1). The 

fixture and specimen were designed as a single unit with a rigid connection between 

the internal edges of the loading fixture and the outer surface of the specimen. Mode 

I loading was applied by loading through nodes 1. Mode II loading was applied by 

loading through nodes S. Mixed mode loading was applied by loading through either 

nodes 2,3 or 4. For combinations of tension and shear, until Mode II loading, the x-y 
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co-ordinates of the nodal points which were used to define the overall mesh size, 

shape and orientation, were translated through increments of aa=22.5°, 

corresponding to the required mode mixity. That is, regardless of mode mixity, the 

load was always applied in the +Y direction (see figure 4.1), directly through the 

crack tip. For each analysis, the lower loading node was constrained to inhibit 

displacement in the X and Y directions but, at the same time enable friction free 

rotation about the anchored node. The upper loading node was constrained in the X 

direction only thus enabling friction free rotation about the node and movement in 

the Y direction. The loading was always applied through the node in the upper 
loading fixture. 

As described in sections (2.3.1), (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), clevis grips were used to couple 

the mixed mode loading fixture to the upper and lower loading rods of the test 

machine. Essentially, clevis grips constrain movement in the X, Y and Z directions 

but allow free rotation in the X-Y plane due to pin loading. The clevis grip that was 

used to couple the mixed mode loading fixture to the hydraulic ram, the moving part 

of the test machine, moved with the hydraulic ram in the vertical, Y, direction while 

the specimen was being loaded. For these reasons the boundary conditions described 

in the preceding paragraph were imposed on the upper and lower loading nodes of 

the FE model. 

Eight-noded plane strain quadrilateral elements (type CPE8R) were used to construct 

the mesh. The crack tip was modelled as a key-hole notch with a radius of 0.05mm 

(see figure 4.1). This was to ensure that the profile of the crack tip resembled as near 

as possible the profile of the crack tip in the specimens since each notch was 

produced by electrical discharge machining (EDM) and not fatigue precracked. 

The crack tip region was modelled using 24 rows of 32 circumferential elements, 

biased so that the size of each element increased with increasing distance from the 

crack tip. Regardless of crack depth (aa/'W=0.1,0.5 and 0.7) 24 rows of elements 

were always used to define the core region. However, the size and position of the 

core region in relation to the specimen boundary surfaces did vary. Figure (4.2) 
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shows the size, position and relevant dimensions of each core region, corresponding 
to the different crack depths investigated. 

The nodal positions of the loading fixture were fixed regardless of size of specimen 

and crack length. However, the nodal co-ordinates used to define the specimen 
boundary and the internal edges of the loading fixture were adjusted to suit the range 

of specimen widths examined in the experiments (W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm) and 

to ensure that the load was always applied directly through the crack tip. 

A Young's modulus (E), of 400GPa (approximately two times the value of the A508 

Class 3 C-Mn steel forging used in the experiments) was used to describe the 

stiffness of the loading fixture. This was considered sufficient to ensure that plastic 
deformation occurred in the specimen only and the results from the FE analyses were 

representative of the crack tip region only. Stress and plastic strain data for A508 

(Davenport, 1993) was converted to true stress and log plastic strain, and used in the 

ABAQUS input file to define the plastic behaviour of the specimen material. The 

stress versus plastic strain data corresponding to the short transverse rolling direction 

was used since this direction corresponded to the principal straining direction of each 

specimen used in the laboratory experiments. 

The FE model was designed to enable a series of elastic and plastic functions, used 
for fracture mechanics calculations, to be calculated for each size of SEN specimen 

shown in figure (3.3). From these functions the fracture toughness of each specimen 

can be calculated directly from a laboratory test record of load and displacement. 

However, additional studies have demonstrated that the model can also be used to 

predict the direction of crack propagation regardless of mode of loading. The 

technique has been validated from experiments for specimens loaded in Mode I, 

Mode II and mixed mode (a=45.0°). 

The results from the analyses to determine the elastic and plastic functions, and a 

description of the technique used to predict the direction of crack propagation are 
detailed in the proceeding sections. 
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4.2 Elastic and Plastic Functions for Mixed Mode Loading 

Both linear-elastic and elastic-plastic studies, using the FE models described in 

section (4.1) were performed to enable the elastic geometry functions, fi(a, aJW), 

fn(a, a°/W) and the elastic and plastic factors, rle and rip for mixed mode loading to 

be calculated. Each function is sensitive to mode of loading, crack length and to a 
lesser extent specimen size. The subscripts I and II refer to the Mode I and Mode II 

components of mixed mode loading, respectively and the subscripts e and p refer to 

the elastic and plastic components of load, respectively. The symbol a refers to the 

mixed mode loading angle (for Mode I and Mode II loading a=0.0° and 90.0°, 

respectively) and ao/W refers to the crack depth in relation to the specimen width. 

For the case of pure Mode I loading, fu(a, ao/W) is zero. Likewise, for Mode II 

loading, fj(a, ajW) is zero. For mixed mode loading however, f1(a, a°/W) and 

fu(a, ao/W) are dependent on the relative magnitude of mode mixity. Moreover, 

regardless of mode of loading, rye and ilp are non-zero. However, for the elastic case 

only, rip is zero. 

4.2.1 Mixed Mode Elastic Geometry Functions 

The use of geometry functions to derive values of linear-elastic fracture toughness 

(stress intensity factor, K) is well established. Although a number of analytical 

solutions have been developed for an extensive range of specimen geometry and 

crack configurations, they mainly refer to pure mode loading situations (Tada et al., 

1973,1985). There have been limited studies that attempt to extend the solutions to 

mixed mode loading (Hellen and Blackburn, 1975 and Davenport, 1993). Davenport 

(1993) used BERSAFE, an FE code developed for `in-house' use by British Energy 

plc., to model mixed mode loading of an SEN specimen in a unique mixed mode 

loading fixture which has been used in this present experimental study (chapter 2). 

He calculated values of fl(a, ao/W) and f1(a, ao/W) using displacement separations of 

an effective stress intensity factor, Kell that was calculated from the energy release 

rate, G (Hellen, 1975). 
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A simpler technique was employed using ABAQUS to determine fl(a, ao/W) and 

f1(a, adW) for different mode mixities. For each mode mixity, stress intensity 

factors, KI and Ku were calculated from the displacements of a pair of nodes along 

the crack faces. Using the asymptotic stress field, the stress intensity factor ratio of 
KII/KI can be expressed using the formulae given in the ABAQUS users manual 

(1997) which is 

Kn 
=1im(x, -ºo) 

Fu1(x+)_u1(xI_)]Rn 
(4.1) 

KI u2(x,, +)-u2(x1' ) 

where ul and u2 refer to nodal displacement in the x and y directions, respectively, 

and + and - is the sign convention used to define the upper and lower crack faces, 

respectively. The ratio Kn/KI was obtained from the numerical results by taking the 

displacements at a pair of nodes behind the crack tip (at a distance not greater than 

10% of the crack length). Once J and RA were known, the separate stress intensity 

factors were estimated assuming plane strain conditions and KL=O, using the 

equation (ABAQUS, 1997) given below 

K 
EJ 

(4.2) I (1+Rö)(1-v2) 

Ku - RAK1 (4.3) 

where v refers to Poisson's ratio. 

Having calculated KI and Ku, fi(a, ao/W) and fn(a, ao/W) were calculated from 

equations (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. The results for fi(a, ao/W) and fn(a, ao/W), 

calculated from the plane strain FE analyses are given in tables (4.1) through to (4.3) 

and shown in figures (4.3) through to (4.5) for each combination of ao/W and W. 
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4.2.2 Mixed Mode r Factors 

The use of q factors to convert load and displacement data into representative values 

of fracture toughness based on the J-Integral is well established (Sumpter and Turner, 

1976, Wu et al., 1990, Sharobeam and Landes, 1991 and Davenport, 1993). 

However, for mixed mode loading, 11 factors are less well known. Using FE, 

Davenport (1993) determined values of rye and rip for an SEN specimen 

(B=W=20mm, aa/W=0.5) subject to combinations of tensile and shear loading under 

plane strain conditions. He achieved similar values to those presented in the 

literature for loading in Mode I and Mode II. 

Using an approach similar to the method proposed by Davenport (1993), the FE code 

ABAQUS was used in the present study to determine le and rip. Regardless of 

specimen geometry and mode of loading the procedure used to determine r) factors 

was consistent throughout this study. 

The method to determine rle and rip is relatively straight forward. The analysis for 

calculating r)p however requires more computational time than for fie. The value of 

r)e is constant regardless of applied load and was calculated from the initial load 

increment, using equation (3.2), where the magnitude of Up (plastic dissipation) is 

zero compared to U. (recoverable strain energy). As Up is zero, equation (3.2) could 

be rearranged to find rye such that 

JB(W-a0) 
1e -uc (4.4) 

Having calculated rie, equation (3.2) could be rearranged to calculate 11p for 

increasing plastic deformation. The solution for i could be expressed as 

JB(W-a. )-rjQUe 

UP 
(4.5) 
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As the load increases, Up increases and the terms from the elastic part become 

relatively small in comparison. Values of rip were calculated from equation (4.5) as 

the load was incremented in the FE model. The loci of rle and r for increasing 

plasticity (defined by the ratio of Up/U,, ) are shown in figure (4.6). The initial value 

of rip was large but decreased with increasing plasticity until a steady state value was 

achieved. It is the steady state value of i1p, and the corresponding constant ile that 

was used to calculate J from the area beneath a load versus displacement curve. In 

contrast, the locus of tl, presented by Davenport (1993) shows rip increasing with 
increasing plasticity until a steady state value is achieved. By definition (see 

equation 4.5), as Up approaches zero rlp would approach infinity, hence the reason for 

rip to approach zero in Davenport's (1993) analyses is somewhat confusing. 

Nevertheless, the values of rlp calculated by Davenport (1993) for large values of 
UP/Ue compared well with the present results. 

For the 10mm thick specimens, rye and rip for each combination of W (20mm, 40mm 

and 80mm), aa/W (0.1,0.5 and 0.7) and mode of loading are given in tables (4.4) 

through to (4.6). The results are also shown graphically in figures (4.7) through to 

(4.10). Plane strain analyses were performed throughout, hence the il factors for 

B=10mm also refer to B=20mm and 40mm. 

For the short crack geometries (ao/W=0.1) steady state values of rip could not be 

achieved since J, calculated by ABAQUS for each increment of load, became 

progressively path dependent with increasing plasticity. For J to be valid, path 
independence must be maintained regardless of applied load and the plastic zone 

must be able to develop uninhibited. However, at a relatively small load the plastic 

zone in the short crack specimens spreads to the boundary of the specimen, hence the 

J integral was no longer valid since J dominance was lost. 

During the experiments, size effects in short crack (ao/W=0.1) specimens were 

studied only in Mode I and Mode II loading since there was insufficient material to 

do further studies. Consequently, il, and rlp were determined for Mode I and Mode II 

loading only. For each loading case, rip was calculated for decreasing ao/W 
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(ao/W=0.4,0.3 and 0.2) until a solution for rip could not be found. The results for 

W=80mm are shown in figure (4.7). The values of rip for decreasing aa/W were then 

fitted with a polynomial curve and the resultant equation was used to extrapolate a 

value of rip for ao/W=0.1. This technique was used to calculate rip in Mode I and 
Mode II loading for W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm, respectively. 

As shown in figures (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) the rl factors are relatively insensitive to 

changes in W and a°/W. To illustrate this further, loci of r)e and lip for W=40mm are 

plotted as a function of a for ao/W=0.1,0.5 and 0.7 in figure (4.11). However, for 

ao/W=0.1, rle are higher throughout the range of mixed mode loading compared with 

a°/W=0.5 and 0.7 which are similar. Also, the locus for W=20mm and a°/W=0.1 

does not compare with the curves for mixed mode loading (a=22.5°, 45.0° and 67.5°) 

for W=40 and 80mm which are similar. The differences however are not observed in 

Mode I or Mode II loading. 

4.3 Simulation of Mixed Mode Crack Propagation 

The aim of these investigations was to demonstrate the capability of the FE model to 

give a qualitative description of the direction of crack propagation. As discussed in 

chapter 3, ductile fracture occurs by growth and coalescence of microvoids that have 

nucleated from inclusions and second phase particles. The bulk of past research has 

been concerned with the case of Mode I loading. However, more recently, 
investigations have attempted to model the ductile fracture processes of steels subject 

to mixed mode MI loading. 

For Mode I loading a number of investigators have concluded that microvoid 

initiation obeys a critical stress criterion. However, for some steels, such as A508, 

the critical stage for ductile fracture is void growth (Beremin, 1981 and Lautridou 

and Pineau, 1981). For A508, the state of stress at the tip of a crack at initiation is of 

sufficient magnitude that the corresponding strains are relatively small. McClintock 

(1968), Rice and Tracey (1969) and Gurson (1977) have demonstrated that, in 

addition to an exponential dependence on stress state, void growth is controlled by 
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plastic equivalent strain. The potential of these models has been improved upon 

since their introduction and they now take into account, for example, variations in 

size, shape and distribution of microvoid initiating particles, and interactions between 

neighbouring voids. 

Employing Gurson's (1977) constitutive equation, Aoki et al. (1987) demonstrated 

that, in the presence of mixed mode I/II loading, one side of the notch tip sharpened 

while the other side blunted. Plotting the void volume fraction and equivalent plastic 

strain near the notch tip for various mixed mode UII ratios, Aoki et al. (1987) 

proposed that a competition exists between the blunted and sharpened sides of the 

deformed notch tip, moreover that there exists a change in failure mechanism (a 

competition between tensile and shear dominated failure). They proposed that for a 

high Mode I loading component, crack initiation occurred from the blunted side 

where the plastic equivalent strain and void volume fraction were higher. In contrast, 

for a high Mode II loading component, the equivalent plastic strain and void volume 

fraction were higher on the sharpened side, corresponding to the direction of 

maximum shear. Bhattacharjee and Knott (1994) observed that although Aoki et al. 

(1987) correctly predicted the shape of the deforming notch tip, their analysis did not 

accurately predict the damage accumulation and crack initiation direction. 

Bhattacharjee and Knott (1994) concluded that the observed change in failure 

mechanism was dependent on a number of factors such as strength, work hardening 

characteristics, inclusion size and distribution and the nature of the carbide 

precipitates and that a true mixed mode fracture criterion should account for each of 

these factors combined. 

However, the existing ductile fracture criteria for mixed mode loading fail to predict 

the path of crack propagation in the ductile regime. The intention of the 

investigations in this study was to examine the feasibility of a simple FE analysis to 

qualitatively predict the path of crack propagation for the material examined in the 

laboratory experiments: A508 class 3 C-Mn pressure vessel steel. 
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For this study, only one SEN specimen size was considered (B=20mm, W=20mm 

and ao/W=0.5), subject to three different loading conditions: Mode I (a=0.0°), Mode 

II (a=90.0°) and mixed mode loading through a=45.0°. 

Each analyses comprised of incrementally loading the specimen to a collapse load 

which was determined from the laboratory experiments. Seven loading increments 

were used. For each load increment, plastic equivalent strain (seq) contours were 

analysed with respect to r (radial distance from the crack tip) and 0 (polar angle 

measured from the plane of the crack where 0=0. =0.0°) to find the maximum 
distance and corresponding direction from the crack tip that Eeq achieved a value 

corresponding to yield. 

For mode I loading, the strain contours, compared with the crack propagation path 

observed in a typical laboratory experiment (in specimens of identical dimensions), 

are shown in figure (4.12). Although the FE method does not demonstrate the 

zig-zag nature of a propagating crack as seen in the experiments, it does show that 

the global direction of crack propagation can be qualitatively described by the 

competition between the Ceq loci which are symmetrical about the crack tip with 
increasing load. The apparent competition between the two loci may give rise to the 

zig-zag path of the propagating crack. 

The same method was used to predict the direction of crack propagation for Mode II 

loading and mixed mode loading through a=45.0°. The FE predictions compare well 

with the crack propagation path observed in typical laboratory experiments as shown 
in figure (4.13) for Mode II, and figure (4.14) for mixed mode loading through 

a=45.0°. Moreover, as seen in the experiments, the FE model predicts that the crack 
initially propagates at an angle to the plane of the initial notch and as the crack 

continues to propagate the angle decreases until propagation is in the plane of the 

initial notch. 
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4.4 Comparison with Other Studies 

In a separate study, using ABAQUS, Ayatollahi (1998) also developed a full size, 
2-dimensional FE model of the mixed mode loading fixture and SEN specimen used 
in the laboratory experiments. He designed the crack tip region using 27 rows of 36 

circumferential eight-noded plane strain elements. However, unlike the model 
described in section (4.1), Ayatollahi (1998) modelled the crack tip as an infinitely 

sharp crack such that the first circumferential row of nodes were collapsed onto a 

single co-ordinate point. The mixed mode loading fixture was assumed linear elastic 

and given a Young's modulus value of three times that of A508 (see table 2.9). This 

was to account for rigidity of the loading fixture, thus ensuring that all plastic 
deformation was confined to the specimen. The deformation characteristics of the 

specimen, described in section (4.1), were also used by Ayatollahi (1998). 

He developed three models to simulate various methods of connecting the loading 

fixture to the SEN specimen. However, only the model which incorporated contact 

elements between the internal edges of the loading fixture and SEN specimen was 

used to compare the results calculated from the model described in section (4.1). An 

SEN specimen (B=10mm, W=20mm, ao/W=0.5mm) was analysed in Mode I, Mode 

II and mixed mode loading through a=45.0°. 

In figure (4.15) the load versus displacement curves from the FE models and 

laboratory experiments are compared. Since neither FE model reflects the stiffness 

associated with the elastic loading of the test machine used in the experiments, the 

experimental loci shown have been corrected for extraneous elastic displacements. 

This has been done using the stiffness calibration functions given in tables (3.4) 

through to (3.11). It is evident that regardless of mode mixity, the FE curves 

compare well with the experiments. 

There was also good agreement between the elastic geometry functions, fi(a, aM 

and fn(a, adW), calculated for each mode of loading (see figure 4.16). The 

numerical results presented by Davenport (1993), and the pure Mode I and Mode II 
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analytical solutions proposed by Tada et al. (1973,1985), given in equations (2.3) 

and (2.6), are also in good agreement for aa/W=0.5. The results shown in figure 

(4.16) also suggest that the elastic geometry function is independent of specimen size 

but dependent on mode of loading. The analytical solutions proposed by Tada et al. 

(1973,1985) also confirm this since they consider crack length in relation to 

specimen width (ao/W) only. 

Mixed mode I/II solutions for elastic and plastic il factors are not common and only 

Davenport (1993) has presented results for a mixed mode I/II loading fixture and 

SEN specimen geometry similar to the fixture and loading combination used in this 

study. Davenport's (1993) results are shown in figure (4.17), compared with the rl 

factors calculated from limited mode mixity plane strain studies using Ayatollahi's 

(1998) contact model and the results presented in table (4.5) for a similar size 

specimen. 

Irrespective of the variation of load and displacement between the contact model and 

the results presented in table (4.5), the ri factors are in good agreement with those 

reported by Davenport (1993). Moreover, elastic mixed mode 11 factors, like the 

elastic geometry functions (figures 4.3,4.4 and 4.5), are independent of specimen 

size but dependent on mode mixity. 

Wu et al. (1990) proposed a series of analytical solutions for rip although only for 

pure Mode I loading. These are 

(1-ao/W) 1.702- 
2.144(2 a. /W-1) 

[(2 
a, /W-1)2 +05876] 

0.5 

liP 
03507-1.702ao/W+ 1.072[(2a0/W-1) 2 +05876. 

for aa/W z 0.545, and for ao/W < 0.545 

(4.8) 
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1+ 
12205 0.441 ao /W 

(4.9) lip 0.9+0.4ý+0.6 0.9+0.4ý (1_a, /W)2 

where 

o/W 
z 

1+ 1.1025 a 
1-ao/W 

(4.10) 

Wu et al. (1990) based the solutions on slip line field analyses for a variety of 

commonly used fracture mechanics specimens, comprising deep and shallow 

notches. Their results for an SEN specimen, calculated from equations (4.8) through 

to (4.10), are shown in figure (4.18) together with the results presented in tables 

(4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) for Mode I loading. Wu et al. (1990) also proposed that rlp was 

independent of specimen size but dependent on a, /W. Both the numerical and 

analytical results, shown in figure (4.18), compare well for ao/W=0.5 and 0.7, 

although the numerical results indicate a dependence on W, albeit slight. However, 

the results do not agree for ao/W=0.1. 

A possible reason for the disagreement may be due to the boundary conditions in the 

FE model between the specimen boundary and loading fixture (refer to section 4.1). 

Essentially, the rigid connection between the specimen and loading fixture constrains 

the development of the plastic zone around the crack tip since necking of the 

specimen is inhibited due to the idealised stiffness of the loading fixture. For the 

deeply cracked specimens (ao/W=0.5 and 0.7) the crack tip may have been 

sufficiently far from the specimen boundary that any effect imposed by the boundary 

conditions was small. Consequently, any possible error in rip would be less than for 

the shallow crack specimens. As the depth of crack decreases, the crack tip 

approaches the specimen boundary and any subsequent error in 71p would therefore 

increase. As a result the rip factors calculated in this present study for ao/W=0.1 may 

be artificially high. 
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Despite the rigidity of the FE model described in section (4.1), from the comparisons 

of results presented above it is evident that the rigid model can be successfully used 
to calculate the elastic and plastic functions that are necessary to determine the 

fracture toughness of a laboratory specimen directly from the load and displacement 

record. Moreover, the rigid model can also be used to give a qualitative description 

of the direction of crack propagation by examination of the contours of equivalent 

plastic strain. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

The experimental results and metallurgical studies presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are 
discussed in terms of previous work in the field of mixed mode I/II fracture. The aim 

of this chapter is to present a general discussion of the trends and major findings, and 
to make comparisons with investigations presented in the literature. Some of the 

results discussed here are unique to this research and have not been previously 

presented by other researchers. However, a rationalisation concerning their effect on 

mixed mode fracture will be made taking account of current theory. 

Section 5.1 deals with the research investigating the effect of warm prestress on 

mixed mode brittle and ductile fracture while section 5.2 deals with the research 
investigating the effect of shear and constraint on ductile mixed mode fracture. 

5.1 The Effect of Warm Pre-Stress on Mixed Mode Brittle and 

Ductile Fracture 

5.1.1 Fracture Toughness 

For brittle fracture, without the presence of near crack tip plasticity, the maximum 

tangential stress (MTS) criterion (Erdogan and Sih, 1963), detailed in section (1.2.2), 

postulates that the ratios of Ku/KI,, and KI/KI, vary according to 

K` 
cos3 

(1; ) 
_3 

Kn 
co 

A° 
sinAo =1 (5.1) 

K 2KI, 

where 00 is the fracture angle that satisfies 

KI sin0o + Ku (3cosOa 
-1) =0 (5.2) 
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The fracture locus for the MTS criterion is shown in figure (5.1) together with the 

experimental results shown in figures (2.7,2.13 and 2.20) which have been 

normalised with respect to Kif" Kif, the average Mode I non-proof loaded (NP) 

fracture toughness (see table 2.5) has been used instead of KI0 to avoid ambiguity 

with plane strain definitions of fracture toughness. For KI/KIf>0.4, the mixed mode 

experimental results, for the NP condition, lie near to the predicted MTS fracture 

locus. It appears that irrespective of increasing plasticity with increased mixed mode 

loading, fracture for KI/KIf>0.4 can be adequately described by the MTS criterion. 

However for KI/KI¢0.4 this criterion would overestimate the failure load. This is 

because with increasing plasticity, failure was close to plastic collapse. 

The MTS criterion, however, does not take account of the influence of prior loading 

and hence cannot provide a qualitative assessment. Nevertheless, there are models in 

the literature (Curry, 1983, Chell and Haigh, 1986 and Smith, 1987) which are 

capable of predicting the benefits produced by the application of LUCF, LCUF or 

LCF WPS cycles. These models are only capable of assessing the benefits of a Mode 

I proof load on Mode I fracture toughness. A simplified and lower bound form of the 

model proposed by Chell and Haigh (1986) is given by 

KLU`F 
-02 

K+0.87 
Kjo Kt, 

(5.3) 

where KLUCF is the applied stress intensity factor for low temperature after an LUCF 

WPS proof load, KI is the applied proof load stress intensity factor and KID is the 

fracture toughness at the low temperature. 

Using equation (5.3), the Mode I fracture toughness, KLUCF based on an initial Mode 

I proof load (MIP) can be determined. At room temperature, MIP gave KI to be 

131MPa4m and by equating Kif at fracture (-120°C) to KIC in equation (5.3) gives 

KLUCF=94MPaIm. This is an increase of 20% on the low temperature load bearing 

capacity. The experimental value of KLUCF was 103MPa'm, corresponding to an 

actual increase of 32%. However, the magnitude of this increase may be misleading 

since the NP experimental data exhibits significant scatter. 
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The increase in toughness arises because near crack tip compressive residual stresses 

are generated following an MIP (Curry, 1983, Chell and Haigh, 1986 and Smith and 
Garwood, 1990a). If it is postulated that the inherent material toughness remains 

unchanged, there is an apparent increase in lower shelf fracture toughness because 

compressive residual stresses have to be overcome prior to fracture. With the 

introduction of plasticity prior to final fracture, compressive residual stresses are 

relaxed and their beneficial effect can be diminished. This was observed by Smith 

and Garwood (1990b; 1992) where the benefit of the WPS decreased as the fracture 

temperature increased. 

Chell et al. (1979) proposed that the relative size of plastic zone created during the 

initial loading and unloading, and final fracture events could also provide a measure 

of benefit, again specific to Mode I WPS followed by Mode I fracture. They propose 

three cases which can be used to assess whether, in Mode I loading an LUCF WPS 

can enhance the low temperature fracture characteristics of a structural component. 

Each case has been described in detail in Chapter 1, section 1.5.2. 

Applying each case to assess the influence of a Mode I, room temperature proof load, 

on Mode I fracture behaviour at -120°C, using approximate values of KIf and KI of 

103MPa'm and 87.6MPaJm respectively, and aysl and ays2 of 358MPa and 565MPa, 

respectively, the models given in equation (1.44), (1.46) and (1.48) predict that a 

Mode I benefit is gained from a Mode I WPS. This is based on satisfying case 2, 

given by equation (1.46), where the size of the plastic zone at fracture is greater than 

the unloading plastic zone but smaller than the initial loading plastic zone. 

This can be justified further by estimating the size of plastic zone created during 

initial loading and unloading, and at fracture. Given that the plane strain plastic zone 

size, rp is proportional to (K/ays)2/3n, on initial loading, rp 6.35mm, and at fracture, 

rP 3.53mm. The unloading plastic zone is approximately one quarter of the size of 

the initial loading plastic zone, giving rp 1.59mm. 

For increasing shear loading the experiments show that there was not as great an 

increase in low temperature toughness after MIP as there was for Mode I. This was a 
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direct consequence of the increase in plasticity relaxing the compressive residual 

stresses. In pure shear after MIP, compressive residual stresses had been completely 

removed, and there was no increase in toughness. 

Following proof loading in pure shear (MIIP) the near crack tip residual stresses are 

more complex than for MIP conditions. MIIP conditions produce compressive and 

tensile residual stresses lying either side of the plane of the crack. Tensile residual 

stresses enhance the fracture conditions, and the experiments demonstrated that lower 

tensile loads, compared to NP conditions, were required to produce low temperature 

fracture. Consequently the load bearing capacity following MIIP was lower than for 

NP conditions, as shown in figure (2.26). Increasing the shear component introduced 

plasticity at the lower temperature, and diminished the influence of the tensile 

residual stresses. Finally, for pure shear, there was no influence of MIIP loading on 

Mode II fracture, similar to conditions after MIP loading. 

For failure in Mode II, fracture toughness appeared to be unaffected by the 

application of a proof load, whether Mode I or Mode II, and plastic collapse occurred 

prior to the onset of brittle fracture in each case. As a result, the actual toughness in 

Mode II, KII would have to be derived by applying a simply geometric function times 

the Mode II collapse load. 

Compared with the Mode I fracture toughness data the scatter was significantly 

reduced in Mode II. Ideally, additional tests are needed to determine the extent of 

experimental scatter throughout the range of mixed mode loading. However, the data 

that has been obtained is sufficient to illustrate how the mixed mode failure loci for 

MIP and MIIP loaded specimens compare with NP load conditions for low 

temperature mixed mode I/II fracture. 

5.1.2 Fracture Faces and Angles 

The predicted variation of Ao according to the MTS criterion, equation (5.2), is shown 

in figure (5.2). For loading at a=0.0° (Mode I, ß=90.0°), a=36.0° (ß=75.2°) and 
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a=54.0° (ß=64.4°) the measured angles for cleavage fracture for NP, MIP and MIIP 

conditions are in general agreement with those predicted by the MTS criterion. 

However for greater amounts of shear loading (ß<64.4°, a>54°), for NP conditions, 

the fracture angles deviated significantly from values predicted by the MTS criterion. 

This is not surprising since it was observed that the fracture mechanism was not 

cleavage but a shear mechanism. The change in failure mechanism indicated by 

fracture angle measurements is also in close agreement with evidence of significant 

plasticity shown in the non-linearity of the load versus load point displacement 

curves (figure 2.26), and the deviation of KI/Kif, failure stress intensity ratio from the 

fracture locus given by the MTS criterion (figure 5.1). 

For shear fracture, near crack tip slip line fields (Shih, 1974, Budden, 1988 and 

Budden and Jones, 1989) suggest that the. angle of maximum shear stress (and strain) 

for plane strain conditions ranges from 70° for Mode I to 00 for Mode II. The 

predicted directions (0) of the plastic zones obtained by Budden and Jones (1989) are 

shown in figure (5.2) as a function of the equivalent crack angle ß (equation 2.9). 

For loading at a=54.0° for NP conditions, final fracture was predominately a 

cleavage mechanism, and the measured fracture angle agrees with the MTS criterion 

(figure 5.2). This is regardless of ductile tearing (figure 2.29) prior to failure. For 

lower values of ß it is evident that the fracture angles lie between the predictions 

from the MTS criterion and the predictions from the maximum extent of the plastic 

zone. Fracture surface examination of the two NP loaded specimens for a=72.0° 

revealed similar features which suggests that at this combination of tension and shear 

loading, a change in failure mechanism is occurring. 

Following MIP and MIIP loading the measured fracture angles suggest that the MTS 

criterion is more appropriate for a greater range of equivalent crack angles, ß than for 

the NP case. Prior Mode I loading generated compressive residual stresses and 

thereby constrained the onset of further plasticity. For example, for mixed mode 

loading at a=72.0° (ß=44.0°), although there was only a minor change in the load 
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bearing capacity compared to NP conditions, the measured fracture angle coincided 

more closely with the MTS criterion. 

Prior Mode II loading generated compressive and tensile residual stresses. Brittle 

fracture conditions were more favourable for a combination of applied mechanical 

stresses and tensile residual stresses. Consequently, the critical fracture stress was 

achieved before the onset of further plasticity, and the fracture angle again agrees 

more closely with the MTS criterion for mixed mode loading at a=72.0° than for NP 

conditions. 

Ideally, further tests are needed at a=72.0° to confirm the apparent transition in 

failure mechanism which was observed from the limited data. 

5.2 The Effect of Shear and Constraint on Mixed Mode Ductile 

Fracture 

The purpose of these experiments was to characterise the mixed mode ductile 

fracture characteristics of A508 Class 3 C-Mn forging steel which is commonly used 

in the manufacture of pressure vessels, particularly in the nuclear industry. Previous 

studies (Davenport, 1993) have demonstrated that the chemical composition of the 

material is within specification (A508/A508M-95) and room temperature mechanical 

tests have shown that the material is isotropic. However, Davenport (1993) found 

slight orientation effects in Mode I fracture mechanics studies using cracked C(T) 

specimens. This was not the case for Mode II loading. The sensitivity of specimen 

orientation in Mode I, and the insensitivity in Mode II, could be due to the volume 

fraction of Mn-S inclusions present within the material. Lautridou and Pineau (1991) 

addressed the issue of void volume fraction of inclusions for A508 Class 3 steel and 

concluded that fracture in Mode I is strongly dependent on their orientation and 

distribution. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, section 3.1, two billets of A508 steel were supplied by 

British Energy p1c. for characterisation. Each had an equi-axed pearlitic grain 
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structure (see figure 3.2) and an average grain size of approximately 16µm. The 

equi-axed nature of the grains suggests that a final heat treatment, post rolling may 

have been performed while the material was being manufactured. Material 

orientation has two important implications; 

1. the isotropic equiaxed grain structure would have a negligible effect on fracture 

toughness and tearing resistance, since their behaviour would be similar in all 

orientations, and 

2. for fracture in Mode I, the size, shape and distribution of second phase particles 

and inclusions is dominant. The results suggest that higher plastic strains are 

required for hole growth to occur around inclusions orientated in specific 
directions. 

Because of the very low void volume fraction of inclusions in A508 steel (Lautridou 

and Pineau, 1991), fracture in mode I is only achieved when the energy required for 

fracture exceeds the energy requirements of a volume of material containing the 

orientated inclusions in the un-cracked ligament region of a cracked specimen 
(Figure 5.3a). In mode II, the energy required for fracture is principally concerned 

with the separation of a plane of material directly ahead of the crack tip in shear 

(Figure 5.3b). Since there was no microscopic evidence of shearing through 

inclusions, it is proposed that the preferred path for fracture involves shearing along 
inclusion grain boundaries. For mode I, the size, shape, orientation and volume 
fraction of inclusions causes a variation in global strength over the volume of 

material in the un-cracked ligament region, subject to tensile loading. In mode II, 

these effects appear to be negligible for a crack propagating in shear. The 

relationship between the specimen crack orientation, S-L, used in these tests, and 
inclusion orientation is shown in Figure (5.4) for clarity. 

Contrary to the behaviour of other steels reported in the open literature (refer to 

Chapter 1, section 1.4), Davenport (1993) has shown that A508 has a significantly 
lower initiation toughness (J;,,; t) and tearing resistance (dJ/da) in Mode II loading than 

in Mode I loading. This was one of the principal reasons for pursuing this current 
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research and to extend investigations to determine the effect of constraint on mixed 

mode ductile fracture. 

Since the specimens in this current study were from the same forging that was used 

by Davenport (1993) it is not surprising that the level of anisotropy, displayed via a 

series of mechanical tests, was negligible. Moreover, to determine the orientation of 

each billet was a difficult task and could only be assessed from the size, shape and 

orientation of the Mn-S inclusions present, which were minimal. 

A lack of anisotropy is important since one of the features of mixed mode loading is 

that crack growth is not always planar to the original crack or crack like defect. For 

this reason, with the exception of the study detailed in Chapter 3, section 3.7, none of 

the specimens were side grooved. Moreover, since the level of anisotropy is 

negligible, the differences observed in the size and shape of the different R-curves for 

different combinations of B, W and ao/W in mixed mode loading, reported in Chapter 

3, are therefore relatively independent of the structure of the material. 

For a crack depth ratio, aa/W of 0.5 Davenport (1993) has shown using SEN 

specimens that the Mode I R-curve is significantly higher than the Mode II R-curve 

and that the effect of increasing Mode II is to reduce the value of J;,,; t and dJ/da until 

the limiting condition of pure Mode II is reached. The mixed mode R-curves for 

B=10mm, W=20mm were compared with Davenport's (1993) R-curves for 

B=20mm, W=20mm (see figure 5.5), since previous studies have shown that the 

R-curves are independent of specimen thickness. The results compared reasonably 

well, with the exception for Mode I loading. Throughout the tests the method of 

loading and instrumentation used to monitor the local displacements (A111, A, (,,, and 

AI, p) were identical. In addition the same analyses techniques were used. The only 

differences were in the size of the loading fixtures (see figures 2.2 and 3.5) used to 

apply conditions of mixed mode loading, and r)e and rlp which were determined by 

finite element analyses and enabled the J-Integral to be determined from a laboratory 

record of applied load and displacement. 
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The distance between the opposing loading holes (example: Mode I, a=0.0°) in 

Davenport's (1993) loading fixture is 160mm and in the loading fixture used in this 

present study, 330mm. In comparison, Davenport's (1993) loading fixture introduces 

a higher bending moment about the crack tip since the loading holes are closer 

together. Consequently, the crack tip constraint is different in the two specimens 

since the level of triaxial stress is different. As a result Davenport's (1993) R-curves 

are lower than the R-curves developed in this study where the ligament ahead of the 

crack tip is subject to predominantly tensile loading. 

The introduction of a Mode II component diminishes the effect of bending. As can 

be seen in figure (5.5) the mixed mode results from the two loading fixtures compare 

well. For Mode II loading, the R-curves should be identical regardless of loading 

fixture since the crack faces are simply being slid over one another. However, 

although the difference in dJ/da is negligible, Davenport's (1993) R-curve is higher 

since the toughness required for initiation is higher. The magnitude of J is dependent 

on 11 factors (see equation 3.2) which scale the elastic and plastic regions under the 

load versus displacement curve, thus defining the magnitude of Je and Jp. 

Davenport's (1993) elastic and plastic il factors are 60% and 21% higher, 

respectively than the current values (viz. 0.12 and 0.87 compared with 0.075 and 

0.72) which would account for the differences in the R-curves. Davenport (1993) 

determined his il factors using the finite element software package, BERSAFE. 

Davenport collapsed the nodes defining the crack tip onto a single point to represent 

an infinitely sharp crack tip. In the present study the package ABAQUS was used 

and the crack tip was modelled as a key-hole notch of radius, r--50µm (see figure 

4.1), which is thought to be more representative of the specimen being tested since 

the cracks were produced by EDM (as were Davenport's, 1993). 

Although the effect of friction in Mode II and near Mode II loading has not been 

quantified in this present study it is recognised as having an effect on the magnitude 

and shape of the R-curve. The specimens used in this study, and during Davenport's 

(1993) experiments were notched using EDM to reduce the variation in initial crack 

depth (hence variation in adW) which could have been significant if fatigue 

precracking had been employed. Essentially this technique ensures that any frictional 
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effects are associated with initiation and the surface roughness of the newly formed 

crack surfaces of the propagating shear crack sliding against each other. A number of 

experimentalists have pre-fatigued their specimens to achieve a desired ao/W, 

apparently unaware that for nominally the same ao/W, the variation in length of the 

fatigue precrack, as well as roughness of the newly formed crack surfaces, has a 

significant effect on the amount of friction present and on the magnitude of the 

R-curve. This could possibly be due to the high degree of scatter reported in some 

Mode II investigations. To date, there has not been any quantitative investigations 

into the effect of friction although a number of researchers have recognised this as a 

potential problem in Mode II and mixed mode loading with a high component of 

shear. 

A direct comparison of the mixed mode data presented in this thesis with the limited 

data presented in the open literature is difficult due to the different levels of 

constraint imposed by the different methods used to apply mixed mode conditions. 

A number of experimentalists have applied mixed mode conditions via three- and 

four-point-bend loading fixtures which for Mode I loading are generally recognised 

as giving lower bound R-curves since the specimens maintain a higher level of 

constraint under fully plastic conditions compared to tensile loaded specimens. 

Additional problems arise due to the different methods used to analyse mixed mode 

loading, such as crack tip opening and sliding displacement which has been used by 

Maccagno and Knott (1992) and Bhattacharjee and Knott (1994). 

5.2.1 Mode I Fracture 

Initial studies have investigated the effect of specimen size when the crack tip is 

subject to conditions of pure Mode I loading for a crack depth ratio, ao/W of O. S. The 

experiments demonstrate that an increase in specimen thickness (B=10,20 and 

40mm) has a negligible effect on J;,,; t and dJ/da in Mode I (see figure 3.20). This is in 

agreement with Joyce and Link (1995) who tested HSLA HY100 using SEN 

specimens up to 50mm thick. In contrast a number of investigators, also examining 

C-Mn steels (Andrews and Shih, 1979 tested A533B, Gibson, 1986 tested 
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BS4360-43A, Turner, 1986 tested EN32 and Gibson et al., 1987 tested 

BS4360-43A), have found that an increase in specimen thickness causes dJ/da to 

decrease but the reported effects on J;,,; t are varied. 

Also shown in figure (3.20) is the effect of specimen width. As can be seen, a 

variation in specimen width has a significant effect on both J;,,; t and dJ/da since J;,,; t 
for W=20mm is greater than for W=40mm which is similar to W=80mm and dJ/da 

for W=20mm is greater than for W=40mm which is greater than for W=80mm. 

Jones and Gordon (1989) and Gordon and Challenger (1989) - examined HSLA 

HY100 using SEN specimens and although they reported that J;,,; t was independent of 
W they demonstrated that dJ/da decreases as W increases. The range of W tested by 

Jones and Gordon (1989) and Gordon and Challenger (1989) was 30mm<_W<_150mm 

and 15mm5W: 5120mm, respectively. In contrast, Gibson (1986) who tested 

BS4360-43A using C(T) specimens and Turner (1986) who tested EN3B using SEN 

specimens found dJ/da to increase, albeit slightly, as W increased. 

Similar effects of specimen size on J;,,; t and dJ/da in Mode I loading were observed in 

the deeper cracked specimens, corresponding to an ao/W of 0.7. However, although 

the R-curves for B=10mm, W20mm and B=20mm, W=20mm were similar to the 

R-curves for ao/W=0.5, the R-curve for B=10mm, W=80mm for ao/W=0.7>0.5 (see 

figure 3.41). Moreover, J;,,; t was similar for each R-curve except for B=10mm, 

W=80mm, where a. /W=0.5 was significantly lower. Recently Joyce and Link (1997) 

have presented R-curves for SEN specimens of HSLA HY80 over a range of ao/W 

ratios from 0.13 to 0.83. They reported that the wide range of constraint present over 

this range of ao/W resulted in R-curves with nearly constant J;,; t but with widely 

varying dJ/da. They plotted dJ/da versus ao/W and showed that dJ/da decreased as 

aa/W increased, that is until 0.7 when dJ/da began to increase. The results presented 
in figure (3.41) for W=20mm agree with their observations, however the results for 

W=80mm suggest that an increase in specimen size (an increase in constraint) causes 

the lower limit value of ao/W to decrease (that is, a shift in the limiting value of ao/W 
is observed). 
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In Mode I loading, failure occurs by microvoid nucleation, growth and coalescence. 
As reported by many researchers, blunting of the crack tip was observed prior to 

crack initiation at the centre of the notch followed by crack propagation. Microvoids 

nucleated along grain boundaries, parallel to the loading direction and within the 

pearlite grains due to cracking of the cementite platelets. With increasing load the 

voids grew and eventually coalesced when the net section ligament area between 

neighbouring voids could no longer sustain a further increase in load. On a global 

scale the crack propagated (via microvoid coalescence) in the plane of the initial 

notch (0=0°), although locally this was achieved in a zig-zag pattern at ±45° to the 

plane of the initial notch (Gudas, 1985 and Beachem and Yoda, 1973). The tip of the 

propagating crack of all specimens examined was blunt and nucleated microvoids 

were clearly visible ahead of the crack front. 

Tunnelling was observed in all Mode I loaded specimens. In the thinner specimens 

this effect was more pronounced (B=10mm) since the triaxial stress at the crack tip is 

low in comparison to thicker specimens, such as B=40mm. However, the increase in 

triaxial stress associated with an increase in B is not reflected in the size and shape of 

the R-curves presented in Chapter 3. 

5.2.2 Mode II Fracture 

The Mode II experiments (figures 3.21,3.32 and 3.40 for aa/W=0.5,0.7 and 0.1, 

respectively) demonstrate that specimen size has a negligible effect on Jilit and Oda, 

and microscopic examination has shown that failure is due to shear localisation. 

There is a lack of experimental evidence in the open literature to corroborate these 

findings. However, Ayatollahi (1998) has recently presented results from numerical 

analyses for an SEN specimen with an ao/W of 0.5. His results confirm that the 

mechanism of shear localisation is almost independent of the geometry and loading 

conditions in Mode II loading where the hydrostatic stress in the vicinity of the crack 

tip is significantly reduced compared to Mode I loading. However, the decrease in 

stress triaxiality is overcome by an increase in plastic strain with respect to void 

nucleation. As an aside, Davenport (1993) investigated the effects of orientation in 
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Mode I and Mode II loading. Although there was significant scatter in Mode I 

between the six combinations of specimen orientation with respect to L, S and T (see 

figure 1.15) for both J;,,; t and dJ/da this was not seen in the Mode II studies. 

Essentially for Mode II loading of A508 C-Mn steel the effect of orientation was 

negligible. Moreover, the effect of specimen size and microstructure was found to 

have a negligible effect on Mode II loading also (see Chapter 3, sections 3.8 to 3.10 

and 3.14). 

Green and Miles (1983) tested two C-Mn steels in Mode II using side grooved 

compact double shear (CDS) and double punch shear (DPS) specimens at ambient 

temperature. They found that J1 it for each specimen geometry was similar and only a 

slight variation in dJ/da was observed. The results presented by Green and Miles 

(1983) compare well with the Mode II side grooved results presented in Chapter 3, 

suggesting that the effect of geometry in Mode II loading is negligible (see figure 

5.6). 

Unlike Mode I, at the onset of shear loading asymmetric blunting of the notch tip 

causes one side to blunt and the other to sharpen. Similar features have been 

observed by Aoki et al. (1987) who demonstrated that the strain and void volume 

fraction were higher at the sharpened corner with increasing load due to the 

distribution of equivalent plastic strain. In the present experiments a higher density 

of microvoids nucleated at the sharpened corner where the localisation of plastic 

strain was high. This led to a loss in stress carrying capability and subsequent failure 

of the ligament between neighbouring voids by a localised shear mechanism. In 

contrast to the failure mechanism in Mode I (microvoid nucleation, growth and 

coalescence), microvoids initiated in Mode II but there was no evidence of growth. 

This is attributed to the lack of hydrostatic stress which is necessary for growth to 

occur. These features have been demonstrated in detailed finite element analyses by 

Aoki et al. (1987) and Ghosal and Narasimhan (1996) who studied the stress and 

strain distributions in the vicinity of a crack tip subject to mixed mode loading. They 

also examined the effect of void density and the interaction between neighbouring 

voids around the crack tip. 
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5.2.3 Mixed Mode Fracture 

R-curves for mixed mode loading have mainly been developed for an a°/W of 0.5. 

Thickness effects were only investigated for a=45.0° and like Mode I and Mode II 

they were found to have a negligible effect on the size and shape of the R-curve. The 

effect of specimen width was examined for a=22.5°, 45.0° and 67.5° and can be seen 
in figures (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), respectively. 

The R-curves for a=22.5° are independent of specimen size when the amount of 

crack growth, Ea<1mm. For Aa>lmm the R-curves are size dependent. The results 
demonstrate that J;,; t is independent of specimen size, unlike dJ/da for extended crack 

growth. Moreover, similar observations were made for a=45.0° and 67.5°. 

Mixed mode loading causes asymmetric blunting of the crack tip where the angle of 

the blunted tip, caused by the forward rotation of the upper crack flank in relation to 

the lower, corresponds approximately to the mixed mode loading angle, a. For 

a=45.0° and 67.5°, shear cracks initiated at the blunt side of the deformed notch. In 

contrast, competing failure mechanisms were observed for loading through a=22.5° 

which was probably due to the variation in specimen width causing a change in 

constraint. Essentially the wider specimens (W=80mm) failed in a manner similar to 

that observed in Mode I while the smaller width specimens (W=20mm) failed by 

shear localisation. 

For mixed mode loading, Ghosal and Narisimhan (1996) used finite elements to 

study the contours of equivalent plastic strain in the vicinity of the notch. In 

agreement with Aoki et at. (1987) and Budden (1988) they showed the deformation 

of the crack tip as a function of mode mixity, detailing the sharpening and blunting 

characteristics of the notch during deformation which are evident in the present 

experiments. Moreover, they demonstrated that the maximum plastic strain occurs 

near the blunted part of the notch tip which, also in agreement with the present 

experiments, they predict to be the location for microvoid nucleation and localised 

shear localisation. 
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The mixed mode R-curves for B=10mm, W=20,40 and 80mm are shown in figures 

(3.25), (3.26) and (3.27), respectively for ao/W=0.5. Similarly, the mixed mode 

R-curves for B=10mm, W=20 and 80mm are shown in figures (3.35) and (3.36), 

respectively for ao/W=0.7. 

Figures (3.25) and (3.35) for W=20mm show a proportional decrease in both J;,,; t and 

dJ/da with increasing Mode II until the limiting condition of pure Mode II is reached. 

With the exception of the Mode I R-curves, the R-curves for W=40 and 80mm also 

follow this trend. However, the Mode I R-curves are no longer upper bound curves. 

The increase in constraint associated with an increase in specimen width is reflected 

only in the Mode I R-curves and not when a component of Mode II is present. This 

is possibly due to the competition between ductile tearing and shear localisation 

diminishing the effect of bending. The Mode I R-curves suggest that in addition to 

tensile loading at the crack tip, a proportion of this load is attributed to bending. 

Bend loading is not reflected in the curve for W=20mm but becomes increasingly 

effective as W increases. 

In the experiments, if the tensile force was applied along the centreline of the 

uncracked ligament ahead of the crack, the effect of bending would be zero and the 

applied load would be predominantly tensile. However, the load was always applied 

directly through the crack tip in the experiments. Consequently, the effect of bending 

increased as the uncracked ligament ahead of the initial notch increased since the 

centre of eccentric loading, `e' moved progressively further from the crack tip. For 

W=20mm the bending moment is small since `e' is close to the crack tip thus the 

effect of bending is small. However, for W=80mm the bending moment is much 

larger since `e' is further from the crack tip, hence the effect of bending becomes 

more instrumental. 

The analytical solutions (Miller, 1988) for combined tension (N) and shear (Q) 

loading, compared with the experimental data were presented in figures (3.56a) and 

(3.57a) for a. /W=0.5 and 0.7, respectively. The loci for W=20mm compare well 

with the experimental data since the effect of bending is negligible. Similarly, good 

agreement was also seen for W=80mm, that is, except for pure tension. Miller 
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(1988) also gives solutions for combined tension, shear and bend (M) loading. These 

curves are plotted with the experimental data in figures (5.7a) and (5.7b) for 

a. /W=0.5 and 0.7, respectively. As shown, although conservative, the analytical 

solutions predict well the limit loads for mixed mode loading, effectively 

demonstrating the significance of bending. 

In an attempt to obtain a simple relationship between the tensile and shear loading 

characteristics for ductile tearing of A508 steel, Davenport (1993) proposed a simple 

scaling factor interpolation relationship between the Mode I and Mode II load line 

R-curves, demonstrating that only tests in pure modes of loading need to be 

performed to enable the R-curves to be predicted for any combination of tension and 

shear loading. Davenport's (1993) interpolation plot is given by 

J= ßJj + ý1- ßýJII (5.6) 

ß=costa, where a is the mixed mode loading angle (units: degrees) shown in figures 

(2.2) and (3.5) for the different loading fixtures used throughout this research. 

Davenport (1993) used ß since the component of load (P) responsible for Mode I 

crack growth is found by multiplying P with the factor cos(a). As J is proportional to 

the square of the load, ß=costa. Davenport (1993) found this relationship to predict 

his mixed mode R-curves for A508 reasonably well (see figure 5.8) with the greatest 

error in J of 16% (equivalent to an 8% error in toughness) occurring for loading 

though a=36.0° (see figure 2.2). 

Davenport's (1993) interpolation model has been applied to the present data for 

B=1Omm, W=20,40 and 80mm (see figures 5.9,5.10 and 5.11, respectively) with a 

crack depth ratio corresponding to aa/W=0.5. As can be seen, this method does not 

apply to the present mixed mode data. 

Davenport's (1993) experimental results (figure 5.8) demonstrate that the change in 

dJ/da between Mode I and Mode II loading is small but J;,,; t is large since initiation 

for Mode I loading requires more energy than for Mode II loading. The reason for 
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dJ/da being similar is due to bend loading being significant during Mode I loading. 

Consequently, the scaling factor approach works well. In this present study the 

experiments for B=10mm and W=20mm (figure 5.9) show that dJ/da for Mode I is 

much greater than for a=22.5°, 45.0°, 67.5° and Mode II which are all similar and 
failed via shear localisation. Unlike Davenport's (1993) Mode I R-curve, Mode I 

loading in the present study was predominantly tensile since `e' was small, hence 

dJ/da was large. 

As the specimen width increases ̀e' increases, hence dJ/da decreases (see figure 

3.20). However, the introduction of Mode II diminishes the effect of bending by 

allowing the crack faces to slide as well as open, even when a significant amount of 

Mode I loading is present. For near Mode I loading crack opening displacement is 

much greater than crack sliding displacement hence J;,,; t is large. For near Mode II 

loading crack opening displacement is much less than crack sliding displacement 

hence J;,,; t is much lower. The experiments suggest that once initiation has occurred, 

as long as failure is via shear localisation, dJ/da is similar regardless of mode mixity 
(see figures 3.26 and 3.27 for B=10mm and W=40 and 80mm, respectively). Ductile 

tearing is always the failure mechanism for Mode I loading despite the increasing 

contribution from bend loading with increasing constraint. 

5.3.3 Separation of Mode I and Mode II Contributions to Mixed Mode 

Loading 

During the experiments, displacements perpendicular and parallel to the original 

notch were recorded. From these measurements and a record of the applied load, 

individual values of J corresponding to simultaneous opening (Mode I, Jtcn) and 

sliding (Mode II, Jicp) of the crack faces during mixed mode loading were 

determined. The R-curves for an ao/W of 0.5 are shown in figures (3.28a) through to 

(3.30b) for B=10mm, W=20,40 and 80mm. For an ao/W of 0.7 the R-curves are 

shown in figures (3.37a) through to (3.38b) for B=10mm, W=20 and 80mm. 
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Interestingly, these curves agree well with the microscopic observations (Chapter 3, 

section 3.12), since they demonstrate the competition between the two failure 

mechanisms; ductile tearing and shear localisation. 

For a°/W=0.5 and B=10mm, W=20 (figures 3.28a and 3.28b) and 40mm (figures 

3.29a and 3.29b), the Mode I, Jl,,, R-curves were much greater than the Mode II, Jicp 

R-curves for Mode I loading and a=22.5°, inferring that failure was dominated by 

tensile loading for a<22.5°. For loading through a=45.0°, a=67.5° and Mode II the 

Mode II, Jicp R-curves were much greater than the Mode I, Jic� R-curves thus inferring 

that failure was dominated by shear loading and a transition from ductile tearing to 

shear localisation occurred between a=22.5° and 45.0°. However, for B=10mm, 

W=80mm, the Mode I, J1,,, and Mode II, Jicp R-curves for a=45.0° were similar 

suggesting that an increase in specimen width (corresponding to an increase in 

constraint) suppresses shear localisation. 

This can be further clarified by plotting curves of dJ/da versus a and J; n; t versus a for 

Mode I, Jic� and Mode II, J, 1, to see the competition between crack opening and crack 

sliding for increasing W. For a°/W=0.5, B=10mm, W=20mm, 40mm and 80mm the 

curves are shown in figures (5.12) to (5.14) for dJ/da and figures (5.15) to (5.17) for 

Jinit" As can be seen, for increasing W the variation in dJ/da and J;,,; t are negligible for 

Mode II, Jicp. However, when tensile loading is significant, the loci of dJ/da and J; n; t 
for Mode I, Jig� differ significantly. Moreover, the change in failure mechanism with 

mixed mode loading, as seen under the microscope, coincides approximately with the 

crossover over of the Mode I, Ji, � and Mode II, Jic, loci. For W=20,40 and 80mm the 

loci based on tearing resistance predict a change in failure mechanism at a=30.0°, 

32.5° and 42.5°, respectively. Similarly, the loci based on J; n; t predict a=34.0°, 41.0° 

and 45.0° for W=20,40 and 80mm respectively. This method is not restricted to 

a°/W=0.5 but works just as well for aa/W=0.7. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 The Effect of Warm Pre-Stress on Mixed Mode Brittle and 

Ductile Fracture 

1. The mixed mode fracture toughness, expressed in terms of stress intensity 

factor, of a ferritic pressure vessel steel tested at -120°C, using non proof loaded 

specimens, were found to agree with the elastic MTS criterion for KI/KI10.4. For 

KI/KI¢0.4 the failure load would be overestimated using the MTS criterion. 

2. An increase of approximately 30% in Mode I load bearing capacity and fracture 

toughness at low temperature was produced by an initial room temperature Mode I 

proof load. This increase is also in broad agreement with predictions. With 

increasing shear loading the increase in low temperature toughness was not as great. 

3. The enhancement in fracture toughness and load bearing capacity following 

Mode I proof loading is essentially limited to conditions promoting cleavage fracture. 

4. A reduction of approximately 60% in Mode I load bearing capacity and fracture 

toughness at low temperature was produced by an initial room temperature Mode II 

proof load. 

5. The Mode II load bearing capacity and fracture toughness at low temperature 

was unaffected by the application of an initial room temperature Mode I or Mode II 

proof load. This is due to plastic collapse occurring prior to the onset of brittle 

fracture, and removing the influence of prior history. 

6. With increasing shear loading there was a transition in the fracture angle that 

closely corresponded with a change of failure mechanism. The transition from 

cleavage to ductile fracture was suppressed when Mode I and Mode II proof loading 

was introduced, with cleavage fracture being more prominent. 
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6.2 The Effect of Shear and Constraint on Mixed Mode Ductile 

Fracture 

1. A new loading fixture is presented that enables combinations of Mode I and 
Mode II loading to be applied directly through the crack tip of SEN specimens 

of different width, thickness and crack depth ratio. 

2. A full matrix of tests have been carried out to determine the ductile crack 
initiation and tearing resistance of a C-Mn steel at ambient temperature. 

3. Finite element analyses have been used to determine elastic and plastic 

geometry dependent functions for SEN specimens of different width, thickness 

and crack depth ratio subject to mixed mode loading. These results have been 

used to calculate the elastic-plastic fracture toughness of laboratory test 

specimens. 

4. Stiffness calibration functions have been determined for each combination of 

specimen width and thickness and for each mode of loading. These results 
have been used in the analysis of fracture toughness to extract the extraneous 

energy associated with flexure of the test machine and loading fixture. 

5. The ductile fracture results have shown that there is an increase in constraint 

with increasing specimen width in Mode I loading such that the slope of the R- 

curve decreases. It has been demonstrated that this is due to an increase in 

bend load at the crack tip with increasing W. The effect of increasing specimen 

thickness is negligible. 

6. Mode II fracture toughness is independent of specimen size and can be 

described by a Master Curve. The master curve is dependent of ao/W ratio. 

Experiments have shown that an increase in aa/W causes a decrease in tearing 

resistance in Mode II loading. 
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7. The application of shear loading diminishes the effect of bend loading due to 

the competition between tension and shear. Furthermore, unlike Mode I, an 
increase in specimen width and/or thickness does not influence the size and 

shape of the R-curve. 

8. The mixed mode ductile fracture characteristics of a C-Mn steel revealed that 

there is competition between void growth and shear localisation mechanisms 

which is affected by specimen width. This can be explained by loci of either 

dJ/da or J;,,; t as a function of the mixed mode loading angle a, for local Mode I, 

Jic� and Mode II, J1 , components of load. 

9. In Mode I loading, ductile fracture is via microvoid nucleation, growth and 

coalescence. In Mode II, nucleated microvoids do not grow but coalesce by 

local failure between neighbouring voids. A principal site for void nucleation 

is at grain boundaries. For Mode II, microvoids also nucleate within pearlite 

grains due to cracking of the cementite platelets. If shear loading is dominant 

the tearing behaviour is independent of specimen size. If tensile loading is 

dominant the tearing behaviour is dependent on specimens width but 

independent on change in thickness. 

10. By plotting the direction of maximum plastic equivalent strain for increasing 

applied load a qualitative prediction of the direction of crack propagation has 

been done using finite element analyses. The results compare well with the 

crack paths observed in the laboratory experiments. 
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CHAPTER 7: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

To enhance the experimental results and numerical studies presented in the preceding 

chapters, some recommendations for future work are given below. 

7.1 The Effect of Warm Prestress on Mixed Mode Brittle and 

Ductile Fracture 

Near Mode II fracture toughness experiments failed in a ductile manner at 

-120°C. At this temperature, fracture near Mode I loading was via a brittle 

mechanism. This suggests that there is a shift in the brittle-to-ductile transition 

temperature with mixed mode loading. The lower shelf temperature for Mode 

II loading should be determined and the experiments repeated to generate a 

true, linear elastic Ku vs. KI fracture toughness locus. This would enable a true 

understanding of the effect of a prior overload at ambient temperature on mixed 

mode brittle fracture, particularly for near Mode II loading. 

2. Although a benefit in terms of load bearing capacity and fracture toughness at 
low temperature is achieved by an LUCF WPS cycle, it has been shown that 

this is a rather conservative method (Yukawa, 1969). The greatest benefits are 

reported to be achieved by an LCF WPS cycle. It would be interesting to see 
how these results would compare with the present data and what would result 
for loading near Mode II. 

3. Ayatollahi (1998) used FE to demonstrate a change in failure mechanism for 

non proof load mixed mode fracture using a plastic collapse analysis and the 

strain energy density criterion to describe the ductile and brittle behaviour 

respectively. His predictions were in good agreement with the data presented 
in this thesis. It would be beneficial if these studies were extended in an 

attempt to quantify the WPS effect. Models exist (chapter 1, section 1.5) for 

Mode I loading that are capable of predicting the low temperature benefits 
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achieved by a proof load applied in the ductile regime. It may be possible to 

adapt one of these models to describe the benefit for mixed mode fracture. 

7.2 The Effect of Shear and Constraint on Ductile Mixed Mode 

Fracture 

Mixed mode ductile fracture studies were unsuccessful for low constraint 
investigations (ao/W=0.1), since strain hardening at the crack tip promoted 

gross yielding throughout each specimen and prevented crack initiation. 

Consequently, specimens with slightly deeper cracks (aa/W=0.2 to 0.3) should 
be studied to enable the R-curves to be compared for a complete range of low, 

medium and high constraint conditions. 

2. A method for separating the relative contributions of Mode I, Jicn and Mode II, 

Ji, p loading for mixed mode loading situations has been presented. This 

method has been shown to give a good approximation of a change in failure 

mechanism from dimple rupture (Mode I dominated failure) to shear 

localisation (Mode II dominated failure). In addition it has been shown that 

when shear is the dominant failure mechanism (either J;,,; t or dJ/da for Mode II, 

Jicp is greater than for Mode I, Jic,, ), for increasing shear load dJ/da can be 

considered constant but the R-curves are scaled by J;,,; t. When failure is 

dominated by tension, both dJ/da and J; n; t are a function of mode mixity. It 

would be interesting to see if these features could be studied using FE where 

the local Mode I and II components are quantified in terms of failure criteria 

such as the models proposed by Gurson (1977) and Bhattacharjee and Knott 

(1994) for dimple rupture and shear localisation respectively. 

3. Bend loading was found to have a significant effect on the size and shape of the 

R-curve for pure Mode I loading, especially for increasing W. For non Mode I 

loading the effect of bend load was diminished due to competition between 

Mode I and Mode II loading. For each test the load was applied directly 

through the specimen crack tip. Effectively, for Mode I loading, this produced 
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eccentric loading through the uncracked ligament ahead of the crack tip. the 

degree of eccentricity increased as W increased. Consequently the level of 

constraint also increased thus producing lower R-curves. It would be 

interesting to compare the current Mode I R-curves with those generated by 

applying the load directly through the centre of eccentricity, a pure tensile 

loading condition, to see the margins of conservatism in the present results. 

4. The shear characteristics of A508 C-Mn steel should be studied further. It has 

been shown that the Mode II R-curves are independent of specimen size but 

dependent on crack depth ratio, ao/W. Preliminary studies have also suggested 

that shear loading is independent of microstructure. Microscopic analysis has 

demonstrated that a significant proportion of nucleated microvoids occur due to 

cracking of the cementite platelets within the pearlite grains, and the 

subsequent plastic deformation of the surrounding grain structure ensures 

coalescence via localised shear. Controlled heat treatment should be done to 

achieve specific microstructures (i. e., thicker cementite platelets and variation 
in grain size) and chemical analysis employed to ensure that the material is still 

within specification. Each sample should then be subject to Mode II ductile 

crack growth studies and the damage accumulation at the crack tip quantified. 
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TABLES 

Element c S P Si Mn Ni Cr Mo v 

wt % 0.180 0.011 0.016 0.330 1.130 0.020 0.020 <0.005 0.01 

Element Cu Sb Ti Al B Sn Co As 

Wt % 0.020 0.033 <0.002 0.029 0.0003 <0.005 0.010 <0.005 

Table 2.1. BS 1501-224 Gr490B Chemical Analysis 

(after Smith and Garwood, 1992 ) 

Temperature 

degrees C 

E 

GPa 

6ys 

MPa 

GUTS 

MPa 

20 203.0 358.0 546.0 

-120 207.3 565.0 708.0 
E= Elastic modulus, ass = Yield strength, and auTS = Tensile strength 

Table 2.2. BS1501-224 Gr490B Averaged Tensile Properties (T-L orientation) 

( after Swankie and Smith, 1998 ) 

a Crack Length (increments, Aa = 0.20mm) 

mm 

10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 11.40 11.60 

N11 3.5436 3.6972 3.8593 4.0305 4.2114 4.4029 4.6059 4.8212 5.0500 

1 18° 
3.4503 3.5999 3.7577 3.9244 4.1005 4.2870 4.4846 4.6943 4.9170 

36° 3.0540 3.1864 3.3261 3.4736 3.6295 3.7946 3.9695 4.1550 4.3522 

54° 2.3546 2.4567 2.5643 2.6781 2.7983 2.9256 3.0604 3.2035 3.3555 

72° 1.3521 1.4107 1.4726 1.5379 1.6069 1.6800 1.7574 1.8396 1.9269 

M II 0.0466 0.0486 0.0507 0.0530 0.0554 0.0579 0.0605 0.0634 0.0664 

a= Mixed mode loading angle and Ref = reference crack length 

Table 2.3. Mode I: Variation of fi(a, ao/W) with Increasing Crack Depth 

( after Davenport and Smith, 1993, and Tada et al., 1973; 1985 ) 



TABLES 

Crack Length (increments, Aa = 0.20mm) 

mm 

1 110.00 
10.20 [10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 11.40 11.60 

M1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

18° 0.4176 0.4216 0.4258 0.4302 0.4348 0.4396 0.4447 0.4499 0.4555 

36° 0.8889 0.8974 0.9063 0.9157 0.9255 0.9357 0.9464 0.9577 0.9695 

54° 1.3080 1.3205 1.3337 1.3474 1.3618 1.3769 1.3927 1.4093 1.4266 

72° 1.5691 1.5841 1.5998 1.6163 1.6336 1.6517 1.6707 1.6905 1.7114 

M 11 1.5662 1.5813 1.5970 1.6134 1.6307 1.6487 1.6677 1.6875 1.7083 

a= Mixed mode loading angle and Ref. = reference crack length 

Table 2.4. Mode 11 : Variation of fii(a, ao/W) with Increasing Crack Depth 

( after Davenport and Smith, 1993, and Tada et al., 1973; 1985 ) 

cc 

degrees 

ao/W Pmar 

kN 

KI 

MPa'm 

KI, 

MPa'm 

ß 
degrees 

00 
degrees 

Mode I, a= 0° 0.510 46.79 61.16 0.00 90.00 0.00 

Mode I, a= 0° 0.570 47.10 80.28 0.00 90.00 1.00 

Mode I, a= 0° 0.500 62.50 78.30 0.00 90.00 0.00 

Mode 1, a= 0° 0.524 65.72 91.34 0.00 90.00 1.00 

a= 36° 0.531 72.15 88.65 23.37 75.23 -29.50 

a= 54° 0.537 78.38 76.46 37.61 63.81 -37.00 

a= 72° 0.538 84.51 47.36 48.67 44.22 0.00 

a= 72° 0.538 81.95 46.01 47.19 44.23 -42.00 

Mode 11, a= 90° 0.550 80.50 0.00 46.92 0.00 9.50 

Mode 11, a= 90° 0.540 85.00 0.00 49.01 0.00 10.00 

Mode II, a= 90° 0.530 84.70 0.00 48.31 0.00 -8.50 

a= Mixed mode loading angle, P,,,,,, = Maximum load, 0= equivalent crack angle and 00 = Mixed mode fracture angle 

Table 2.5. Mixed Mode Experimental Test Data for Non Proof Load Specimens 

( BS 1501-224 C-Mn Steel, at -120°C ) 



TABLES 

a 
degrees 

ao/W Pmax 

kN 

Ki 

MPa1m 

Ku 

MPaIm 

ß 

degrees 

00 

degrees 

Mode I, a= 0° 0.520 77.40 103.23 0.00 90.00 2.00 

a= 36° 0.537 81.56 103.47 26.61 75.58 -32.50 

a= 54° 0.535 90.30 87.52 43.26 63.70 -42.00 

a= 72° 0.529 83.46 45.22 47.66 43.50 -53.00 

Mode II, a= 90° 0.529 87.02 0.00 49.61 0.00 -7.50 

Mode II, a= 90° 0.541 77.93 0.00 44.95 0.00 32.00 

Mode II, a= 90° 0.550 91.30 0.00 53.22 0.00 -7.00 

Mode II, a= 90° 0.520 85.30 0.00 48.16 0.00 -10.5 

a= Mixed mode loading angle, P,,,., t - Maximum load, 0- equivalent crack angle and 90 9 Mixed mode fracture angle 

Table 2.6. Mixed Mode Experimental Test Data for Mode I Proof Load Specimens 

Mode I Proof Load, Papp = 70. OkN 

(BS1501-224 C-Mn Steel, at -120"C) 

a 

degrees 

ao/W Pmax 

kN 

Ki 

MPa'm 

Kii 

MPaIm 

0 

degrees 

00 

degrees 

Mode I, a= 0° 0.550 15.44 24.03 0.00 90.00 15.60 

Mode I, a= 0° 0.540 18.05 26.88 0.00 90.00 16.00 

Mode I, a= 00 0.548 15.84 24.10 0.00 90.00 42.40 

a= 36° 0.528 37.77 45.90 12.20 75.12 -40.00 

a= 54° 0.536 32.95 32.03 15.79 63.76 -40.75 

a= 72° 0.518 43.54 22.47 24.58 42.43 -48.00 

Mode II, a= 90° 0.537 82.13 0.00 47.18 0.00 -7.00 

a= Mixed mode loading angle, P. = Maximum load, 0= equivalent crack angle and 90 = Mixed mode fracture angle 

Table 2.7. Mixed Mode Experimental Test Data for Mode II Proof Load Specimens 

Mode II Proof Load, Papp = 62.5kN 

(BS1501-224 C-Mn Steel, at -120"C) 



TABLES 

Element C S P Si Mn Ni Cr Mo 

Wt % 0.160 0.007 0.004 0.220 1.340 0.670 0.170 0.510 

Element V Cu Sb Ti Al Sn As Nb 

Wt % <0.010 0.060 0.004 <0.010 0.010 0.004 0.019 <0.010 

Analysis obtained by Spark Discharge Emission Spectroscopy 

Table 3.1. A508 Class 3 C-Mn Steel Chemical Analysis 

( after Davenport, 1993 ) 

Specimen 

orientation 

E 

GPa 
ays 

MPa 
GUTS 
MPa 

n Elongation 

at failure 

L 201.0 430.0 561.0 7.7 26.0 % 

T 225.0 440.0 578.0 8.0 30.0 % 

S 213.8 423.0 571.0 7.8 27.5 % 
E=Elastic modulus, cyi=Yield strength, Qurs=Tensile strength, and n=Strain hardening exponent 

Table 3.2. A508 Class 3 C-Mn Steel Averaged Uniaxial Test Data, at 20°C 

( after Davenport, 1993 ) 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

kicn 

kN/mm 

kicp 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 138.0 354.0 00 

a=18.0° 138.0 335.0 400.0 

a=36.0° 143.0 445.0 170.0 

a=54.0° 130.0 1000.0 200.0 

a=72.0° 125.0 1333.3 160.0 

Mode II (a=18.0°) 107.0 00 138.0 

a--Mixed mode loading angle, kw, ki� and ki=local load line, local crack normal and local crack parallel stiffness 

Table 3.3. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions for SG SEN Specimens 

(B=20mm, W=20mm) 



TABLES 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

k1, � 
kN/mm 

ki, p 
kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 152.0 152.0 00 

a=22.5° 158.7 195.3 223.7 

a7-45.0° 153.6 290.5 175.6 

a=67.5° 144.5 879.8 145.3 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 145.0 00 145.0 

a=Mixed mode loading angle, kin, kk� and k4-local load line, local crack normal and local crack parallel stillness 

Table 3.4. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=10mm, W=20mm) 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

kic� 

kN/mm 

kip 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 262.9 262.9 00 

a=22.5° 253.6 372.0 264.6 

a=45.0° 206.3 389.7 235.7 

a=67.5° 193.9 818.7 197.3 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 194.3 00 194.3 

Table 3.5. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=10mm, W=40mm) 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

k1c� 

kN/mm 

kip 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 578.0 578.0 00 

a=22.5° 465.2 622.3 578.3 

a=45.0° 370.3 706.6 400.8 

a=67.5° 393.3 1385.2 400.8 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 429.9 00 429.9 

Table 3.6. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=10mm, W=80mm) 



TABLES 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

k1cn 

kN/mm 

k1cp 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 116.3 116.3 00 

a=22.5° 245.9 340.0 280.5 

a=45.0° 275.6 639.8 276.6 

a=67.5° 266.8 1256.0 256.2 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 253.1 00 253.1 

a=Mixed mode loading angle, kw, ki. and k4-local load line, local crack normal and local crack parallel stiffness 

Table 3.7. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=20mm, W=20mm) 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

kicn 

kN/mm 

k1cp 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 259.5 259.5 00 

a=22.5° 241.6 296.0 411.3 

a=45.0° 222.8 356.7 282.8 

a7-67.5° 230.7 518.1 256.9 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 257.0 00 257.0 

Table 3.8. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=20nun, W=40mm) 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

kicn 

kN/mm 

kicp 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 306.5 306.5 °o 

a=22.5° 274.7 340.7 424.1 

a=45.0° 245.9 384.5 316.2 

a=67.5° 255.3 562.7 285.7 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 294.3 00 294.3 

Table 3.9. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=20mm, W=80mm) 
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Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

klcn 

kN/mm 

ktcp 

kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 337.9 337.9 °o 

a=22.5° 300.4 389.3 430.9 

a=45.0° 277.0 462.7 339.6 

a=67.5° 288.3 682.8 322.5 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 318.8 00 318.8 

a=Mixed mode loading angle, kui, k1 and k14=local load line, local crack normal and local crack parallel stiffness 

Table 3.10. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=40mm, W=20mm) 

Loading mode kill 

kN/mm 

kie� 

kN/mm 

ki,, p 
kN/mm 

Mode I (a=0.0°) 379.9 379.9 ao 

a=22.5° 348.0 446.3 542.7 

a=45.0° 318.1 511.3 397.1 

a=67.5° 322.7 803.2 362.1 

Mode II (a=90.0°) 359.0 00 359.0 

Table 3.11. A508 Stiffness Calibration Functions (B=40mm, W=40mm) 
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TABLES 

Mode I (Tension) 

a=0.0° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=22.5° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=45.0° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=67.5° 

Mode II (Shear) 

a=90.0° 

B=10 B=20 B=40 

W=20 374 

W=40 451 

W=80 53X 

B =10 B =20 B=40 

W= 20 5 

W= 40 3 

W= 80 3 X 

B=10 I B=20 1 13=40 

W=20 1ß4 

W=40 14 

W=80 1311x 

r4N umber of completed specimens 

LX Configuration exceeds load capacity of test machine 

Table 3.13. A508: Matrix of Test Specimen Configurations, ao/W=0.5 

( dimensions in millimetres, W=width, B=thickness ) 
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TABLES 

Mode I (Tension) 

a=0.0° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=22.5° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=45.0° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=67.5° 

Mode II (Shear) 

a=90.0° 

B= 10 B =20 B =40 

W= 20 

W= 40 

W= 80 X 

B =10 B =20 B =40 
W= 20 3 

W= 40 

W= 80 3 

B= 10 B =20 B= 40 

W= 20 

W= 40 

W= 80 

B=10 B=20 B=40 

W=40 

W=80 3 

4 Number of completed specimens 

X Configuration exceeds load capacity of test machine 

Table 3.20. A508: Matrix of Test Specimen Configurations, ao/W=0.7 

(dimensions in millimetres, W=width, B=thickness ) 
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TABLES 

Mode I (Tension) 

a=0.0° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=22.5° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=45.0° 

Mixed mode (combination of tension and shear) 

a=67.5 ° 

Mode 11 (Shear) 

a=90.0° 

B =10 B =20 B=40 

W= 20 

W= 40 X 

W= 80 X X 

B =10 B =20 B=40 

W= 20 2 

W= 40 X 

W= 80 X X 

B =10 B =20 B=40 

W= 20 

W =40 X 

W =80 X X 

B =10 B =20 B=40 

W =20 4 3 

W =40 

W =80 X 

4 Number of completed specimens 

X Configuration exceeds load capacity of test machine 

Table 3.25. A508: Matrix of Test Specimen Configurations, ao/W=0.1 

( dimensions in millimetres, W=width, B=thickness ) 
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TABLES 

Loading B 

angle mm 

W C1 

mm 

C2 dJ/da 

Mode II 10.0 20.0 357.9 0.3889 317 

a=90.0° 40.0 20.0 442.2 0.4744 169 

Mode II master curve 420.8 0.4836 204 
B--thickness, W-width, Cl and Cz=R-curve parameters and dJ/da=slope of the R-curve (units: MPa) 

Table 3.27. A508: R-Curve Parameters for Different Size Specimens, a,, /W=0.1 

Thickness, B 

Loading mode Width, W 10.0mm 20.0mm 40.0mm 

Mode I 20.0mm 52.0 kN 102.1 kN 224.0 kN 

a=0.0° 40.0mm 96.4 kN 173.6 kN - 
80.0mm 123.7 kN - - 

a=22.5° 20.0mm 49.3 kN - - 
40.0mm 70.5 kN - - 
80.0mm 162.2 kN - - 

a=45.0° 20.0mm 29.4 kN - 173.8 kN 

40.0mm 64.5 kN - - 

. 
80.0mm 102.0 kN - - 

a=67.5° 20.0mm 28.5 kN - - 
40.0mm 59.6 kN - - 
80.0mm 121.2 kN - - 

Mode II 20.0mm 31.5 kN 50.9 kN 145.7 kN 

a=90.0° 40.0mm 59.1 kN 141.2 kN - 
80.0mm 112.8 kN - - 

a-Mixed mode loading angle 

Table 3.28. A508: Experimental Mixed Mode I/II Maximum Loads, ao/W=0.5 



TABLES 

Thickness, B 

Loading mode Width, W 10.0mm 20.0mm 40.0mm 

Mode I 20.0mm 36.3 kN 73.5 kN - 
a=0.0° 80.0mm 71.5 kN - - 

a=45.0° 20.0mm 23.4 kN - - 
80.0mm 86.4 kN - - 

Mode II 20.0mm 20.2 kN 45.0 kN - 
a=90.0° 80.0mm 78.8 kN - - 
a=Mixea moae ioaamg angle 

Table 3.29. A508: Experimental Mixed Mode I/II Maximum Loads, a. /W=0.7 



TABLES 

Specimen Average fracture face measurements Pmax Fracture 

ID Face A Face B (A+B)/2 Energy 

mm mm mm N N mm 

Parent Material 

1 1.173 0.467 0.820 5849.2 4942.4 

2 0.477 0.152 0.314 5570.7 2598.6 

3 0.000 0.137 0.068 5459.2 1347.5 

4 0.000 0.213 0.107 6139.8 2076.7 

5 0.468 1.038 0.753 5531.8 2797.2 

Set 2 

1 1.702 0.800 1.251 10081.4 4971.7 

2 0.000 0.092 0.046 9581.0 1675.9 

3 0.000 0.125 0.063 10208.4 2765.2 

4 0.863 0.405 0.634 9900.2 4214.5 

5 0.477 0.155 0.316 9852.0 3352.5 

Set 3 

1 0.887 0.902 0.894 6468.0 6783.7 

2 0.503 0.188 0.346 6222.8 3069.7 

3 0.090 0.298 0.194 5849.2 2274.3 

4 0.000 0.188 0.094 6016.4 1988.4 

5 0.083 0.163 0.123 6182.4 2458.0 
P. =maximum load 

Table 3.30. A508: Results of the Small Scale SEN Mode II Specimens 

Specimen 

heat 

B 

mm 

W 

mm 

Cl C2 dU/da 

N 

Parent 5.0 5.0 

Set 2 5.0 5.0 4670 0.345 3295 

Set 3 5.0 5.0 

B=thickness, W-width, C1 and C2=R-curve parameters and dU/da=slope of the R-curve 

Table 3.31. A508: R-Curve Parameters for Small Scale SEN Mode II Specimens 



TABLES 

Mode a W=20. Omm W=40. Omm W=80. Omm 

(°) fi(adW) fu(adW) fi(ajW) fn(adw) fi(adw) fn(s) 

Mode I 00.0 2.576 - 2.523 - 2.487 - 
22.5 1.746 0.300 2.338 0.339 2.357 0.204 

45.0 1.354 0.394 1.847 0.462 1.950 0.363 

67.5 0.885 0.524 1.236 0.646 1.027 0.628 

Mode II 90.0 - 0.827 - 0.868 - 0.946 

a=Mixed mode loading angle, W=Specimen width 

Table 4.1. Mixed Mode Linear Elastic Geometry Functions, a/W=0.1 
( plane strain analyses ) 

Mode a W=20. Omm W=40. Omm W=80. Omm 

(°) f'(`". 
""/ 

fII(a 
. ') 

f10' W) fn(ad 
.. 

fl(aa 
.. 

) [ fn(ao/W) 

Mode I 00.0 3.358 - 3.298 - 3.269 - 
22.5 2.894 0.564 3.013 0.604 3.018 0.572 

45.0 2.214 0.762 2.295 0.829 2.341 0.831 

67.5 1.422 0.900 1.472 0.950 1.500 1.000 

Mode II 90.0 - 0.968 - 0.983 - 1.071 

Table 4.2. Mixed Mode Linear Elastic Geometry Functions, a/W=0.5 
( plane strain analyses ) 

Mode a W=20. Omm W=40. Omm W=80. Omm 
(°) fi("o' 

") 
f1(a 

"`) 
fl(a w) fu(a0/W) fj(a 

") 
fa("a' 

") 

Mode I 00.0 4.352 - 4.279 - 4.221 - 
22.5 3.726 0.719 3.713 0.745 3.875 0.699 

45.0 2.846 0.989 2.826 1.020 2.923 1.117 

67.5 1.820 1.150 1.804 1.170 1.819 1.200 

Mode II 90.0 - 1.180 - 1.185 - 1.242 

Table 4.3. Mixed Mode Linear Elastic Geometry Functions, a/W=0.7 
( plane strain analyses ) 



TABLES 

Mode a W=20. Omm W=40. Omm W=80. Omm 

°) lie 11p Ile lip lie Ilp 

Mode I 00.0 1.970 2.650 1.676 2.500 1.743 2.300 

22.5 0.947 - 1.578 - 1.681 - 
45.0 0.652 - 1.125 - 1.251 - 
67.5 0.280 - 0.522 - 0.429 - 

Mode II 90.0 0.104 0.780 0.116 0.650 0.137 0.640 

a=Mixed mode loading angle, W=Specimen width 

Table 4.4. Mixed Mode Elastic and Elastic-Plastic r) Factors, a/W=0.1 
( plane strain analyses ) 

Mode a W=20. Omm W=40. Omm W=80. Omm 

°) TIC lip TIC lip Ile TIP 

Mode I 00.0 1.318 2.710 1.384 2.530 1.450 2.365 

22.5 1.160 2.500 1.294 2.425 1.337 2.300 

45.0 0.814 2.100 0.913 2.080 0.973 1.950 

67.5 0.355 1.300 0.395 1.310 0.451 1.110 

Mode II 90.0 0.075 0.720 0.079 0.680 0.093 0.686 

Table 4.5. Mixed Mode Elastic and Elastic-Plastic il Factors, a/W=0.5 
( plane strain analyses ) 

Mode a W=20. Omm W=40. Omm W=80. Omm 

11e Ilp Tle lip Ile 71P 

Mode I 00.0 1.239 2.740 1.287 2.620 1.347 2.460 

22.5 1.105 2.560 1.174 2.500 1.230 2.350 

45.0 0.773 2.153 0.820 2.120 0.868 2.040 

67.5 0.332 1.342 0.350 1.325 0.380 1.235 

Mode II 
1 

90.0 
1 

0.065 
L- 

0.680 0.066 0.690 0.072 0.660 

Table 4.6. Mixed Mode Elastic and Elastic-Plastic il Factors, a/W=0.7 
( plane strain analyses ) 
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Figure 1.2. Mechanisms of Ductile Crack Growth 
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Figure 1.6. An Angled Through Crack in a Large Panel Subject to Uniaxial Tension 
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Figure 1.7. Variation of Fracture Angle for Combined Tensile and Shear Loading 
(The MTS criterion, proposed by Erdogan and Sih, 1963) 
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Figure 1.8. Variation of Fracture Toughness for Combined Tensile and Shear Loading 
(The MTS criterion, proposed by Erdogan and Sih, 1963) 
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Figure 1.9. Effect of Plasticity on the Crack Tip Stress Fields 
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Figure 1.16. Schematic Representation of Proof Testing and Warm Prestressing 
( after Yukawa, 1969 ) 
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Figure 2.1a. Mode I: BS1501-224 C-Mn Steel, Ductile Fracture at 20°C 
(after Xavier, 1995 ). 
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Figure 2.1b. Mode II : BS1501-224 C-Mn Steel, Ductile Fracture at 20°C 
(after Xavier, 1995 ) 
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Figure 2.6a. Mode 1: Elastic Geometry Function for Mixed Mode Loading 

( after Davenport and Smith, 1993, and Tada et al., 1973,1985 ) 
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Figure 2.7. Non Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Toughness 
(BS1501-224 C-Mn Steel, at -120°C ) 
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Figure 2.9. Non Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Angles 
( BS 1501-224 C-Mn Steel, at -120°C ) 
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Figure 2.14. Mode I Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Angles 
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Figure 2.16. BS 1501-224 Fracture Surface Features : Mode I Proof Load, Mode I Fracture 
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Figure 2.17. SEM Examination of Damage Accumulated at the Crack Tip due to a 
Mode I Proof Load ( BS 1501-224, at 20°C ) 
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Figure 2.21. Mode II Proof Load, Mixed Mode Fracture Angles 
( BS 1501-224 C-Mn Steel, at -120°C ) 
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Figure 2.23. BS 1501-224 Fracture Surface Features : Mode II Proof Load, 
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Figure 2.24. SEM Examination of Damage Accumulated at the Crack Tip due to a 
Mode II Proof Load ( BS 1501-224, at 20°C ) 
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Figure 3.6. Shear Punch Loading Fixture 
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Figure 3.7. Positioning of Spacer Blocks in Mixed Mode Loading Fixture 
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Figure 3.21. Mode II R-Curves: Size Effects, ao/W=0.5 
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( comparisons with MTS criterion, Erdogan and Sih, 1963 ) 
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Figure 5.10. Mixed Mode R-Curves Generated using DavenporVs (1993) Interpolation 
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Figure 5.11. Mixed Mode R-Curves Generated using Davenport's (1993) Interpolation 
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Figure 5.12. Change in Failure Mechanism During Mixed Mode Loading 
(B=10mm, W=20mm, a. /W=0.5) 
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Figure 5.13. Change in Failure Mechanism During Mixed Mode Loading 
(B=10mm, W=40mm, a. /W=0.5) 
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Figure 5.15. Change in Failure Mechanism During Mixed Mode Loading 
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